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Abstract
In Canada, the vote represents the principal avenue for political participation.
Between Confederation in 1867 and the end of the nineteenth century, Canada's federal
franchise law - the law that determines who may vote in Dominion elections - underwent
a series of seemingly antithetical alterations. Thus far, historians and political scientists
have written very little on this development of the nineteenth-century Dominion
franchise. Amongst those who have, the idea that franchise reform took place during this
period because of partisan expediency has tended to hold sway historiographically.
Taking other factors into account - from political altruism to popular pressure - this
thesis questions that historiographical trend. Certainly, partisanship still played a part in
these legislative alterations. Through an application of state formation theory, this thesis
argues that nineteenth-century Canadian statesmen, by means of new franchise law, in
large part attempted to graft their own ideological visions of Canada onto the burgeoning
nation.
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Chapter 1
"The Canadian franchise was a neglected field":
Introduction, Historiography, and Methodology
On June 18, 1886, at nine o'clock in the morning, Judge Edward Morgan opened
the court of final revision for divisions four, five, six, and seven of East York in
Davisville, Ontario.1 In front of the judge appeared delegations for both the Conservative
and Reform parties, led respectively by lawyers Alfred Boultbee and John A. Paterson,
their witnesses, contingents of party loyalists, and individuals hoping to receive the
federal vote.2 The previous year, Prime Minister John A. Macdonald's Conservative
government had rewritten Canada's federal electoral franchise legislation. The new
Dominion Franchise Act removed jurisdiction over the federal franchise from the
provincial sphere and placed it under the sole control of the Dominion Parliament,
thereby instituting new qualifications for voting in federal elections. Consequently, the
Dominion government needed to establish afresh precisely who could elect

1

Born in St. Vincent, Wisconsin, in 1838, Edward Morgan came to Canada with his father in
1854. Originally a Newmarket, Ontario solicitor, he was appointed as junior judge for York County on
September 15, 1885. As of 1912, he still resided in Toronto. See: "Morgan, His Honour Edward," The
Canadian Men and Women of the Time, ed. Henry James Morgan (Toronto: William Briggs, 1912), 821.
When drawing up voters' lists - the lists that named individuals who could legally vote in a given election
- the revising barrister (the person responsible for this process) would hold courts of final revision. There,
individuals could make their case as to who should or should not receive the vote in a given election. After
such a court took place, and the resultant changes to the voters' lists made, no other alterations would take
place before election day.
2
"East York," Toronto Globe, 19 June 1886, 14. Born near Southampton, England in 1828,
Alfred Boultbee was called to the Ontario bar in 1855. A Conservative, he served as York North's Member
of Provincial Parliament from 1872 until he resigned in 1875 to contest a federal by-election for the same
riding. Although he failed in this instance, he was elected under the Conservative banner as Member of
Parliament for York East in 1878. While he was not reelected in 1882, he remained a Conservative
supporter until his death in 1901. See: Richard Boultbee, "Alfred Boultbee (1828 - 1901)," The History of
the Boultbee Family (2005), <http://homepage.ntlworld.com/boultbee/bfh/alfredb.htm> (17 October 2008).
Born in Scotland on the Isle of Lewis in 1846, John Andrew Paterson received his education at the
University of Toronto. Also a lawyer by trade, he lived and practiced in Toronto as well. See: "Paterson,
John Andrew," The Canadian Men and Women of the Time, 885.

1
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representatives to the House of Commons.3 As the revising barrister for East York, it fell
to Judge Morgan to finalize the constituency's federal voters' list before the impending
winter election.4
Arthur and James Acey, a pair of brothers who resided in Division Five of the
constituency, submitted two of the first applications heard by Judge Morgan that day.5
The Acey brothers were farmers. Not possessing land of their own, the two still lived on
the family farm with their aging father, John Acey.6 To gain their livelihood, they helped
him with the farm's upkeep. According to the new franchise act, all sons of farmers who
had reached the age of majority of twenty-one, and whose fathers owned farms worth at
least $150, could exercise the vote.7 Unfortunately for the junior Aceys, while they had
both reached the age of majority, John Acey did not own his farm. He was a tenant
farmer.8 Under Ontario's franchise law - the legislation used to regulate the federal
franchise in Ontario before January 1, 1886 - the fact that the senior Acey rented his land
would not have posed a problem. Ontario viewed all farmers' sons as equals with respect
to the franchise.9 If the federal franchise had remained unaltered, the Acey brothers
could have therefore happily cast their ballots at the next federal election. Despite the
exhortations of John A. Paterson on the Aceys' behalf, the new act was clear. As the
3

See: Elections Canada, A History of the Vote in Canada (Ottawa: The Minister of Public Works
and Government Services Canada, 1997), 48-49.
4
Each constituency would have had its own revising barrister. His task was to draw up and
finalize the constituency's voters' list. As such, he most directly determined who could and could not vote
in a given election. Judge Morgan received his appointment soon after his call to the bench. See: The
Canadian Men and Women of the Time, 821.
5
"East York," Toronto Globe, 19 June 1886, 14.
6
Bruce S. Elliott, ed, Index to the 1871 Census of Ontario: York (Toronto: Ontario Geneological
Society, 1992), 1. According to the census record, John Acey had moved to Canada from England. Even
as early as 1871 he lived and farmed in East York. See: Ibid.
7
Thomas Hodgins, The Canadian Franchise Act (Toronto: Roswell & Hutchison, 1886), 87-88.
8
"East York," Toronto Globe, 19 June 1886, 14.
9
Ibid.
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sons of a tenant farmer, Judge Morgan had no choice but to keep Arthur and James Acey
off of East York's voters' list.10 As a result of Prime Minister Macdonald's franchise act,
they had become disenfranchised: they no longer had a voice in Canada's federal
elections.
Today in Canada, the Acey brothers would have never found themselves in the
situation they faced in 1886. As guaranteed by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, all
Canadian citizens who have reached the age of majority (which has since been lowered to
the age of eighteen) have the unalienable right to vote in Canada's federal elections.
Indeed, the income and property qualifications for enfranchisement that struck the Aceys
from the federal voters' list have not existed federally since 1920. During the nineteenth
century, however, Canada's Dominion franchise had nowhere near the same
inclusiveness and stability. As the Acey clan worked the land in hopes of sustaining
itself and providing for its future, Canadians from across the country struggled to frame
the ultimate shape of the nation's franchise. Canada's would-be electors formed a
strikingly discordant chorus. Opinions varied greatly and individuals championed a
myriad of different franchises: ones controlled by the Dominion government, and ones
governed by the provincial legislatures; ones based on the principle of 'one person one
vote,' and ones that allowed multiple votes cast by the same person; ones with every sort
of qualification imaginable (such as property, income, taxation, and education
qualifications, to name a few), and ones with no qualifications whatsoever. While
manhood suffrage gained in popularity as the twentieth century approached, dialogue
rooted in the language of exclusion never fully left the late nineteenth-century debate.
10

Ibid.
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These deliberations in fact stretched from Confederation in 1867 down to the end
of the nineteenth century. Canada's federal franchise and its legislative foundation
consequently underwent a series of seemingly antithetical alterations. In 1867, a very
restrictive, property-based set of provincially-controlled franchises denied the vote to the
majority of Canadian men and all Canadian women. (There were also other exclusions
rooted in race). By the beginning of the twentieth century, however, authority over the
Canadian franchise had changed hands twice over: from the provincial governments to
the federal government in 1885; then, in 1898, back to the provinces once again. During
this strange revolution of removal and reinstatement, the restrictive franchise initially
became less strict, which in turn gave way to a resurgently restrictive, if not more
restrictive, franchise in 1885. By 1898, however, a franchise that closely resembled
manhood suffrage was embraced throughout most of Canada.
This convoluted and contradictory string of legislative and jurisdictional changes
begs a series of questions. First, what political and social ideologies precipitated such
antithetical changes to the nineteenth-century Dominion electoral franchise? Were the
shifts prompted by philosophical inclinations or political expediency? Who desired and
who initiated such changes? How great an influence did the public have in compelling
their elected representatives to legislate these changes? How did Canada's political
parties, social groups, and economic classes react to newly-enacted franchise legislation?
And, lastly, how did these reactions affect subsequent political dialogue and legislation?
The following study will attempt to answer these questions to better understand why
Canada's nineteenth-century franchise legislation developed in the peculiar way it did.

5

Historically within Canada, the franchise has acted as the cornerstone to the
nation's democratic system of governance. It has represented, and still represents, the
principal avenue by which Canadian citizens participate in the governance of the
Canadian state. As the Acey brothers would have understood when election day arrived
in 1887, individuals without the franchise have no direct means of influencing the course
of government and, consequently, the nation itself. Despite the importance of
enfranchisement to Canada's democratic underpinnings, it has not nearly received its due
attention from Canadian scholars. The vote and its regulation are generally treated as
'givens' of Canadian political history. As early as 1968, Canadian historian and social
critic Frank Underhill identified Canadian electoral franchise studies as a sadly
"neglected field" in the realm of historical scholarship.11 He had a very sound basis for
his lament. By that time, Canadian historians and political scientists had combined to
publish a grand total of thirty-one pages of analysis in their attempts to explain the whole
of Canadian franchise reform! Of course, the literature on nineteenth-century Canadian
federal franchise development represents a mere fraction of these thirty-one pages. The
fractious years of 1917 to 1920 - with all the excitement of wartime elections, women's
suffrage, and Prime Minister Robert Borden's gerrymandering - have more successfully
riveted the attention of Canada's franchise scholars. In the forty years that have passed
since 1968, the scholarship on nineteenth-century Canadian suffrage has admittedly
expanded, if only slightly. The Canadian government has published one factual
compendium of Canadian franchise law. A few, rather brief explanations of individual
franchise acts have emerged. The abuse of the franchise has attracted the attention of
11

John Garner, The Franchise and Politics in British North America 1755-1867 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969), preface,
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nineteenth-century political historians; but virtually no one has presented the franchise in
normative terms. Scholars have attempted to examine how suffrage reform and electoral
law affected particular groups of Canadians, and the nineteenth-century federal elections
themselves. These analyses, while intriguing, unfortunately have not filled the gap in the
historiography. So far, no one has yet to fully and thoroughly explain nineteenth-century
Dominion franchise reform in a sequential and systematic fashion.
While pioneering University of Toronto historian George M. Wrong briefly
mentioned the federal extension of the vote to women in his Canadian institutional
history of 1938, the first scholarly attempt to analyze Canadian franchise development
arrived in 1943.12 At the Canadian Historical Association meeting of that year, then
University of Manitoba historian W. L. Morton presented his very brief, ten-page essay
entitled "The Extension of the Franchise in Canada: A Study in Democratic
Nationalism." As the title suggests, Morton's principal interest in his paper stretches
beyond electoral franchise development. Instead, he views the franchise as a way to
measure the ascendency of democracy in Canada and the rate of its acceptance. To
support his argument that "democracy.. .came to Canada almost by stealth," Morton cites
that franchise extension has never been "a major political issue in any part of Canada."13
Indeed, he claims that franchise reforms neither met any sort of popular demand nor
received anything beyond a placid "lukewarm" acceptance from the Canadian public.14
12

George M. Wrong, The Canadians: A Story of a People (Toronto: Macmillan, 1938), 403-404.
Amongst other early professional histories of Canada, Canada and its Provinces stands out. A massive
twenty-three volume series published between 1914 and 1917, it was presided over by historian Adam
Shortt and Canada's first federal archivist, Arthur G. Doughty. Despite its considerable size and scope, it
makes no mention of the franchise whatsoever.
13
W. L. Morton, "The Extension of the Franchise in Canada: A Study in Democratic
Nationalism," Report (Canadian Historical Association, 24-25 May 1943), 73.
14
Ibid., 78-79.
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Since Morton categorically dismisses any kind of bottom-up explanation for Canadian
franchise expansion, what inspired such reforms? For Morton, political ideology and, to
a lesser extent, crass partisan benefit, provide the answers to this question.15
In his paper, Morton portrays Canada's two nascent nineteenth-century political
parties - the Liberals and the Conservatives - in ideologically contrasting terms. He
describes the Liberals, on one hand, as defenders of democratic advance and provincial
autonomy. As a result, they reportedly advocated franchise expansion and provincial
control of suffrage legislation.16 On the other hand, Morton argues that the Conservatives
resisted popular sovereignty (which they saw as leading to mob rule) and vehemently
supported the notion of a strong centralized federal government. The Conservatives
therefore wished to maintain a restricted franchise controlled by the federal government
in Ottawa.17 While Morton acknowledges more partisan party interests must have had
some effect, he depicts ideological motivations as playing the lead role in moulding the
various nineteenth-century franchise reforms. For example, he argues that the restrictive
Confederation franchise stemmed from engrained mid-nineteenth-century Conservative
values because its legislators designed it to resist the spread of popular democracy.18
Similarly, he cites that the Conservative franchise act of 1885 unmistakably "preserved
the ascendency of conservative principles and, no doubt, the Conservative party" because
it restricted the vote and nationalized the electoral lists.19 Morton makes similar

15

In this study, terms such as "partisan benefit" and "partisan party interest" (for lack of a better
phrase) describe actions motivated by a political party's desire to either attain power, stay in power, or
exploit its power.
16
Ibid., 75; 77.
17
Ibid., 76-77.
18
Ibid., 76.
19
Ibid., 77.
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ideological implications concerning the Franchise Act of 1898, only this time he sees no
involvement of partisan influence whatsoever. He argues this Liberal act seemingly put
Liberal reformist philosophy into practice because it returned control of federal franchise
legislation to the provinces, which had since all lowered their franchise qualifications,
many to the point of manhood suffrage.20 The correlations that Morton draws between
ideology and legislation represent the strength of his paper. Unfortunately, the paper
contains significant deficiencies as well. The largely unsubstantiated discussion of
partisan benefit gives it the appearance of a hurried afterthought. Even more
conspicuously, the article completely dismisses any notion of public influence over
legislation without providing a shred of proof. Morton's generalization is perhaps
understandable: he originally designed the paper as a short conference presentation, and
not as a full-blown academic article. Still, these glaring liabilities hinder the article's
explicative power. While Morton laudably provided a starting point for historical
research on the Canadian federal electoral franchise, the incompleteness of his work left
the door wide open for future studies.
Within seven years of Morton's essay, University of Saskatchewan political
scientist Norman Ward forwarded his own investigation of Canadian franchise reform
(thus beginning the trend of political scientists overtaking the historical study of the
Canadian franchise, a trend that continues today). His study was also quite short, only
spanning a chapter in a larger text on Canadian political institutions.21 Despite this
brevity, Ward covers eighty-one years of Canadian franchise history starting with

20

Ibid., 77-78.
Norman Ward, The Canadian House of Commons: Representation (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1950). See: Chapter XII - "The Franchise", 211-232.
21

9

Confederation in 1867. He does so by focusing on the franchise acts passed during this
period. Taking a page from Morton, Ward suggests that party ideology played a role in
nineteenth-century Canadian franchise development. For example, he argues that the
Conservatives nationalized the federal franchise in 1885 as part of their belief in a strong
federalist political structure for Canada.22 Ward also contends that the Liberals may have
passed 1898's franchise reform under ideological auspices as well; in deference to their
"faith in provincial autonomy," they supposedly reversed the Conservative Act and
provincialized the federal vote.

Laurier's franchise was thus a triumph of provincial

rights. Taking another page from Morton, Ward contends that the desire for partisan
benefit permeated and encouraged nineteenth-century franchise reform as well. At this
point, however, their opinions begin to diverge.
In comparison with Morton, Ward places much more emphasis on partisan
benefit, and political expediency more generally, as explanatory factors. For Ward, the
form of Canada's first franchise had more to do with pragmatism than anything else.
While "Section 41 of the British North America Act, 1867, provided for the continued
use of provincial franchises," Ward argues that the Fathers of Confederation preferred a
unified, federally-governed franchise. They supposedly employed the existing provincial
franchises simply because "it was impracticable [for the first Canadian Parliament] to use
anything" else.24 To Ward, this political expediency shifted more towards an expediency
for partisan benefit as the nascent Parliament began to establish itself. By 1885, the
Conservatives had supposedly set their eyes on legislatively swinging future federal

22

Ibid., 211.
Ibid., 224.
2A
Ibid., 211.
23
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elections in their favour. According to this argument, the Conservatives must have also
pushed their 1885 reform through the Commons to both disenfranchise potential Liberal
voters (who had previously gained the franchise through predominantly Liberal
provincial franchise legislation) and to enfranchise other groups of Canadians who, they
hoped, would vote Conservative out of gratitude.25 For the 1898 act, Ward argues that
the Liberals had the same idea, but with a reverse rationalization. They also hoped that
their legislation's expansion of the franchise would create a new, loyal electoral base.
Moreover, he goes on to claim that provincial politics may have helped induce the
Liberals to return control over the franchise to the provinces. Since Liberal governments
governed most provinces in 1898, the federal Liberals reportedly believed they could
9

legislatively bring provincial election machinery to their aid as well.
Through these arguments, Ward made two significant additions to Canadian
franchise historiography. First, he forwarded an expediency argument concerning 1867's
federal franchise that nicely counterbalances Morton's ideology argument. Second, and
perhaps more importantly, he greatly reinforced Morton's partisan benefit argument. Of
the two perspectives, scholars have since drawn upon this second interpretation the most.
In fact, Ward's expanded partisan benefit argument still holds up as the foundation for
the majority of today's nineteenth-century Canadian federal franchise studies (as we shall
see). Yet, toward the end of his analysis, Ward provides a curious twist to his treatment
of franchise reform. He introduces another motivation that Morton had completely
dismissed: that of public opinion. In doing so, he gave agency to the people - something
that Canada's old nationalist historians seldom did.
25
26

Ibid., 215-216.
Ibid., 224.
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Ward sees public opinion as a present but minor contributor to suffrage
development during this period. Although he does not mention it in connection with the
acts of 1867 or 1885, he does argue that a "rise in [public] pressure to force the wider
franchise on the federal government" had emerged by 1898.27 Yet, like Morton, Ward
takes his pronouncement about public opinion as a given. He provides no evidence to
corroborate it. While the reader may have been able to forgive Morton's generalization
because of his particular forum, it proves less easy to do so in the case of Ward. He
could have easily expanded his chapter by the few necessary pages for such a discussion.
A lack of interest, or a lack of knowledge, may have prevented this examination of extragovernmental sentiment (a possibility with Morton as well). When Ward wrote his text
in the early 1950s, institutional histories and political biographies still represented the
"dominant form[s] of historical writing."28 The 'new histories' - beginning with social
history and its attempt to recapture the 'average' person's life - did not attain any sort of
popularity until the next decade. Gender history, labour history, and cultural history
developed even later. Without a strong social history tradition to guide him, Ward may
have not seen the need to more closely investigate the average Canadian's opinion. And
even if he had such an interest, he certainly did not have the tools to do so. Because he
wrote in 1950, he did not have access to the propositions, methodologies, and raw data
later developed and espoused by the new historians to discover public sentiment. Nor
could he access theories on state formation and the public sphere eventually assimilated
into the new histories from the social sciences. As a result, he had little prospect to
provide a complete explanation as to why the nineteenth-century Canadian suffrage
27
28

Ibid., 224.
Carl Berger, The Writing of Canadian History (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1976), 160.
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developed in the way that it did. True, Ward opened a new avenue of inquiry for
Canadian franchise studies: the Canadian public now apparently played at least some role
in franchise reform. As with Morton's study, however, unanswered questions prevented
a satisfactory account of Canada's nineteenth-century federal franchise development.
Following the publication of Ward's analysis, a lull fell over this particular line of
inquiry. In 1955, former University of Toronto historian Donald Creighton briefly
mentioned federal franchise reform as part of his magisterial biography of John A.
Macdonald. While he viewed the passage of Macdonald's franchise act as a testament to
"the old man's expertise in the fine points of parliamentary in-fighting", Creighton
offered little explanation as to the act's necessity aside from the notion that Macdonald
"disliked the fact that federal elections were held in accordance with franchises
determined by the different provincial legislatures."29 Thirteen years later, in 1968,
Dalhousie political scientist J. Murray Beck advanced his own discussion of Canadian
electoral history. Containing perhaps the sole compilation of Dominion election
statistics, Pendulum of Power follows a blow-by-blow account of Canada's federal
elections from 1867 to 1968. Although obviously interested in the vote and its results,
Beck on the other hand never seeks to investigate its underpinnings. He therefore tended
to ignore the franchise, unless it became an election issue (as it did in 1917).30

29

Donald Chreighton, John A. Macdonald: The OldChieftan (Toronto: MacmilJan, 1955), 427;

407.
30

J. Murray Beck, Pendulum of Power (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1968), 139. Of course,
Canadian women (admittedly, only "the close female relatives of persons on active duty overseas") in 1917
received the federal vote for the first time. The War-Time Elections Act would also "deny the vote to
naturalized immigrants en bloc". According to Beck, Prime Minister Borden's Union government won at
least fourteen seats because of this alteration of the Dominion franchise. See: Ibid., 139; 145.
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The year after Pendulum of Power hit the bookstores, the University of Toronto
Press published The Franchise and Politics in British North America 1755-1867 by
former University of Manitoba political scientist John Garner. Despite the inclusion of
"186T' in the title, the text does not expand its investigation beyond the British North
American colonial franchises. Admittedly, his opening chapter does provide some
indication as to colonial sentiments regarding enfranchisement during the 1860s, such as
a general belief that a restricted franchise would prevent the excesses of unbridled
•j I

popular democracy witnessed in the United States.

Nonetheless, Garner does not

connect these opinions to Confederation and the structure of Canada's inaugural suffrage
legislation. An investigation of nineteenth-century Canadian franchise reform must make
these connections. While University of New Brunswick historian Gail G. Campbell
would later test some of Garner's assumptions concerning franchise restrictiveness using
Albert County, New Brunswick as a case study, her study did not chronologically
proceed any further than the late-1850s.

Even so, Campbell urges historians of the

franchise to adopt a more balanced approach to their subject. While franchise reforms
sometimes "came as a result of contests for influence among competing elites", she
argues that they just as often came as "a response to pressures from below".33 In light of

31

Garner, 7. More generally, see: Garner, 3-10.
More specifically, Campbell suggested a reevaluation of Garner's claim that '"no numerous and
important segment of the [adult male] population' was excluded from the exercise of the franchise in any of
the six colonies he examined." In her conclusion, she argues that Garner was ultimately correct in his
assessment concerning the breadth of the colonial franchises considering the suffrage was "a right that the
vast majority of young men could realistically expect to gain, and to gain legally." On the other hand,
Campbell did disagree with Garner's conclusion "that a broad franchise necessarily meant that the law and
the reality diverged in any truly significant way." See: Gail G. Campbell, "The Most Restrictive Franchise
in British North America? A Case Study", Canadian Historical Review 71.2 (June 1990), 160; 187-188.
This study will comment upon Campbell's article more fully in the following chapter.
33
Ibid., 159.
32
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the generally one-sided arguments concerning franchise reform that preceded her study,
Campbell's point is well taken.
Around the same time, University of British Columbia political scientist R.
Kenneth Carty, and his colleague social historian W. Peter Ward, published an edited
volume on national politics in Canada. In it, they employed a scant two pages of their
study of the making of Canada's political community to analyze the entirety of
nineteenth-century Canadian suffrage. In repackaging Norman Ward's political
expediency and partisan benefit arguments for a new generation of scholars, they did not
really add anything new to the historiography.34 Similarly, in 1993, Brock University
political scientist Garth Stevenson included a couple of pages about "Canadian attitudes
toward democracy and the evolution of the franchise" in his monograph on federalprovincial relations in Canada entitled Ex Uno Plures.

Unfortunately, Stevenson does

not offer the reader any sort of exegesis of this evolution, aside from a rather enigmatic
remark that links the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 to a supposed practical acceptance
of democracy by Prime Minister Macdonald.36 To find the next sizeable inquiry into
Canadian federal franchise evolution, one must therefore leap ahead to 1997. In that
year, Canada's Chief Electoral Officer, Jean-Pierre Kingsley, sponsored the publication
of A History of the Vote in Canada. Based largely on the research of University of
Montreal political scientist Louis Massicotte, it traces the evolution of suffrage and, more
broadly, responsible government from 1758 - when Nova Scotia elected the first
34

R. Kenneth Carty and W. Peter Ward, "The Making of a Canadian Political Citizenship," in
National Politics and Community in Canada, eds. R. Kenneth Carty and W. Peter Ward (Vancouver:
University of British Columbia Press, 1986), 71-72.
35
Garth Stevenson, Ex Uno Plures: Federal-Provincial Relations in Canada 1867-1896 (Montreal
and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993), 41.
36
Ibid., 43.
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legislative assembly in British North America - through to the present day. To do so, the
text meticulously details Canadian franchise law through an exhaustive presentation of
enfranchisement progression and regression.
At the factual level, this book is exceptionally useful. It provides much of the
necessary statistical and legislative information needed to sustain a detailed study of
nineteenth-century Canadian franchise reform. Sadly, for those undertaking such a study,
it only barely extends its approach beyond the mere reporting of fact. While every so
often the writer attempts to describe why franchise reform occurred when it did and in the
way it did, such attempts generally amount to one-sentence declarations that do not
provide an incisive argument. For example, the book claims that Prime Minister
Macdonald tabled a restrictive franchise act in 1885 because he "had a profound aversion
to universal suffrage."37 The unsubstantiated brevity of this justification parallels the
text's explanation of the Franchise Act of 1898. To the author, the Liberals had designed
this act out of fiscal practicality. Because Macdonald's franchise act obliged the federal
government to spend excessive amounts of money (primarily in preparing voters' lists),
Laurier's Liberals gave jurisdiction over franchise legislation back to the provinces. In
doing so, it divested Ottawa of any financial responsibility.38 These arguments do not in
any substantial way attempt to surpass the previous scholarship on the topic.
Before further disparaging the effort of Elections Canada, one must acknowledge
two possible reasons for this somewhat thin analysis. First, A History of the Vote in
Canada was designed with a more general readership in mind. Its relatively short 109page length, its journalistic style, and its extensive use of pictures, sidebars, and charts
37
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clearly reveal this predisposition. It commendably sought to provide Canadians with a
ready reference on their vote and its evolution. Since the average reader would tend to
lack historiographical background on the topic - and have no desire to wade through the
nuanced arguments, the pages of elaborate detail, and the exhaustive documentary
support expected by a scholarly audience - the Chief Electoral Officer does not include
such heavy fare. His publication instead provides a succinctness that keeps the text
flowing and maintains its high readability. While this overall lack of thorough analysis
may not please historians interested in Canadian suffrage development and reform, it
does reflect the book's overall purpose. Second, the political status of the Chief Electoral
Officer may have prevented a candid or speculative explanation of franchise
development. As the head of a non-partisan bureau, Jean-Pierre Kingsley could not
afford anything that resembled analytical bias - whether Conservative or Liberal - to
appear within a book published at his office's behest. Since a lack of analysis represents
the most neutral analysis of all, it is perhaps understandable that the author excluded
detailed arguments as to nineteenth-century Canadian franchise development.
Unfortunately, this ten-year-old factual goldmine still represents the most up-to-date
literature on this topic. To find any further information, readers must expand their search
criteria to include all studies on the nineteenth-century Canadian franchise, and not just
those histories explicitly dedicated to examining its progress.
Scholars have produced a slightly larger body of research on more narrowlyfocused details of the nineteenth-century Canadian franchise. It must be acknowledged
here that some of the studies within this historiography do in fact present brief
explanations of particular franchise reforms during this period (especially the franchise
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act of 1885). Such accounts, however, do not generally represent the main focus of the
studies in question: they instead tend to invoke the franchise as contextual background
material or as a means to support a more central argument. Upon assessing this body of
literature, the reader perceives three general avenues of investigation. The first of these
branches investigates the nineteenth-century franchise in relation to specific groups of
Canadians, particularly disenfranchised ones.
One of the earliest of these studies arrived in 1950 with Catherine L. Cleverdon's
The Woman Suffrage Movement in Canada. Based on her Columbia University doctoral
dissertation, Cleverdon - an American-born historian and former high school teacher traces the struggle for female enfranchisement in Canada from its late nineteenth-century
origins until 1940, when Quebec finally eliminated the last vestige of wholesale female
disenfranchisement in Canada. As a result, her Whiggish celebration of Canadian
suffragists moves far beyond the nineteenth century. A largely descriptive and
chronological work, Cleverdon painstakingly enumerates how the provinces each shifted
to female suffrage. Her fifth chapter has perhaps the greatest relevance for studies of the
federal franchise. Entitled "Ottawa Interlude: Women's Political Rights as a Federal
Issue," its fifty pages meticulously traces the path Canadian women followed to receive
•3Q

the federal vote in 1917 and 1918.

While these women successfully completed their

journey, Cleverdon argues that suffrage groups during the nineteenth century (largely
comprised of elite professionals) took only tentative steps toward enfranchisement
because they did not muster the "courage to raise their voices."40 Other authors have
39
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since expanded upon this analysis. For Canadian expatriate and University of Adelaide
historian Carol Lee Bacchi, in Liberation Deferred?, the largely white, middle-class
suffragists took part in a larger reform movement that viewed family life and female
morality as a panacea for the evils of industrialization. Because of their high social status
and their belief in a way of life that reinforced the bourgeois values of their husbands,
Bacchi argues that the suffragists neither desired to revolutionize sex roles in Canada nor
work outside the boundaries of societal norms (where they may have achieved their goals
faster).41 Despite Bacchi's more controversial analysis, Cleverdon's study still remains
the most detailed history of the women's suffrage movement in Canada. As Toronto
barrister and solicitor Malcolm Montgomery would remind us, however, women did not
represent the sole disenfranchised group in nineteenth-century Canada.
In his article published in Ontario History in 1965, Montgomery focuses on an
entirely different group of disenfranchised Canadians: the First Nations. Entitled "The
Six Nations Indians and the Macdonald Franchise," the article investigates why certain
male First Nations Canadians received the vote in 1885 only for the federal government
to withdraw it in 1898. According to Montgomery, partisan benefit played the principal
role in this shift 42 While the Conservative franchise act of 1885 did not enfranchise all
male members of the First Nations, it gave the vote to those who lived off the reservation
and owned enough real property to meet the act's franchise qualifications. Montgomery
argues that in response to continued Liberal hostility toward First Nations' suffrage,
enfranchised First Nations people cast their ballots predominantly for the Conservatives
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by the 1896 federal election.43 Yet, the Liberals supposedly dismissed any attempts to
"woo the Indian electorate."44 To overcome this First Nations' electoral inclination, he
contends that the Liberal party returned the federal franchise to the provinces with full
knowledge that they, the provinces, had not yet enfranchised Canadians of First Nations
descent.45 Montgomery concludes that the First Nations lost the vote because, in the eyes
of the Liberal government in Ottawa, they did not cast their ballots for the right
candidates. As a result of this Liberal decision, the First Nations had to wait until 1960 to
federally exercise the vote again.46 As for Montgomery's argument concerning the
Franchise Act of 1898 - that the Liberals designed it to silence oppositional First Nations
voters - such an explanation can by no means fully account for the act's inception. First
Nations voters represented much too small a percentage of the electorate to justify a
drastic Liberal change of federal franchise law. That said, this article does at least point
to one of the multiple rationalizations that may help clarify why the federal Liberals
chose to table the Act in the first place. Almost four decades later, University of British
Columbia social historian Veronica Strong-Boag adopts a comparable approach to the
franchise act of 1885.
Veronica Strong-Boag's chapter entitled '"The Citizenship Debates': The 1885
Franchise Act" in a book of essays about Canadian citizenship provides one of the most
recent examples of such studies investigating disenfranchised groups. The first two
sections of her chapter briefly set the stage and explain who in Canada had been
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disenfranchised prior to 1885. The third provides a very quick snapshot of which groups
disenfranchised before 1885 their reactions to their disenfranchisement. The core of the
paper, however, concentrates on the Conservative franchise act itself and, more
specifically, how it treated three groups of these disenfranchised Canadians: women, the
First Nations, and Chinese immigrants. Strong-Boag introduces this section with a short
page-and-a-half contextual summary of the act and the reasons for its implementation. In
writing it, however, she principally relies on Norman Ward's work mentioned earlier in
this paper.47 It therefore provides little new illumination into why this particular reform
occurred.
Strong-Boag's subsequent investigation of women's, First Nations', and Chinese
citizenship is much more useful. Drawing upon 1885's House of Commons Debates, she
enumerates the Parliamentary arguments from both sides of the Legislature as to why
these three groups should or should not receive the vote. According to the Debates, both
Liberal and Conservative Members of Parliament supported this enfranchisement
(especially for women of European origin). But, as Strong-Boag relates, these members
were in the minority. The majority, reflecting nineteenth-century racial and gender
norms, had supposedly already designated "women, Natives, and Asians.. .as properly
A*

subordinated."

She concludes that this bias inherent within the white ruling elite

ensured these disenfranchised groups would remain predominantly disenfranchised
despite franchise reform in 1885.49 Admittedly, Strong-Boag's argument based on racial
and gender prejudice does not exactly break any new ground within this branch of
47
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franchise studies. One can find notions of such bias within the earlier works of
Cleverdon and Montgomery as well. Still, Strong-Boag's essay provides perhaps both
the best summation of minority disenfranchisement between 1885 and 1898, and the best
summation of this branch of franchise studies in general.
The second thrust of nineteenth-century franchise studies revolves around the
federal elections themselves and how individuals circumvented franchise or electoral law.
In "Sinners and Publicans: Sir John A. Macdonald's Trial under the Controverted
Elections Act, 1874," Montreal lawyer Thomas Brady employs microhistory to approach
this broad theme. After John A. Macdonald won the federal seat for Kingston, Ontario in
the January 1874 election by a mere 37 votes, Kingston Liberals immediately petitioned
the government to void the election "on the grounds of bribery and corrupt practices."50
Using Macdonald's subsequent controverted elections trial as a case study,51 Brady
argues that the transformation of such trials from a partisan political process to a more
impartial public inquiry took part in a broader electoral reform that changed
electioneering in Canada.

While the trial cleared Macdonald of any wrongdoing

because of the ambiguous and inconclusive evidence levelled against him, it did reveal
that widespread electoral misbehaviour - from 'treating' voters to alcoholic beverages to
outright bribery - on the part of Macdonald's campaigners may have helped Macdonald
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win the election.53 Although Brady's study has, at best, a tenuous connection to
nineteenth-century enfranchisement, his discussion of illegal electoral practices produces
an interesting implication: that such dishonesty was in all likelihood a nationallypervasive phenomenon in nineteenth-century Canada. If this presumption is correct,
electoral corruption may have also extended to and infiltrated local decisions as to who
could (or could not) vote during a given election.
In the same volume of Ontario History, James A. Eadie's "The Federal Election
in Lennox Riding and Its Aftermath, 1882-83: A Glimpse of Victorian Political Morality"
broadens Brady's inference concerning federal electoral corruption. Adopting the same
case study approach, Eadie - a retired history department head at Napanee District
Secondary School - also chooses to focus on one of John A. Macdonald's electoral
campaigns. Macdonald ran for the Lennox seat (centred on Napanee, Ontario) during the
1882 federal election.54 As in 1874, the Liberals alleged that Macdonald and his
campaigners bribed the electorate. Once again, they challenged Macdonald's victory
under the Controverted Elections Act.55 Eadie uses this controverted election and its
aftermath as a window into the political culture surrounding nineteenth-century electoral
corruption. He argues that, in contrast to the supposedly stern morality maintained by the
typical Victorian Canadian in private life, Canadians from all ranks of society during this
period "had become inured to, and tolerant of," the largely widespread political
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misbehaviour that occurred in the public sphere.56 To substantiate his claim, Eadie, using
politicians' personal papers and the local press, suggests that Macdonald's controverted
elections trial did not cause any great reaction, negative or otherwise, amongst Lennox's
clergy or general population.57 While Eadie perhaps overgeneralizes in allowing
primarily Protestant English Canadians from Lennox to speak for the entire nation,
including Catholic French Canadians from Quebec, his argument does support and
advance the implications of Brady's article. If electoral corruption was as systematic and
as accepted as Eadie suggests, underhanded local alterations to voters' lists seem
probable as well. The last article within this second branch of franchise studies provides
a well-argued affirmation to this assumption.
In their 1986 article entitled "The Franchise, Personators, and Dead Men: An
Inquiry into the Voters' Lists and the Election of 1891," Canadian historians Ben Forster,
Malcolm Davidson, and R. Craig Brown adopt a somewhat different approach to
nineteenth-century elections than that of Brady and Eadie. Instead of focusing on
controverted elections trials, the authors investigate electoral discrepancy by means of the
1891 federal voters' lists. More specifically, they wish to understand why some legal
voters at the time of the 1891 federal election were denied the vote and (more importantly
to them) why so many extra voters across Canada submitted ballots.58 Before they
attempt to clarify these inconsistencies, Forster, Davidson, and Brown contextualize
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enfranchisement at the time of the election through a brief investigation of 1885's
franchise act.
Based on their readings of the House of Commons Debates, these three authors
contend that several factors combined to explain why the Conservatives passed the
franchise act of 1885. These reasons included the now well-worn Conservative desires to
uphold their ideological belief in a property-qualified suffrage, to break the provincial
Liberal stranglehold over enfranchisement, and to ensure anticipated supporters would
receive the vote.59 To this list, Forster, Davidson, and Brown add newer explanations of
the act as well. For example, they claim that the Tories endorsed the franchise act in part
to rationalize federal franchise law.60 In placing the federal franchise solely under the
federal banner, the Dominion would require only one piece of franchise legislation for
federal elections, as opposed to six different ones. Prior to this article, the more
politically crass explanations of expediency and partisan benefit had generally dominated
the nineteenth-century franchise analysis. For possibly the first time within the
historiography, these authors place franchise reform within the sphere of good
governance. Just as innovative, they employ the concept of political culture with regard
to nineteenth-century enfranchisement. By means of this viewpoint, Forster, Davidson,
and Brown assert that the franchise act of 1885 also took part in a Tory attempt to foster a
conservative national political culture that revolved around the party and its ideology.61
Despite the inclusion of such novel explanations, the reader cannot help but notice the
narrow, party-centric focus of this investigation. While it speaks about political culture,
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it does not mention the ways that Canadians outside of Parliament may have aided in
shaping this culture. Indeed, it does not mention the broader Canadian public with regard
to franchise reform whatsoever. This omission impedes the article's ability to
persuasively account for the act and its contents. On the other hand, they provide a much
more convincing description as to how these contents translated into reality at election
time.
To Forster, Davidson, and Brown, the franchise act's content, at its most
fundamental level, represent mere words on a page. It took the work of individual
bureaucrats - the revising officers - to put the act into practice.

In their analysis, the

authors admit that some revising officers worked explicitly to develop voters' lists that
would benefit a particular political party. The authors do not believe, however, that the
partisan actions of a few biased appointees could have inflated the federal voters' lists to
/•j

the extent encountered.

They argue instead that the "Byzantine" complexity of the

franchise act itself, coupled with Ottawa's financial inability to create new voters' lists to
account for voter migration, led to the countless electoral discrepancies encountered on
election day.64 Indeed, the authors argue that Ontario voters' lists contained almost
30,000 more names than adult men in Ontario largely because the electoral officers had
such difficulty coping with the demands of the act.65 The article therefore provides an
interesting conclusion that expands upon Brady's and Eadie's line of inquiry. While
corrupt bureaucrats did have opportunities to alter enfranchisement at the local level, the
62
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convoluted nature of the franchise legislation supposedly ensured that discrepancies
concerning suffrage would occur anyway. Although the franchise act stipulated who
could or could not vote, this second branch of franchise studies reminds the reader to
move beyond the written act: he or she must delve into the messy world of Canadian
electoral politics to fully understand nineteenth-century enfranchisement.
The last area of these more narrowly-focused franchise studies is also the least
densely populated. This offshoot seeks to explain why specific nineteenth-century
Canadian politicians pursued particular franchise reforms at all. In his 1894 Memoirs of
the Right Honourable Sir John A. Macdonald, Macdonald's private secretary, Sir Joseph
Pope, devotes three pages "to say a word on a subject which he [Macdonald] considered
of great importance, namely the Franchise Act of 1885."66 Employing both Macdonald's
correspondence and his own close working relationship with Macdonald to support his
arguments, Pope cites that "The main principles underlying Sir John Macdonald's
Franchise Act are (1) uniformity of the suffrage, and (2) the recognition of a property
fn

qualification as determining the right to vote."

According to Pope, Macdonald

apparently tabled new franchise law as a way to both assimilate the political conditions in
the various provinces and (in true conservative
fashion) assure the ascendency of
zo
property-owners within the country.

t

Unfortunately, Pope does not take his analysis of

Macdonald's ideological reasons for new franchise legislation any further, thus limiting
its explicative power. Still, his contentions with respect to this particular franchise
reform fit nicely with those forwarded by W. L. Morton.
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To find a scholarly embodiment of this area of nineteenth-century federal
franchise scholarship, one must leap forward almost one hundred years to 1982, In that
year, Michigan State University historian Gordon Stewart published the article "John A.
Macdonald's Greatest Triumph". Adopting a completely different argument than Sir
Joseph Pope, Stewart uses the franchise act of 1885 to springboard into a discussion on
how Prime Minister Macdonald relied upon and exploited patronage when in power.
According to Stewart's argument (in the first section of his article), Macdonald saw
patronage as the overwhelming reason for suffrage reform.69
New franchise legislation supposedly provided Macdonald with power over
patronage in two ways. First, tailoring enfranchisement to encapsulate traditionally
Conservative voters while excluding traditionally Liberal voters provided better odds for
re-election. Remaining in office meant continued use of the government purse to reward
loyal party members.70 Second, this legislation placed governance over the franchise in
the hands of the federal government, including the power over voters' lists and revising
officer appointments. Macdonald thus added the job of revising officer to his already
long list of patronage positions. This patronage post, of course, was cleverly connected
to the goal of re-election: Conservatives manning the polls could (and sometimes did, as
illustrated by Forster, Davidson, and Brown) interpret the franchise act in ways that
ensured known Conservatives cast their ballots, and prevented known Liberals from
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submitting theirs.71 Stewart's argument therefore builds nicely on the contentions
forwarded by Norman Ward (and to a much lesser extent, W. L. Morton). The formation,
dispersal, and exploitation of new patronage positions certainly reinforce motivations of
partisan benefit. Since Stewart does not take any other potential reasons into account,
however, his article cannot adequately explain the franchise act of 1885. Then again,
such an explanation was not his primary goal. After Stewart's line of examination,
investigations into the nineteenth-century Canadian franchise come to an end. To
retrieve additional information outside of these three categories of study, one must leave
the Canadian federal sphere altogether and enter the realm of the Canadian provincial
franchise.
So far, only one investigation of a nineteenth-century Canadian provincial
franchise has been undertaken. Roman Wasyl Franko performed this examination for his
unpublished Queen's University doctoral dissertation in political science completed in
1992. Entitled "Toward a Liberal Democracy in Ontario: The Franchise and PolicyMaking 1868-1888," it traces the development of the Ontario franchise from a relatively
strict property-based franchise to universal manhood suffrage. While it may at first seem
otherwise, much of Franko's content on the Ontario provincial franchise has direct
T)

bearing on the study of the Canadian federal franchise.
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federal franchise rested in provincial hands between 1867 and 1885, the dissertation (for
most of its span) technically discusses the federal franchise as well. As a preface to his
argument concerning the Ontario franchise, Franko rightly affirms that no one had yet
"provide[d] a comprehensive description, let alone explanation, of franchise extensions in
post-Confederation Canada."73 In his attempt to offer such a comprehensive explanation
that addresses previous research, Franko forwards a highly theoretical three-pronged
hypothesis concerning policy innovation.
According to Franko's premise, franchise reforms - as well as all other policy
innovations for that matter - result from the following factors: 1) the grievances of new
social movements that have arisen from socio-economic change; 2) the ideological
principles designed and espoused to legitimate particular socio-political innovations; and,
3) the political beliefs and partisan desires of opposition party politicians.74 Throughout
his dissertation, Franko attempts to fit Ontario franchise development into this
universalist theory. In comparison to other analyses of Canadian franchise reform, his is
quite thorough: it accounts for extra-governmental opinion, ideological motivations, the
legitimization of power, and the partisan desires of one half of the Legislative Assembly.
Yet, Franko's tripartite theory has one glaring limitation. While it acknowledges partisan
benefit on the part of the Opposition party, it does not allocate the same motivations to
the party in power - the very party that would have enacted any franchise legislation in
the first place. Considering the fact that Canadian historians and political scientists have
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rather exhaustively detailed how franchise reforms reflected the government party's
desire to maintain its dominance, Franko's omission of this factor leaves his analysis
incomplete. Despite the fact that this significant problem limits his theory's applicability,
Franko does provide detailed historical evidence as to why the Ontario government
progressively lowered franchise qualifications right through to 1888. Beyond Franko's
provincial franchise study, no other substantial body of Canadian franchise literature
exists. The gap in the historiography surrounding the Canadian franchise remains
unpatched.
Sixty-five years have now passed since W. L. Morton's trailblazing work on
nineteenth-century Canadian federal franchise reform. Despite his best efforts to
highlight a principle so important to the freedoms enjoyed by all Canadians, few scholars
have chosen to follow the path he pioneered. In almost seven decades, five others wrote
explicitly on this particular topic (if one counts the four or so pages written by Kenneth
Carty, Peter Ward, and Garth Stevenson). Of these five, only one - Norman Ward attempted any sort of novel critical analysis. If one expands the search criteria to
encompass everything written on the nineteenth-century Canadian franchise, one fares
somewhat better. Still, such a query yields about a dozen results - a paltry number at
best. Taking all of these texts into account, not one of them satisfactorily explains why
the nineteenth-century federal franchise evolved in the way it did. They either overlook
key explanatory factors, leave questions unanswered, repeat older incomplete
investigations, or present arguments too narrowly centred on one piece of legislation.
That said, the existing literature offers no shortage of theories as to why franchise reform
took place. These hypotheses range from more mundane explanations such as political
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ideology and partisan expediency, to arguments about public pressure and racial
prejudice. With all of these theories to draw upon, one should remember the words of
Harvard historian Alexander Keyssar. At the end of his 2000 award-winning history of
American franchise entitled The Right to Vote, he offers some sage advice for those
interested in studying franchise development. Considering the franchise of each state
underwent its own process "of both expansion and contraction, of inclusion and
exclusion, of shifts in direction and momentum at different places and at different times",
Keyssar warns his readers "that the search for any single-factor explanation.. .is
misguided."75 Methodologically, the following study of the nineteenth-century
Dominion franchise takes Keyssar's counsel as its starting point.
As the preceding discussion of the relevant body of work has illustrated, scholars
of the nineteenth-century Canadian franchise have moved progressively away from the
single-factor explanations of legislative evolution that Keyssar criticizes. Consequently,
their explanations have become more complex and their research more thorough. Still, as
highlighted here, no one manuscript or article has completely accounted for the spectrum
of factors that may have had a role in stimulating franchise development. This study will
attempt such a multivarious account. Taking into consideration potential influences such
as ideology, expediency, partisanship, good governance, and popular pressure, it will
determine the role each of these played in promoting new federal franchise legislation.
Of course, these influences do not all carry the same weight. Embracing the general
stance of W. L. Morton's pioneering work in particular, this investigation will hold
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political ideology and partisan politics of the legislators themselves as the two principal
motivating factors for nineteenth-century Dominion franchise development. Differing
rather markedly from Morton, however, arguments here will take a more theoretical turn.
They will do so through their reliance on the concept of 'state formation' - "the processes
by which states emerge".76
Although sociologists first coined the term in the 1960s, the pedigree of state
formation reaches as far back as the nineteenth and early-twentieth century literature on
the state itself. In their attempts to explain the state's role in society and how it functions,
social theorists such as Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim, Alexis de Tocqueville, and Max
Weber all contributed crucial ideas that would eventually give rise to the present concept.
While Marx advanced the notion that the state represents an organizing and subjugating
force that acts in the interest of a minority (in his view, an economic minority, the
bourgeoisie),77 Durkheim later argued that the state acts as an "organ of social thought"
"7ft

and "above all,.. .the organ of moral discipline".

These two writers therefore implicitly

agreed with de Tocqueville's earlier assessment that the state operates in such a way that
it can shape not only political
aspects of life but seemingly non-political ones as well,
such as social relationships. 70 Yet, Marx, Durkheim, and de Tocqueville only defined
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what the state does; they never ventured to clarify what comprises it. As Herrick
Chapman explains in the Encyclopedia of Social History, Weber subsequently attempted
to fill this theoretical void when he referred to the state "as a cultural, organizational, and
legal entity - as authority, bureaucracy, and rules - that evolved not just in response to
•
•
80
societal pressures but also in accord with an internal
developmental logic."
For Weber,

the state therefore encompasses much more than merely 'government'. This belief will
Q1

represent one of the cornerstones for state formation theory in the decades to come.
As a result of such different approaches to defining the state, two contending
visions of state formation have since arisen. Canadian historians Allan Greer and Ian
Radforth concisely outline these positions in Colonial Leviathan, their edited work on
state formation in mid-nineteenth-century Canada.

On the one hand, the

Marxian/Durkheimian/Tocquevillain approach has spawned the study of state formation
as a "cultural phenomenon".83 According to academics who espouse this idea in
particular, such as sociologists Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer (to name but two), the
state attempts to employ the power it has amassed to transform a given culture so that it

democracy, it would either lead to "freer institutions" (because the people tire of state repression) or the
state "soon fallfing] back at the feet of a single master." See: Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in
America, ed. J. P. Mayer, trans. George Lawrence (New York: Harper and Row, 1988), 690-695. See also:
Chapman in Encyclopedia of Social History, 719.
80
For the quotation, see: Chapman in Encyclopedia of Social History, 719. Weber's thoughts
concerning the state extend through a series of different texts. In the brochure entitled "The Profession and
Vocation of Politics", Weber himself defined the state as an "institutional association of rule". See: Max
Weber, Political Writings, ed. Peter Lassman and Ronald Speirs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994), 316.
81
Allan Greer and Ian Radforth maintain this view in Colonial Leviathan, their own text on state
formation. Colonial Leviathan was published in 1992. See: Allan Greer and Ian Radforth, eds. Colonial
Leviathan: State Formation in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1992), 9.
82
See: Ibid., 9-11.
83
Ibid., 10.
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may create a cultural acceptance of itself and its goals.

Drawing heavily upon Italian

Marxist Antonio Gramsci's notion of hegemony and French philosopher Michel
Foucault's discussion of governmentality, state formation represents the state's increasing
penetration of and diffusion within the given culture to produce the societal vision of
those who wield power.85 Hence, Corrigan and Sayer
have argued that state formation
O/
reflects nothing less than a "cultural revolution".

For those who have adopted the

Marxian/Durkheimian/Tocquevillain approach, however, the state has generally remained
a somewhat ethereal entity. While such scholars broadly mention "institutions of the
state", many tend not to go into great detail as to the particular roles specific agencies
play.87 Here, on the other hand, is where the Weberian approach tends to recommend
84

Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer, The Great Arch (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985), 2-3.
While Karl Marx argued that the state represents an instrument of an economic minority,
Antonio Gramsci believed that the state reproduced cultural and moral aspects of life instead of merely
economic ones. To explain this process, Gramsci developed his concept of hegemony. By means of
cultural and moral consensus and coercion, the interests of the ruling class (as the minority that controls the
reigns of state) slowly become the universal interests of society in general. Once the whole of society
embraces these particular interests, hegemony is achieved. See: Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, ed.
and trans. Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith (New York: International Publishers, 1971), 12-13.
With governmentality, on the other hand, Michel Foucault discards any notion of class struggle and centres
his focus purely on how state's exercises power for the purpose of social discipline. As Simon Gunn puts it
in his interpretation of Foucault, governmentality concerns the state's "conduct of conduct". Through "the
formation of a whole series of specific governmental apparatuses" - in other words, bureaucratic
institutions - the state collects knowledge concerning its "target population". Through such knowledge, it
can better guide the behaviours of those who comprise a given society. Yet, one must also understand that
coercion does not necessarily result. Instead, individuals may accept and internalize these behaviours and
reproduce them willingly. The governmentalized state comes to fashion individuals who govern
themselves. Through this ongoing process, the state forms itself and its disciplinary proficiency increases.
See: Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon, and Peter Miller, eds., The Foucault Effect: Studies in
Governmentality with two lectures by and an interview with Michel Foucault (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1991), 102-103. See also: Simon Gunn, History and Cultural Theory (Harlow: Pearson,
2006), 91. For a more thorough discussion of discipline and its objectives, see also: Michel Foucault,
Discipline and Punish, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 135-169.
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Corrigan and Sayer, 2
For example, see: Ibid., 3-4. The Politics of Population: State Formation, Statistics, and the
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itself. Championed principally by Harvard sociologist Theda Skocpol, this view of state
formation focuses squarely on the bureaucratic institutions that comprise the state to
determine how they have developed their capacities to administrate, regulate, and
coerce.88 In his own essay in Greer's and Radforth's volume, Allan Greer thus focuses
OQ

on the emergence of the police force in nineteenth-century Canada.

To those who

follow Weber and Skocpol, state formation consequently consists of this institutional
development itself. Greer and Radforth, in the end, refuse to "make a case for one or the
other of these conceptions of state formation".90 The following study will be more
discerning.
With respect to the connection between state formation and franchise
development in the Canadian context, this research argues that the
Marxian/Durkheimian/Tocquevillian approach holds much promise. Since Dominion
franchise reform did not particularly result from any bureaucratic development, Weber's
and Skocpol's view of state formation does not readily seem to apply. And while
Skocpol does briefly discuss the part political leadership plays in state formation, she
ascribes it a more marginal role: in its struggle to maintain power, it creates the
environment through which state formation may occur.91 As such, Skocpol seems to
view political leaders as potential catalysts to state formation but not those who attempt

Bruce Curtis, The Politics ofPopulation: State Formation, Statistics, and the Census of Canada, 18401875 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 37.
88
Theda Skocpol, State and Social Revolutions (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1979), 161-162; 173.
89
See: Allan Greer, "The Birth of the Police in Canada," in Colonial Leviathan, 17-49.
90
Greer and Radforth, 11.
91
Skocpol, 168.
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to oversee state formation themselves. This inquiry will argue that this was not the case
when it came to nineteenth-century federal franchise reform in Canada.
Instead, when this analysis draws upon the idea of state formation as a cultural
revolution, it will hold a very specific idea of culture in mind. While scholars such as
Durkheim, Corrigan, and Sayer mention culture only very broadly in their analyses, this
research will zero in upon the type of culture that arguably played the largest part in
Q9

federal franchise development: political culture.

Indeed, it will argue that the

development of the nineteenth-century Dominion franchise took place in large part
because state legislators wished to revolutionize, regulate, and normalize the dominant
political ideologies upheld within the country. By means of franchise reform, these
legislators could alter the shape and composition of the electorate. While they could not
necessarily enfranchise or disenfranchise groups of Canadians solely because of their
ideological proclivities, statesmen - the term this thesis will employ to describe those
state actors who attempted to carry out the larger project of state formation - could
92

Like state formation, political culture has also received various definitions by those who study
it. For instance, the Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology defines political culture as the "accumulated store of
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exercise their power more generally to institute legislation that adhered to a particular
ideology or encompassed economic, social, or racial groups believed to uphold that
ideology.93 As such, conservative or liberal statesmen, through new franchise legislation,
could attempt to ensure the dominance of conservative or liberal political ideology within
the nation's political culture. With a new political culture legitimated through the
electorate, these statesmen may have consequently hoped that the state would
progressively form itself along those lines. Because of its emphasis on state formation,
the following study will tend to adopt a predominantly, but not exclusively, top-down
approach to its arguments and explanations.94
To support these arguments, this investigation will employ a wide range of both
official and popular sources, including the Confederation debates in central British North
America, the debates of the House of Commons, both Conservative and Liberal
parliamentarians' correspondence, political party literature, and the proceedings of
nineteenth-century occupational associations (such as the Canadian Labor Congress). In
its effort to gauge popular opinion concerning franchise reform, this study will also rely
upon eighteen contemporary newspapers from across the country. From west to east,
these newspapers are: the Victoria Daily Colonist, The Victoria Daily Times, The
Brandon Mail, the Manitoba Daily Free Press, the Palladium of Labor, the Toronto
Globe, the Toronto Evening News, the Toronto Evening Telegram, The Toronto World,
93

As such, this thesis will not employ the term 'statesman' in the more traditional brokerage sense
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The Montreal Daily Star, La Presse, Le Courrier du Canada, The Summerside Journal
and Western Pioneer, the Charlottetown Daily Examiner, Charlottetown Daily Patriot,
the Acadian Recorder, and the Halifax Chronicle (including its direct predecessor, the
Novascotian). In selecting these particular examples, an attempt has been made to
conform as closely as possible to a set of predetermined, balanced criteria based upon a
newspaper's location, political affiliation, and press run. With each province possessing
its own franchise, it is understandable that opinions concerning the franchise varied
considerably by location or region. While this variance occurred most obviously at the
provincial level, attitudes toward the franchise may have also tended to differ whether
expressed in an urban or rural environment, or in English or French Canada. Through
these eighteen newspapers, an attempt will be made to capture as many of these potential
regional outlooks as possible. Due to the temporal constraints of Master's level research,
this thesis does not move beyond this sampling. Of course, the political allegiance of a
given newspaper had a profound effect on the opinion offered within. In other words, a
Conservative or Liberal newspaper would generally tout the party line as expressed in the
House of Commons no matter its geographical situation. For this reason, this research
has incorporated as many independent newspapers (those newspapers that received no
financial support from Canada's political parties and refused to act as mouthpieces for
those parties) as possible to measure opinions of Canadians outside of political party
circles. With respect to those areas that did not possess an independent press - such as
Victoria, British Columbia and Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island for example — this
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research will consult both the Conservative and Liberal organs to strike a balance of
•

•
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opinion.
Out of the three aforementioned criteria, however, the length of a given
newspaper's press run is perhaps the most limiting. When Parliament tabled franchise
legislation, one could look to just about any newspaper in print at the time to find some
sort of opinion about the new bill. To determine whether press attitudes toward the
franchise evolved in any way, however, one must instead read those journals that
managed to stay in business between franchise acts. Regrettably, in the cutthroat world
of the late-nineteenth-century Canadian press, very few survived from 1867 through to
1898. Moreover, these rare examples - such as the Toronto Globe - tended to survive
because of their status as dogged party organs.96 Employing only those newspapers that
reported on all three nineteenth-century Dominion franchise acts does not therefore
represent a viable option. Consequently, this research will endeavour to select journals
whose press run spanned at least two pieces of franchise legislation. All of the eighteen
newspapers do so with the notable exception of two: the Palladium of Labor and the
Brandon Mail.
Admittedly, Hamilton's Palladium of Labor only existed for approximately four
years in the mid 1880s. As a result, it does not provide the same sort of comprehensive
95
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opinion as the other newspapers in this study. Despite such a short press run, the
Palladium will be employed for two reasons. First, as labour historian and union
supporter Ron Verzuh has argued in his study of the nineteenth-century pioneer labour
press in Canada, the Palladium of Labor represented the "cream of 19th-century labour
journals."97 The Palladium's circulation figures reflected this quality: on average, it
qo

managed to distribute five thousand to seven thousand copies per issue.

Because these

numbers handily eclipsed the circulation counts of all other nineteenth-century Canadian
labour newspapers, its opinions perhaps most convincingly reflected those of Canada's
labouring class during this period.99 Second, most nineteenth-century Canadian labour
newspapers had rather short lifespans. Indeed, the Palladium's four-year existence was
longer than most. Consequently, no nineteenth-century labour journal existed long
enough to span two pieces of nineteenth-century federal franchise legislation. Because
this study would be incomplete without the inclusion of labour's opinion, it employs the
Palladium as arguably its best representative. The Brandon Mail has been selected for
somewhat similar reasons. Like the nineteenth-century Canadian labour press,
nineteenth-century Manitoban newspapers did not seem to survive for extended periods
of time. Aside from the Manitoba Free Press (which this study has also included), the
Brandon Mail represented one of the longest running. Its presses started in 1883 and it
ceased publication in May of 1897, just nine months before the Liberals tabled their
franchise bill. As such, the Mail's existence did not technically bridge the two franchise
acts of 1885 and 1898. Still, even in 1897, its editor provided space to discuss franchise
97
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legislation. For this reason, and for the general lack of longer-running Manitoban papers,
the Mail has, been added to the list. With these sources in hand, the following pages will
attempt to understand and explain the radical changes within Canada's federal franchise
legislation between 1867 and 1898. To fully account for nineteenth-century Dominion
franchise development, however, this study must chronologically return to the period just
before Confederation and the swirling debates that resulted in the Dominion's first
franchise law. Armed with this methodology and challenged to produce a multivarious
analysis of nineteenth-century Dominion franchise reform, our investigation may now
commence.

Chapter 2
"Every man who now has a vote...should continue to have a vote":
The Confederation Franchise of 1867
By the beginning of 1866, the process for shaping Canada's confederation was
well underway. Representatives from all the British North American colonies had met in
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, two years earlier, with the blessing of the British
Colonial Office, to first discuss the scheme. A few months later, toward the end of
September, 1864, the confederation delegates hammered out a draft constitution in
Quebec City. In early 1865, the United Province of Canada agreed in principle with the
plan of a federal union. Very soon, the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
would get on board as well. Still, the confederation was by no means settled. Delegates
still had to travel to England to draft the final British North America Act and get it
approved by both the British House of Commons, and the House of Lords. At any one of
these steps, those resolutions decided upon in Canada could undergo any number of
alterations or setbacks, as the voters of New Brunswick were about to demonstrate.
While interested individuals on both sides of the Atlantic understood that the new nation
would generally establish itself upon British principles of governance, the particulars of
confederation still floated in the balance. Onlookers were curious as to the final form of
Canada's inaugural institutions. Mr. Alex MacWhorter, a New Jersey-born Episcopalian
clergyman hailing from New Haven, Connecticut, represented one such onlooker.1

1

In the letter, the author signs off as merely "A. MacWhorter". The 1870 United States federal
census provides his full name, place of birth, and occupation. See: United States, Ninth Census of the
United States, 1870 (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, 1870), TI 32, RG
29, roll 593 109, page 2 (New Haven Ward 1, New Haven, Connecticut).
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Writing on March 20, 1866, Alex MacWhorter sought to thank an acquaintance of
his - a Mr. A. J. (James) Williamson, John A. Macdonald's brother-in-law2 - for some
political literature concerning Canada.3 Aside from the information contained within
such cross-border correspondence, MacWhorter acknowledged that he was "quite
unacquainted with the details of [Canada's] affairs". 4 Despite his admitted ignorance,
MacWhorter believed that he had "a right to feel an interest in Canada".5 As he told his
Canadian contact, he (like so many other northern Americans at the time) had a clear
familial connection with British North America: his "Uncle, Gerard Jamie[?] Bolton
(deceased)[,] when Col. of Royal Engineers[,] constructed the Rideau Canal, & [he
thought] had something to do with the laying out of the city of Ottawa."6 MacWhorter
n

related that Ottawa even had "a street whfich] bears his name - Bolton Street.'" While
the Fenian threat against Canada from Irish expatriates in the United States had captured
his attention, the upcoming confederation scheme had come to fascinate him as well. Of
2
A professor of political science at Queen's University, Williamson married Macdonald's sister
Margaret in 1852. According to John A. Macdonald's most recent biographer, journalist Richard Gwyn,
Williamson, "although bookish and humourless, was well liked by colleagues and students" as well as
Macdonald himself. See: Richard Gwyn, John A.: the man who made us: the life and times of John A.
Macdonald, vol. 1 (Toronto: Random House Canada, 2007), 133-134.
3
Library and Archives Canada [LAC], Sir John A. Macdonald fonds, MG 26-A, "Political papers.
Subject files" series, volume 57, reel CI507, page 22832, letter from Mr. A. MacWhorter to Mr. A. J.
Williamson, 20 March 1866.
4
Ibid., 22834.
5
Ibid.
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Ibid.
1
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independence from Great Britain. Comprised of Irish immigrants to North America, the Fenians viewed
attacks against British territorial possessions in North America (in other words, the British North American
colonies) as one way of forcing the British to release Ireland. The year before Confederation, the Fenians
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the institutions that the new nation would establish, however, one interested him more
than all else: the electoral franchise.
With the Dominion franchise not yet set in stone, MacWhorter wanted his friend
to know exactly where he stood on the matter. In the two decades before MacWhorter
penned his letter, most American states had undertaken a radical expansion of their state
franchises to the point of introducing universal manhood suffrage.9 Connecticut had
done so in 1845.10 Moreover, by March of 1866, franchise reform had come to occupy
the English Parliament. Despite the much more conservative nature of English society
when compared with that of the United States, Benjamin Disraeli's Second Reform Act
would significantly expand the number of Englishmen who had access to the vote upon
its passage in 1867.11 Mr. MacWhorter, however, disagreed with such egalitarian
pursuits. To him, the franchise represented a "privilege" earned by those "who have a
genuine interest & stake in their own country", and not a right exercised by just anyone
who demanded it.12 To protect the nation from negative outside influences, he believed
most adamantly in the "absolute necessity & security of confining suffrage to those alone

9

According to Harvard historian Alexander Keyssar, twenty-nine of the thirty-one states that
existed in 1855 had abolished their property qualifications for the franchise. Rhode Island and South
Carolina represented the sole two that resisted universal democracy and manhood suffrage. See: Keyssar,
342-347.
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Liberal Prime Minister Lord John Russell first introduced a franchise reform bill in March of
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Benjamin Disraeli introduced the bill that would eventually become the Second Reform Act in February of
1867. It reduced residence the residence requirement for the franchise from three years to one, it allowed
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franchise. All in all, as Catherine Hall, Keith McClelland, and Jane Rendall explain, "the privileges in
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who have a stake in the country."13 Mr. MacWhorter's ideas were by no means novel.
The belief that voters should possess a stake in the nation through real property had held
sway in the inchoate democracies of Europe and America. Perhaps first elaborated upon
during the mid-eighteenth century by the French political theorist Charles de Secondat,
Baron de Montesquieu, this view of property as an anchor to democracy had retained its
ascendant popularity amongst most of the Western democracies through to the midnineteenth century.14 (Only the United States and France had ventured to abolish their
property qualifications for the franchise.)15 While MacWhorter upheld such ideas with
regard to his homeland, he apparently felt they applied just as readily to Canada. Indeed,
he "hope[d] to see the new Confederation of Canada avoid the fearful enfranchisement of
unqualified suffrage wh[ich] we [Americans] are trying."16 These words should have left
no doubt in A. J. Williamson's mind: his Connecticut associate profoundly desired those
responsible for confederation would see fit to invoke a restrictive federal franchise for the
good of the new Canadian nation. But, would Mr. MacWhorter have his wish granted?
Or, would Canada follow the lead of its estranged sister to the south?
Of course, Canada's inaugural federal franchise did not emerge from a vacuum.
Even someone as distantly informed of the state of Canadian institutions in 1866 as Mr.
MacWhorter should have known that the British North American colonies had
maintained representative institutions for quite some time. With these representative
13
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governments - first established in Nova Scotia in 1758, followed by Prince Edward
Island, New Brunswick, and Upper and Lower Canada in 1773, 1785, and 1792
respectively - came franchise laws to provide for the election of such governments.

17

Needless to say, these colonial franchises underwent a series of alterations and reforms
*

18

themselves under the pressure of ideological ferment and demographic expansion.

By

the time of confederation, however, the statute books showed these franchises as clearly
set. In 1854, the Nova Scotia legislature, at the behest of Attorney General James
William Johnston, had decided to experiment with manhood suffrage.19 As the Toronto
Globe wrote, it had done so "in the hopes of obtaining relief from the corruptions
attendant upon the existing law, involving property qualification."20 Electoral fraud had
plagued the previous legislative election in 1851. To underhandedly receive a ballot,
disenfranchised individuals had both tampered with the assessment
rolls and forged tax
collection receipts to make it appear as if they owned property. 91 The legislature
apparently viewed the elimination of property qualifications as the swiftest way of
22

eliminating such widespread corruption.

By 1863, however, the experiment had ended,

and mainly for partisan purposes. To curry the favour of Nova Scotia's Protestant
17
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population - owners of most of the province's real estate - Liberal leader Joseph Howe
reportedly sought to disenfranchise the colony's generally less-propertied Catholic voters
(mainly Irishmen who for the most part supported the Conservatives). Since Nova
Scotia's Catholics tended to work as labourers and did not own real property, the
reinstitution of a property qualification had Howe's desired effect.23 Aside from being a
male who had reached the age of majority of twenty-one year, a Nova Scotian voter in
1863 now had to own at least $150 worth of real property or $300 worth of personal and
real property combined to cast a vote.24 This franchise, spurred on by class and partisan
impulses rather than a democratic urge, would remain on the statute books in Nova Scotia
25

until well after confederation.
In New Brunswick,26 on the other hand, a property qualification had always been
in effect. As of 1855, a man had to own real estate assessed at £25 or more for his
enfranchisement.27 He could also receive the vote if he earned at least £100 in annual
income.28 Historians have generally quadrupled these values to arrive at equivalent
amounts in Canadian dollars (in other words, a potential voter required the equivalent of
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$100 in real property or a quite substantial $400 yearly income).

29

In the central
30

Canadas, franchise qualifications were the same for much of the 1860s.

Alongside the

age and sex requirements stipulated by the other colonies, franchise law required rural
residents to either own or lease land worth at least $200. Urban Canadians, in contrast,
had to own or lease $300 of real property.31 In 1866, however, Upper Canada instituted
new qualifications for its voters. While John Sandfield Macdonald's Ontario government
would largely reverse these changes the year after confederation, the 1866 Upper
Canadian suffrage legislation introduced perhaps the highest property qualifications in
Canadian history: $600 for city dwellers, $400 for town inhabitants, $300 for those who
lived in incorporated villages, and $200 for township residents.33
Taking all of these qualifications and exclusions into account, one can see certain
trends that ran through the pre-Confederation franchises. First, no matter where one
travelled in British North America, only males who had reached the age of majority could
receive the ballot. Such qualifications would in fact remain in effect at the federal level
throughout the rest of the nineteenth century, and even into the early twentieth century.34
Second, the British North American colonies that would enter into the union in 1867 all
maintained quite restrictive franchises. The average salaries earned by Canadians at the
time speak to this. For example, a highly skilled worker such as a Saint John, New
29
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Brunswick shipbuilder, earned on average one dollar per day in 1865, and no more than
$300 per year.35 Slightly later, in 1871, skilled workers in Toronto, such as butchers,
millwrights, plumbers, and cotton carders and weavers, would have also expected to
make one dollar per day.36 After paying for essentials such as food and fuel for their
families, very few of these Canadians would have been able to procure the amount of
37

property necessary to receive the franchise, especially in Upper Canada.

While

electoral statistics from this time should be considered tentative at best, John Garner has
argued that as of the early 1860s (before Upper Canada elevated its franchise
qualifications to their astronomic 1866 level) approximately ten to twelve percent of
35
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British North Americans exercised the franchise.38 Considering the electorate today
consists of sixty-seven percent of the total Canadian population, these colonial numbers
appear remarkably low.39 Because of their restrictiveness and their emphasis on property,
the British North American franchises would have undoubtedly pleased individuals such
as Connecticut's Alex MacWhorter. They also provided a readily accessible template for
the colonial delegates responsible for drawing up the articles of confederation. Whether
they chose to follow that template was another matter altogether.
Despite their momentous undertaking, the delegates to the confederation
discussions only kept the scantiest of minutes to the Charlottetown conference in 1864
and their gathering at Quebec City later that year. In his recent biography of Sir John A.
Macdonald, Richard Gwyn discusses the accounts that do exist for the two conferences.
For the Charlottetown conference, Reform party leader George Brown wrote almost daily
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letters to his wife Anne.40 Unfortunately, the letters tended to deal "not with politics but
with people." As for Quebec, "Official minutes were kept by [John A.] Macdonald's
deputy minister, Hewitt Bernard, but they were prosaic and terse. Unofficial and
abbreviated notes were taken by Prince Edward Island delegate, A. A. Macdonald..."
While those notes that exist from Charlottetown make no mention of the franchise,
Hewitt Bernard's minutes from Quebec City happily make such a reference 41 Even so,
Bernard's summary reveals very little: only that the delegates discussed the franchise
question during the morning session of October 20, 1864, that John A. Macdonald Conservative politician, the chairman of the Quebec Conference, the man credited with
penning fifty of the seventy-two resolutions himself, and, soon, the first Prime Minister
of Canada - made the motion concerning Canada's new franchise, and that those present
in Quebec unanimously agreed to it.42 Macdonald's resolution read as follows:
Until provisions are made by the General Parliament, all the laws which at
the date of the Proclamation constituting the Union are in force in the
Provinces respectively, relating to the qualification and disqualification of
any person to be elected or to sit or vote as a member of the Assembly in
the said Provinces respectively; and relating to the qualification or
disqualification of voters, and to returning officers and their powers and
duties; and relating to the proceedings at elections, and to the period
during which such elections may be continued; and relating to the trial of
controverted elections, and the proceedings incident thereto; and relating
to the vacating of seats of members, and the issuing and execution of new
writs in case of any seat being vacated otherwise than by a dissolution,
shall respectively apply to elections of members to serve in the House of
Commons, for places situate in those provinces respectively.43
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In other words, those present in Quebec City had agreed that they should employ the
existing colonial franchises as the basis for the new Dominion franchise. Macdonald's
resolution eventually became the twenty-sixth of the famed seventy-two resolutions that
represented the final outcome of the Quebec Conference.44 While Confederation would
not take place for another two years, and a conference in London, England still had to
take place, the language of this resolution did not change. Enshrined as section forty-one
of the British North America Act, it guaranteed that those individuals enfranchised within
the soon-to-be Canadian provinces would legally have the vote in upcoming federal
elections as well.45 But, why did the Confederation delegates adopt this course of action?
They most apparently did so out of pure convenience or pragmatism.
At the start of 1865, the Canadian Legislative Assembly met to determine whether
it would endorse the Confederation scheme. The task fell to the delegates who
represented Upper and Lower Canada in Quebec to convince their colleagues of its
merits. Soon after the debates started, the discussion quickly turned to the sort of
franchise the new Dominion would receive. Attorney General John A. Macdonald
outlined the pragmatic approach to nation building that those at the Quebec Conference
adopted in this regard. According to him, "Insuperable difficulties would have presented
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themselves if we had attempted to settle now the qualification of electors.. ."46 Because
those at the Quebec Conference arguably had neither the time to fashion new franchise
legislation for the Dominion, nor the desire
Nineteenth-Century Voting

to stir up the contentious topic of the
franchise as they delicately negotiated the
union, they "therefore adopted a similar
clause to that which is contained in the
Canada Union Act of 1841, viz., that all the
laws which affected the qualification of
members and of voters.. .should obtain in
the first election to the Confederate
Parliament, so that every man who has now
a vote in his own province should continue
to have a vote in choosing a representative

The voting process at the time of
Confederation was somewhat different
from that of today. In the months leading
to an election, the government would
prepare its voters' lists. These lists
contained the names of all those men who
would receive a ballot. The task of
creating the voters' lists fell to the revising
barrister. Each electoral district had its
own revising barrister. On election day,
those men listed on the voters' lists would
present themselves at the hustings.
Waiting his turn amongst the throngs of
partisan supporters and interested
onlookers, he would present himself to his
peers and openly declare his support for
the candidate of his choice. Generally, a
chorus of cheers and jeers would follow,
and possibly a speedy exit if the crowd
believed he made a particularly
uninformed choice. Prime Minister
Alexander Mackenzie ended the era of
open voting for Dominion elections in
1874, when he introduced the secret ballot.

to the first Federal Parliament."47 With the
reported agreement that "it [would be] left to the Parliament of the Confederation, as one
of their first duties, to consider and to settle by an act of their own the qualification of the
elective franchise, which would apply to the whole Confederation", the delegates moved
on to more pressing (and perhaps less contentious) matters.48 Yet, pragmatism provides
only the first, most superficial explanation as to the adoption of the colonial franchises
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for the inaugural Dominion franchise. Considering the other pronouncements made
concerning the franchise during the debates surrounding Confederation, underlying
political ideology must have played an equally important, if not more important, role as
well.
Over the past fifteen years, the ideological foundation of Confederation has
represented a topic of considerable debate. Challenging the orthodox view of past
decades that Confederation epitomized a project of Burkean conservatism (as advanced
by the preeminent Canadian scholars George Grant and Gad Horowitz),49 political
scientists and historians such as McMaster University's Janet Ajzenstat and Queen's
University's Ian McKay have instead argued that a liberal political philosophy rooted in
notions of egalitarianism, progress, and individual rights underpins the Canadian union.50
In response, other scholars, such as Athabaska University political scientist Peter J. Smith
and Laurentian University historian Andrew Smith, have offered defences of the
conventional conservative conception of Confederation.51 While some of these scholars
briefly mention the franchise in their analyses - such as Ajzenstat, within a broader
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discussion of democratic principles - none of them devote nearly enough attention to it
52

(despite its importance to their arguments).
By the time of Confederation, western conservatives and liberals had already
established clearly-defined positions when it came to the franchise. For the conservative
stance, one must turn to the so-called father of western conservatism, the aforementioned
Edmund Burke. An English Parliamentarian and political philosopher during the second
half of the eighteenth century, Burke believed that experience, prudence, efficacy, order,
tradition and the ascendency of property should act as the foundation for politics.53 In the
case of England, the constitution had enshrined a political system based upon
representative monarchy. While the lower house debated the desires of Englishmen (and,
to a lesser extent, Englishwomen), it fell to the monarch to rule the nation. Through his
belief in the ascendency of political tradition, Burke argued that it was not his place to
examine "whether the principles of the British (the Irish) Constitution be wise or not": he
believed that all Britons "must assume that they are".54 Moreover, for Burke, such a
constitutional arrangement had allowed his fellow countrymen to receive, inherit, and
enjoy the freedoms and liberties they had come to possess. As such, he concluded that
any precipitous change to England's political system would be highly unwise. Of all
these potential changes, however, he most despised the institution of republicanism,
52
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otherwise known as universal democracy, and its confidence in manhood suffrage.
Instead of the monarch ruling through the legislative assembly for the good of the nation,
universal democracy creates a system where (in Burke's view) the many rule from below,
embracing their "idleness and profligacy" and the "corruption of manners".55 In
instituting such a system, as the French reportedly did through their revolution in 1789,
the people ungenerously rebuke all the good representative monarchy had done for the
nation and disinherit the freedoms bestowed upon them.56
For Burke, the property-based franchise represented a pivotal element of the
British constitution. Indeed, ever since England adopted parliamentary institutions, it had
relied upon a suffrage based upon the ownership of real property. As a traditionalist, one
may think that Burke would have fought against any changes to this material base to
political action. Interestingly, this was apparently not the case. Burke understood that
some Englishmen of the mid-eighteenth century believed that the nation had too few
voters.

These Englishmen desired an expansion of the franchise in the same direction

the French would take at the end of the century (but perhaps not to the same extent).
According to Burke, such an alteration to the franchise should be out of the question. As
he stated: "I believe that most sober thinkers on this subject are rather of opinion, that our
fault is on the other side; and that it would be more in the spirit of our constitution, and
more agreeable to the pattern of our best laws, by lessening the number [of voters], to add
to the weight and independency of our voters."58 Since the ownership of property
traditionally conferred one's political independence, the conservative Burke believed that
55
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the state should make it as precious a right as possible. He consequently deemed that the
franchise should at the very least remain as restrictive as before. The spirit of the
constitution demanded that much. But, if one must reform the franchise, Burke asserted
that any alterations must take the form of restrictions. For him, the good of the nation
required nothing less.
Considering British North Americans commonly knew John A. Macdonald's
party as the Conservative party, one would think that Macdonald and his allies would
have prescribed to Burke's view of the franchise. Undoubtedly, the biographical
literature on contemporary Conservative luminaries tends to support such a hypothesis.
While former Wilfrid Laurier University political scientist Rod Preece has argued that
Canadians should "regard Macdonald as the statesman embodiment of the principles of
Burkean philosophy," University of Toronto historian David A. Wilson has used similar
language to describe Thomas D'Arcy McGee.59 In his recent biography of McGee Canada's Minister of Agriculture in 1865, a Confederation delegate, and the
Conservative party's most eloquent representative - Wilson intimates that "[t]he
connecting figure, the man who loomed largest in McGee's intellectual world, was
undoubtedly Edmund Burke."60 With such strong assertions of individual Conservatives'
Burkean values, it is unsurprising that the Conservatives appear to adhere quite closely to
Burkean conservatism upon examining their remarks concerning the franchise. Such
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sentiments were first evident in Macdonald himself - the man who apparently penned the
franchise resolution at Quebec - and then received the endorsement of those around him.
Even as early as 1858, Attorney General Macdonald had declared to the Upper
Canadian Legislative Assembly that "he was not in favour of universal suffrage but
completely opposed to it."61 He later built upon this sentiment in 1861 in front of the
Canadian Legislative Assembly when he argued that to prevent "anarchy and
despotism.. .property [must be] protected and made one of two principles on which
[legislative] representation was based..."

By 1865, Macdonald had not changed his

tune in any way. As part of the discussions concerning Confederation, he reported that
•
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the delegates had deliberated upon the popular notion of representation by population.
Still, Macdonald felt that his statement required a disclaimer. "When [he spoke] of
representation by population", Macdonald confirmed, "the House will of course
understand, that universal suffrage is not in any way sanctioned, or admitted by these
resolutions, as the basis on which the constitution of the popular branch [of government the House of Commons - ] should rest."64 In fact, Macdonald went on to speak not only
for himself but for the other thirty-one men present at Quebec (including those
representing the Atlantic colonies) when he declared that "not a single member of the
Conference, as I stated before, not a single one of the representatives of the government
61
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or of the opposition of any one of the Lower Provinces was in favour of universal
suffrage."65 If Macdonald had his way, manhood suffrage would not arrive in Canada
any time soon.
To justify his stance, Macdonald echoed and expanded upon his earlier statement
of 1861. Standing before the Legislative Assembly, he declared to his peers that u[i]n all
countries the rights of the majority take care of themselves, but it is only in countries like
England, enjoying constitutional liberty, and safe from the tyrany [s/'c] of a single despot
or of an unbridled democracy, that the rights of minorities are regarded. So long, too, as
we form a portion of the British Empire, we shall have the example of her free
institutions.. ."66 Such a contention (and its stance toward universal democracy,
traditional British political institutions, and, most importantly, manhood suffrage)
followed Burke's conservative arguments almost to the letter.

Like Burke, Macdonald

apparently saw the value in abiding by political institutions that had proven themselves
through the test of time.
A British loyalist at heart, Macdonald, throughout his life, reportedly remained
"fiercely loyal" to Great Britain's law and its institutions, "never having the least doubt
[they were] far superior to that of any other nation".68 Macdonald "the great loyalist"
may have consequently had an instinctual attraction to English institutions such as
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English franchise law however.69 As his most recent biographer, Richard Gwyn, relates,
"there was no deference in his posture": Macdonald was loyal, but not unthinkingly so.70
The fact that British institutions (as developed and employed over the centuries) so
clearly met the needs of that nation therefore justified his support for them. Since the
"tyrany [sz'c] of a single despot or of an unbridled democracy" would radically displace
these institutions (and the benefits they bestowed), Macdonald, like Burke, evidently
could not support such departures from tradition whatsoever.71 As one of these English
institutions, the restrictive, property-based franchise had seemingly served England well
since it had adopted representative government.72 It had apparently preserved the
audibility of minority voices from the mob's cacophony; and, it had ostensibly prevented
the kind of sectarianism that could tear a nation apart (so important when attempting to
form a delicate federal union). Prudence therefore dictated that Canada should not stray
from a franchise already proven effective. If the ownership of property had apparently
guaranteed the steady judgement of voters in the past, one would assume that it would do
so in the future as well. Indeed, just as Burke encouraged, Macdonald's resolution
concerning Canada's inaugural franchise suggested no changes at all to the size of the
federal electorate as conceived by the provinces. As a result, it appears that Macdonald
both composed and heartily endorsed a piece of federal franchise legislation seemingly
formed from Burke's conservative mould. Yet, Macdonald left his argument incomplete.
While he warned the Legislature of the tyranny of "unbridled democracy", he never fully
clarified why universal democracy and its reliance on manhood suffrage are so
69
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tyrannical. Embedded with the Victorian Tory political mindset, he may have simply
assumed that his peers would have instinctively understood his argument. Macdonald
therefore left it to his Conservative allies to give such an explanation.
In the following days, Attorney General Macdonald's Conservative colleagues
took their turns to address the Legislative Assembly. Of these allies, Macdonald's
Lower-Canadian counterpart, Attorney General George-Etienne Cartier, was first to
speak. A pragmatic Conservative himself, he spoke for French Canada in Macdonald's
73

Conservative party. Despite his Canadien and Patriote roots, Cartier's love for Great
Britain reportedly rivalled even that of Macdonald (despite his Canadien heritage).74 He
had named one of his daughters Reine-Victoria; he viewed himself as "an Englishman
who speaks French"; and, he had planned in his retirement to "settle [himself] in
London".75 As historian Jacques Monet has argued, bleu nationalism in Quebec was
rooted in an appreciation of the power of representative parliamentary democracy to
shield minorities.76 Consequently, he wholeheartedly agreed with Macdonald that "In
our Federation the monarchical principle [and its respective institutions] would form the
leading feature".77
Cartier contrasted these decidedly British institutions with those established south
of the border in the United States. According to Cartier, "They [the American people]
had founded Federation for the purpose of carrying out and perpetuating democracy on
73
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this continent".78 Alongside the introduction of democracy in the United States had soon
come "the introduction of universal suffrage".79 Now just under eighty years after the
formation of the American republic and the first state's institution of manhood suffrage,
what had occurred? For Cartier, the defects of republicanism had clearly revealed
themselves: "governmental powers had become too extended.. .and mob rule had
consequently supplanted legitimate authority; and we now saw the sad spectacle of a
country torn by civil war, and brethren fighting against brethren."

Since unbridled

democracy and universal manhood suffrage apparently led to civil war - indeed, one of
the bloodiest civil wars in recorded history - Cartier concluded "that purely democratic
•

•

institutions could not be conducive to the peace and prosperity of nations."

81

For the

simple maintenance of order, Cartier believed that Canada should follow the British
example and institute a restrictive, property-based franchise. As he himself worded it
when addressing the Canadian Legislative Assembly, "un gouvernement fonde sur [le
suffrage universel]... ne peut durer longtemps."

For Cartier's fellow Conservative, the

aforementioned Thomas D'Arcy McGee, the institution of democracy in Canada could
end in an even worse result.
Speaking two days after Cartier, on February 9, 1865, McGee also viewed the
United States as a political experiment gone horribly wrong. McGee himself had lived in
the United States and had witnessed the persecution of his Irish brethren by the unfettered
78
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temperament of the Yankee 'mob'. He believed that "[t]he idea of a universal democracy
in America is no more welcome to the minds of thoughtful men among us, than was that
of a universal monarchy to the mind of the thoughtful men who followed the standard of
the third William in Europe".83 If British North Americans should opt for universal
democracy, McGee predicted a fate worse than the collapse of good government or the
outbreak of civil war: he predicted the annexation of British North America by the United
States. If the nations on either side of the forty-ninth parallel had similar political
institutions, McGee foresaw an easy conquest: "the Lower Provinces - the smaller
fragments - will be 'gobbled up' first" and then the Canadas "afterwards by way of
dessert".84
To prevent such a horrible political result, McGee embraced the confederation
scheme as proposed by Attorneys General Macdonald and Cartier. As he declared with
rhetorical flourish to a chorus of cheers and applause, it "will enable us to bear up
shoulder to shoulder; to resist the spread of universal democracy doctrine;.. .it will give
us a new lease of existence under other and more favorable conditions; and resistance to
this project, which is pregnant with so many advantages to us and our children, means
ultimate union with the United States."85 The rejection of universal democracy and its
associate, universal manhood suffrage, would therefore do more than to ensure peace and
prosperity in the new Canadian nation: it would apparently also help guarantee that it
would remain independent of the older American one and ensure that it would respect
minority rights. As did Cartier, McGee also resisted an expansive franchise for the
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pragmatic purpose of maintaining order. From this point of view, it thus appears that
Canada's leading conservatives both drafted and endorsed the Confederation franchise to
codify their own Burkean conservative values. That said, one must also remember that
Canadians only called Macdonald, Cartier, and McGee 'Conservatives' for short: as
politicians, they were technically members of the Liberal-Conservative party. While
such a title may sound like a contradiction in terms, the opposition is not particularly
apparent when it comes to nineteenth-century philosophies concerning the franchise.
Nineteenth-century liberal political thought approached the franchise from a
different perspective than Burkean conservatism. While conservatives traditionally
upheld a hierarchical arrangement of society where one's social position at birth dictates
one's lot in life, liberals instead tended to believe in the perfectibility of humankind.
Through one's own hard work and perseverance, one may rise in social rank and better
one's lot in life.86 The same convictions held true with respect to the liberal view of the
franchise. As one of the most liberal thinkers of the seventeenth century, the
aforementioned French political theorist Montesquieu argued that "[a] 11
inhabitants.. .ought to have a right of voting at the election of a representative, except
such as are in so mean a situation as to be deemed to have no will of their own."
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the conservative Burke, Montesquieu proposed a significant extension of the franchise:
he felt that virtually all should have access to it. Like Burke, however, he also believed
that the state should not permit all individuals to possess the franchise. The most
impoverished classes of society, because of their dependence upon others through their
go

reliance upon charity, apparently should remain the sole exception.

Still, according to

Montesquieu's argument, such a restriction would not be permanent. Through hard work
and self-improvement, even the poorest of souls could climb out of penury and ensure
themselves a better standard of living. In doing so, almost as a reward, they would
receive the franchise.
By the time of Canada's Confederation, western liberal opinion concerning the
franchise had changed little. In his 1861 treatise on representative government, the
leading liberal political philosopher of the day, British Parliamentarian John Stuart Mill,
extolled much the same point of view as Montesquieu. For Mill, "it is a personal
injustice to withhold from any one.. .the ordinary privilege of having his voice
reckoned
QQ
in the disposal of affairs in which he has the same interest as other people."

Just as late-

eighteenth-century Americans demanded no taxation without representation, he argued
88
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that if an individual "is required to implicitly obey, he should be legally entitled to be told
what for; to have his consent asked, and his opinion counted at its worth, though not at
more than its worth."90 Since all inhabitants of a country should apparently have access
to the vote, Mill concluded that "[n]o arrangement of the suffrage, therefore, can be
permanently satisfactory, in which any person or class is peremptorily excluded; in which
the electoral privilege is not open to all persons of full age who desire to obtain it."91
While such a statement contradicts Burkean political philosophy and its belief in an
enduring limitation on enfranchisement, Mill still managed to inhabit considerable
common ground with Burke.
Like Burke, Mill's opinions reveal that he too disfavoured the notion of universal
manhood suffrage - that the state should bestow the franchise upon all citizens whether
they wished to obtain it or not. He worried about the "danger of a low grade of
intelligence in the representative body, and in the popular opinion which controls it; and
danger of class legislation on the part of the numerical majority" should the state institute
09

manhood suffrage.

As such, he also advocated that legislators maintain certain

restrictions on the franchise. As evidence of their intelligence and economy, he believed
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that only literate taxpayers should receive the vote.93 In comparison with the propertybased franchise in England at the time (and those of the Canadian provinces), Mill set his
desired suffrage qualifications quite low. In true liberal fashion, he reportedly did so to
"leave the suffrage accessible to all who are in the normal condition of a human being".94
Thus, the liberal Mill, much like Montesquieu, advocated a broad franchise that all could
attain through hard work yet one that still contained restrictions limiting the vote to a
select group of individuals.95
In light of Montesquieu's and Mill's arguments, and their partial affinity to those
of Burke, many of the pronouncements made by the Liberal-Conservatives regarding the
franchise can be seen to be rooted in liberal philosophy as much as that of conservatism.
This holds especially true with regard to George-Etienne Cartier and Thomas D'Arcy
McGee. As the Confederation Debates indicate, these two Liberal-Conservative
politicians principally desired to defend the new Canadian nation against manhood
suffrage to avoid disorder, anarchy, war, and, ultimately, annexation. Although Mill
93
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(who, of course, did not live as a neighbour to the restless United States) did not foresee
manhood suffrage as leading to as dire a consequence, he certainly viewed it as a danger
that governments should explicitly avoid. Because conservative thinkers such as Burke
cautioned his readers about the threat of manhood suffrage as well, Cartier's and
McGee's positions would have broadly appealed to both conservatives and liberals alike.
John A. Macdonald, on the other hand, adopted a more ideologically-defined position
concerning the franchise question.
Although he also took a stand against manhood suffrage to prevent tyranny and
maintain order (as both conservatives and liberals recommended), Macdonald made one
assertion that his fellow Liberal-Conservatives did not make in 1865: that the franchise
should guarantee the ascendency of property. Considering that conservatives such as
Burke upheld property-ownership as the principal characteristic of political
independence, Macdonald's emphasis on a property-based franchise was thoroughly
conservative in its outlook. Moreover, the overall restrictiveness of resolution twenty-six
as drafted by Macdonald lends itself better to Burke's conservative belief in maintaining
as narrow an electorate as possible (considering that liberals such as Mill tended to
endorse a more inclusive franchise legislation based upon intelligence or the payment of
taxes). As such, it does appear, after all, that Macdonald drafted the inaugural Dominion
franchise to coincide with his own conservative ideology. That said, one could still
interpret such a restrictive franchise as reflecting elements of prevailing liberal ideology,
albeit a more moderate version of it. Despite the essential restrictiveness of Canada's
inaugural franchise, it did not disenfranchise anyone not already disenfranchised before
Confederation, and it did not institute any new permanent exclusions from the vote.
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Indeed, nothing technically stopped those male Canadians with a willingness to work
hard from saving their money and, eventually, purchasing enough land for their
enfranchisement. Because of the general proximity of conservatism to liberalism when it
came to the franchise, all Liberal-Conservatives, whether conservative or moderately
liberal in their outlook, could have ideologically accepted resolution twenty-six.96 Yet,
the Liberal-Conservatives were not the sole party that occupied the Canadian Legislative
Assembly. In fact, they shared the electorate's attention with a much more expressly
liberal political group: the Reform Party.
At the time of Confederation, George Brown led the Reform cause. Owner of
Canada's leading Liberal organ, the Toronto Globe, he had entered into a coalition
government with John A. Macdonald's Conservatives in 1864 for the express purpose of
forming the union.97 Deeply loyal to Great Britain himself, he also viewed Confederation
OR

as a way to draw Canada closer to the mother country.

Such a view tied into Brown's

liberal values. While he generally endorsed (and even praised) John Stuart Mill's
philosophy, Brown was not nearly as radical as the British parliamentarian.99 As his
biographer J. M. S. Careless has concluded, Brown upheld a more "moderate Victorian
Liberalism", "believing in empirical, parliamentary growth, suspicious of doctrinaire
96
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remaking of the constitution."100 Indeed, he moderated his liberalism to such an extent
that he reportedly viewed his newspaper as '"thoroughly conservative'; conservative, that
is, by American standards."101 Brown consequently disagreed with Mill's
encouragement of women's suffrage and viewed Goldwin Smith's argument that Canada
*

102

should break away from the British Empire in a highly negative light.
With regard to Canada's inaugural franchise, it is already known that Brown at
least tacitly supported a restrictive franchise. As a Canadian delegate at the Quebec
Conference, he had cast one of the votes that unanimously supported Macdonald's
resolution for such a franchise.103 While Brown unfortunately said very little about the
subject in the Confederation Debates, he at least briefly mentioned why he may have
been led to such an endorsement. Like George-Etienne Cartier and D'Arcy McGee,
Brown centres his explanation on a comparison with the United States. Speaking about
congressional representation, Brown affirmed that "[i]f there is one evil in the American
100
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system which in my mind stands out as preeminently its greatest defect, except universal
suffrage, it is that under than Constitution the representatives of the people must reside in
the constituencies for which they sit."104 Although he may have only mentioned the
franchise in passing, Brown still made his sentiments perfectly clear: that, above all else,
universal manhood suffrage represents the worst institution established by the United
States.
In the preceding years, Brown's newspaper, the Toronto Globe, illustrated why he
viewed an expanded suffrage in such a negative light. As early as 1849, Brown had
editorially denounced the evils of universal suffrage, which he believed "had converted
Republican France in to a neo-Napoleonic despotism.. ."105 Fourteen years later, when
Nova Scotia repealed its manhood suffrage legislation in 1863, the Globe's opinion had
not changed whatsoever. It was more than happy to report that a system of property
qualifications would return to restrict the vote in that province. As its editor wrote: "It is
complained that under its [manhood suffrage's] influence men of intelligence, owners of
property, are compelled to give way before ragged and penniless demagogues, who have
nothing which should recommend them to the electors, unless glib tongues, great powers
of buncombe, and illimitable impudence are fitting qualities in the legislators of a
country."106 A restrictive franchise in Nova Scotia would apparently curtail this sort of
demagoguery. With he and his paper set squarely against the institution of manhood
suffrage for the sake of political order, Brown's arguments concerning the franchise fit
just as well with Edmund Burke's conservatism as John Stuart Mill's liberalism (and the
104
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views of Liberal-Conservatives for that matter). Aside from a somewhat enigmatic
statement against universal democracy from Nova Scotian Liberal Adams George
Archibald, no other Reform or otherwise expressly liberal member of the Canadian, Nova
Scotian, or New Brunswick Legislative Assembly sought to follow Brown's example and
address the franchise question.107 To determine whether Brown's sentiments reflected
those of all British North American Liberals, or only his own, one must therefore turn to
other sources.
As former Carleton University historian Sydney Wise has argued, "As the 1850s
wore on, circumstances were to show that [Brown].. .spoke for most reformers on the
108

question of American institutions" such as universal manhood suffrage.

Consequently,

most Upper Canadian Liberals tended to agree with Brown's opinions on the subject as
recorded in the Globe. The fact that the Globe also represented Canada's leading
newspaper in terms of readership also speaks to the general acceptance received by
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Brown's brand of moderate liberalism.109 Outside of Upper Canada, however, other
journals held sway amongst British North American Liberals. For example, on the east
coast, the Novascotian and the Acadian Recorder represented two of the foremost Liberal
newspapers of the day. Owned by Joseph Howe, the former Liberal premier of Nova
Scotia, Halifax's Novascotian had become the province's leading newspaper as early as
1840.110 While he was premier, Howe's Liberal government had repealed the colony's
manhood suffrage legislation in 1863.111 As one might therefore expect, Howe's
Novascotian held some particularly strong views concerning franchise law. A few
months after the Confederation debates in the Province of Canada, the Novascotian
published a long editorial on "The New Franchise Law". In the article, the editor
declared that "We have had the trial of universal suffrage, and what was the result?... The
penniless and ignorant servants and labourers of the well-to-do and intelligent merchant
and farmer not only neutralize the votes of the latter, but by selecting their rules decide
how much they shall be taxed and how they shall be governed. This is surely not
right.. ."112 Joseph Howe's Novascotian therefore represented yet another British North
American Liberal voice that vilified manhood suffrage. In accordance with both John A.
Macdonald and George Brown, and Edmund Burke and John Stuart Mill, the absence of
personal wealth should limit one's accessibility to the franchise. On this point, Nova
Scotia's other leading Liberal newspaper tended to agree.
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The Acadian Recorder was published out of Halifax. While not as popular as
Howe's Novascotian, its presses ran for nearly the whole of the nineteenth century (and
beyond).113 Aside from some "Radical tendencies", it generally remained loyal to the
Liberal party throughout that time.114 When it came to "The Franchise Question", the
Recorder adopted a perhaps broader, if no less scathing, view than that of the
Novascotian. On March 24, 1865, it declared that "We are bound to say that any
comparison between the character of Assemblies where a universal franchise is put
against a limited franchise, whether as regards to the character of public men, insecurity
of government, or corruption and profligacy in the management of public affairs, must
tell strongly against universal suffrage."115 For the Recorder'' s editor, the pages of
history had spoken: those legislative bodies that had adopted manhood suffrage - whether
in Nova Scotia, France, or the United States - had depreciated themselves and their
abilities to govern.
In a statement that perhaps went beyond classical liberal ideology, the Recorder
concluded its editorial by rather harshly stating that "[i]f possible it would be no
unmitigated hardship to disenfranchise large numbers of worthy citizens if the worst class
could be absolutely eliminated.. ,"116 Once again, another Liberal newspaper stood quite
categorically against any sort of widespread expansion of the suffrage. Moreover, the
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Recorder's editor felt so steadfastly opposed to manhood suffrage that he encroached
upon conservative ideology in declaring it safest to disenfranchise too many citizens than
too few. An otherwise Liberal newspaper, therefore, came closest to the conservative
John A. Macdonald in unequivocally and unambiguously advocating the establishment of
a Burkean franchise. While such a stance demonstrates the heavily moderated nature of
liberal ideology in British North America, it also reveals the overlapping sentiment of
contemporary conservative and liberal thought concerning the franchise. True, resolution
twenty-six merely recycled the colonial franchises for the new Dominion franchise. In
doing so, however, it also satisfied the adherents to British North America's two leading
political ideologies: conservatism and classical liberalism. In fact, the Confederation
franchise legislation snubbed only that small minority who had actually advocated the
establishment of republicanism and manhood suffrage. Interestingly, some of these
individuals - such as former Clear Grit William McDougall and Parti Rouge leader
Antoine-Aime Dorion - still occupied the benches of the Canadian Legislative Assembly.
Both formed at the end of the 1840s, the Upper Canadian Clear Grits and the
Lower Canadian Parti Rouge had broken away from classical liberal values as extolled
by Montesquieu and Mill to espouse a more radical political ideology. While promoting
elective political institutions, secularization, and a closer relationship with the United
States (indeed, les Rouges even favoured annexation), they also advocated the
establishment of universal manhood suffrage.117 During the 1850s, William McDougall
- a journalist by profession, writing for the radical Toronto-based North American
newspaper, and later a lawyer who practiced in Upper Canada - had positioned himself
117
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as one of the leading spokesmen of Clear Grit philosophy in Upper Canada. By 1862,
however, he had joined sides with George Brown's Reformers; and, in 1864, he crossed
the floor with his leader to take part in both the Macdonald-Brown coalition government
as provincial secretary and the Confederation talks at Quebec.

118

••
With the Clear Grit in

him perhaps safely locked away by that point - or possibly scared away by the civil war
raging in the United States - McDougall never once raised the question of the franchise
during the Quebec Conference or the Confederation Debates.119 In fact, he hardly spoke
at all. Instead, during the Confederation Debates at least, he centred his attention on his
belief that the discussion had dragged on for too long and that all should be "determined
to obtain as early as possible (without, however, preventing any honorable member from
expressing his views upon them) a vote of this House."

As an ardent supporter of

Confederation, he simply wanted it accomplished as quickly as possible.

Dorion, on

the other hand, did not exhibit quite the same inclination.
After assuming leadership of the Parti Rouge in 1854, Dorion had remained
leader right through to Confederation. As such, he represented the chief FrenchCanadian Radical voice within the Canadian Legislative Assembly. Unlike William
McDougall, Dorion and his Rouges neither joined the Macdonald-Brown alliance nor
supported the Confederation project as designed in Quebec.122 Still,
amongst his
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harangues concerning the proposed union's unfair treatment of Lower Canada - from
underrepresentation in the lower house to an overly centralized system of government 123

he made no reference to the resolution concerning the Dominion franchise.

His

overarching statement that Cartier and Macdonald thought "that the hands of the Crown
should be strengthened and the influence of the people, if possible, diminished" was the
closest he came.124 Perhaps Dorion's belief in the ascendency of the local government
led him to consider a provincially-controlled federal franchise as the best solution
possible. If Lower Canadians desired manhood suffrage, they could then implement it
for themselves.125 Even though the Confederation franchise explicitly discounted more
radical liberal beliefs, those members of the Legislative Assembly most likely to protest
such a rebuke made no concerted attempt to address the franchise question. So far, this
analysis of Canada's inaugural franchise has focused predominantly on British North
America's political institutions, and their arguments with regard to resolution twenty-six
as agreed upon at Quebec. Of course, Canadians organized themselves in other ways as
well. With that in mind, did the opinions of any other groups help sway their
representatives to fashion the new Dominion franchise as they did?
Keeping in line with the general resistance directed toward universal democracy
evinced across Canada in 1865, the broad process behind Confederation was not a
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particularly democratic one. As previously mentioned, the thirty-two delegates at
Quebec had agreed upon the seventy-two articles that would serve as the foundation for
Canada's constitution. It then fell to the colonial legislatures of Canada, Nova Scotia,
and New Brunswick to determine whether they agreed with those particular terms. In
this all or nothing deal, the local governments therefore had no opportunity to alter the
articles with which they may not have agreed. Moreover, in a universal democracy,
something as monumental as the British North American union would have undoubtedly
warranted an appeal to the populace itself. Whether by referendum or general election,
the people would have the right in such a system to voice whether they actually wished to
take part in the formation of a new nation. In the "pre-democratic" provinces of Canada
126

and Nova Scotia, however, such a democratic measure was not an option.
While members of the Canadian Legislative Assembly John Hillyard Cameron
and Malcolm Crooks Cameron desired the approval of the people
before the scheme's
enactment, the House leaders firmly rejected the suggestion. 197 For Conservative leader
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John A. Macdonald, such an appeal would be highly unconstitutional. As
"representatives of the people and not mere delegates", Macdonald believed that a
referendum "would be robbing ourselves of the character of representatives".128 Indeed,
for him, the direct appeal represented
the means by which a despot, at the point of the bayonet, may ask the
people to vote yea or nay on the measure he proposes; but in every free
country where there is a Constitution at all, the vote must be taken by the
constituted authorities, the representatives of the people, and not become
a mere form and cover to tyranny, but a measure which accords with the
calm and deliberate judgments of the people, as expressed through their
129

representatives.
To uphold constitutional principles and to respect the decisions of voters made in the
previous provincial election of 1864, Macdonald steadfastly believed that it was his duty
to reject any sort of democratic overture to the people with respect to the union. Reform
leader George Brown, the long time "critic of American republicanism [and]...
democracy", took the same position as Macdonald.

He argued that "the verdict of the

people [with regard to a potential referendum] may be judged from
what has been the
nj
vote of their representatives here, who are responsible to them."

Since the people had

their chance to speak during the previous provincial election, Brown saw no need to ask
their opinions once again. With the two party leaders in agreement that the people should
have no direct say as to Confederation, Upper and Lower Canadians had to accept the
scheme, and its resolution concerning the Dominion franchise, whether they liked it or
not.
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Whereas the Province of Canada had its last general election before
Confederation in 1864, Nova Scotia's took place in 1863. Another election would
therefore not take place in Nova Scotia until September of 1867, well after the
Dominion's official formation. During this period, Nova Scotian Conservative leader
Charles Tupper was the province's premier. A staunch believer in Confederation, he had
132

the legislative muscle to back up his convictions: his party held forty of fifty-five seats.
While Tupper may have worried more about the state of public opinion concerning the
union than Macdonald, he took the same stance as his Canadian counterpart with respect
to an appeal to the people.133 He felt that Nova Scotia's participation in the union rested
solely on "the decision of the Legislature."134 The voters of Nova Scotia therefore had no
direct way of affecting the Confederation scheme as supported by Tupper's majority
government either. In fact, only in New Brunswick did the province's voters get the
opportunity to pronounce their opinions concerning the union. In 1865, in the middle of
the debates surrounding Confederation, the government's term expired and New
Brunswick went to the polls. While New Brunswickers thoroughly rejected unionist
premier Samuel Leonard Tilley's Conservatives for the anti-Confederation party of
Liberal Albert James Smith, they could only vote on the overall mandate of the province.
Like all other British North Americans, the people of New Brunswick had no viable way
to directly revise the various articles of Confederation themselves. Soon after, in May of
1866, Smith's government, after a great deal of gubernatorial pressure, resigned; New
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Brunswickers re-elected Tilley, and, in doing so, tacitly supported Confederation.

135

Because of the generally undemocratic nature of Confederation, British North Americans
had no real opportunity to effect a revision of the new Dominion's franchise should they
have desired one. Even if they did have such influence, however, the large majority
would have most likely seen no need to exercise it.
With leading members of the Clear Grits and the Parti Rouge having taken a large
step away from their earlier demands for a radically-expanded franchise, these two of the
largest potentially dissenting groups remained noticeably quiet concerning the
restrictiveness of Canada's inaugural suffrage legislation. The general quiescence of
other groups of Canadians also reflected their general tolerance of resolution twenty-six
as determined at Quebec. Although the war-torn example of the United States may have
frightened many into supporting a restrictive federal franchise, many had other reasons
not to beat the drum against the franchise handed down by the Confederation delegates.
Throughout the nineteenth century, farming represented the most common occupation in
Canada. According to 1851 Canadian census figures, approximately thirty-seven percent
of all workers (men women, and children) earned their living as farmers. Compare that
to the next most popular occupation - that of 'labourer' - at approximately thirty-two
percent.136 While nineteenth-century census figures tended to be unreliable in the
consistency of their categorization, these data at least highlight in general terms the
predominantly agricultural underpinnings of Canada's working population. By the 1871
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census, the number of Canadians who earned their living through farming had increased
to just shy of half of the working population (perhaps because this time farm labourers
1 "37

were apparently included under the category of 'farmer').

As Gail G. Campbell has

argued in her study of the pre-Confederation franchise, farmers, of all groups of
Canadians at the time, were most likely in British North America's developing society to
own real property. Since they primordially relied upon the land for their livelihood,

138

farmers "were more often prepared to make sacrifices" to acquire a piece of real estate.
The franchise would have usually come with ownership of real property sizeable enough
for farming.139 Because British North American farmers tended to possess enough
property to ensure their enfranchisement - if simply for the sake of their livelihood - the
majority of farmers would have generally had no reason to worry about the continuance
of the restrictive provincial franchises in the federal sphere.
Of all the occupational classes in mid-nineteenth-century Canada, the
Confederation delegates' choice of franchise would have adversely affected general
labourers the most. After that of 'farmer', the category of 'labourer' represented the next
most popular occupation in both the 1851 census and the 1871 census.140 As previously
illustrated, these individuals would have been the least well paid and the least likely to
possess real property of their own. One might therefore think that, of all Canadians,
137
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labourers would have had the greatest cause to actively promote an expanded franchise
for the new Dominion. Several different factors combined to prevent them from doing
so, however. True, as early as the 1850s, workingmen's associations began to emerge
throughout urban British North America as industrialization brought large numbers of
workers close together for the first time. While labourers had undoubtedly made
advancements with respect to their organization, journalist and one-time New Democratic
Party publican Steven Langdon reminds his readers that one "must not exaggerate the
state of the state of central Canadian labour organization by the mid-sixties.. ."141 Indeed,
Canadian labour historians agree that by Confederation in 1867 such workers still tended
to concentrate their efforts solely within the local sphere and exclusively for specific
groups of skilled craftsmen, such as coopers for example.142 Unskilled or general
labourers were left to fend for themselves.143 Because of their very narrow focus, trade
organizations of the period "remained small and vulnerable, even when they had formal
links with central bodies of workingmen".144 Of course, it did not help that contemporary
labour leaders tended to hold memberships within the existing political parties as well.
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Because of such allegiances, party doctrine often came to overshadow labourers'
grievances, particularly in an era of open voting.145
A strong labour press could have perhaps compensated for the fragmented and
partisan nature of mid-1860s labour organization. By that time, however, British North
America had only one weekly labour journal endorsed by the emerging labour
movement: Hamilton's Workingman 's Journal. Tellingly, it was founded and owned by
Isaac Buchanan, Hamilton businessman and former Conservative Member of Canada's
Legislative Assembly.146 While the Journal's first issue rolled off the presses in the
spring of 1864, it unfortunately "did not survive the events leading up to Confederation".
Buchanan had gone bankrupt in 1866. When Confederation came into effect, Canada's
labourers once again had no newspaper to call their own.147 Even the Palladium of
Labor, Canada's premier nineteenth-century labour journal, had to admit in 1884 that at
the time of Confederation, "The Labor press was weak and uninfluential - so far as
148

Canada is concerned non-existent."

Without such a journalistic voice, or centralized

unions for that matter, Trent University historian Bryan Palmer has concluded that
"[cjlass differences in these years definitely widened, but consciousness of such
differentiation remained somewhat inhibited and constrained."149 Lacking this internal
definition, cohesion, and direction, Canada's labouring classes had no way to conceitedly
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pressure their governments with regard to their enfranchisement, whether they desired it
or not.
Women comprised the other most obvious group of British North Americans
excluded from the Confederation franchise. While women had voted in Nova Scotian
general elections and, more prominently, in Lower Canadian general elections, earlier in
the nineteenth century, they had been effectively disenfranchised across British North
America by the time Upper Canada and Lower Canada unified in 1840.150 Such events
markedly contrast those in the United States, where by the end of that decade the
women's suffrage movement had emerged as a political force under the leadership of
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott.151 By the beginning of the 1860s, prominent
liberals in England such as John Stuart Mill had also begun to stir debate in favour of
1

women's suffrage.

Yet, such agitation had not spread to the perhaps more

conservative British North American colonies. For most contemporary Canadian
political commentators, women's enfranchisement was portrayed in an almost comical
1^

light.

As later debates concerning Canadian women's enfranchisement would

demonstrate, the majority of Canadians (including Canadian women, it seems) steadfastly
upheld traditional, patriarchal divisions of labour that hived women within the household
and protected them from the raucous political sphere.154 With open voting still in effect
in all the provinces - where a voter would openly declare his choice of candidate on the
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hustings - enfranchised women would have had to brave the same foul language, threats,
and scenes of violence endured by their fathers, brothers, sons, and husbands. Politics
was a dirty business, a business evidently too dirty for the apparent delicacy of women.
With such ideals so commonly upheld across Victorian British North America, no group
of women or men actively sought to include women within the scope of the new
Dominion franchise. Indeed, the first women's suffrage association would not arrive in
Canada until 1876, almost an entire decade after Confederation.155 And even then, it
would not achieve success until well into the twentieth century.156 Yet, British North
Americans did not solely identify and organize themselves with regard to their political
views, their occupations, and their gender. Linguistically-based cultural ties proved more
powerful and cohesive in a society that Lord Durham had likened to two nations warring
in the bosom of a single state.
Culturally, Canada has principally developed along the lines of its two founding
European peoples: the English and the French. As mentioned earlier, English Canadian
political culture at the time of Confederation tended to look toward Great Britain.
Loyalty to British traditions and institutions served as a unifying bond. As John Garner
has argued, "there were many [English-speaking] British North Americans whose
attachment to the British constitution led them to silently support" the restrictive
franchise, even if they did not fully understand the philosophies behind it.157 The citizens
of French Canada were another story. Although many French Canadians, as Jacques
Monet has argued, welcomed British political institutions as guarantors of their cultural
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self-preservation, they never forged the same instinctual bonds to the British Crown as
their English-speaking countrymen. Theirs was an "Unemotional loyalty...; one founded
not on sentiment, or quick-lived stirring passion."158 After all, as Wilfrid Laurier would
later phrase it in 1877, "nous Canadiens Frangais, nous sommes une race conquise. C'est
une verite triste a dire, mais enfin c'est las verite."159 That being said, most French
Canadians had still formed their own emotional bonds of loyalty. They simply did so
with a different overseas authority: the Catholic Church.
Of those Canadians who identified themselves as deriving from French ancestry,
contemporary census data indicates that the vast majority also identified themselves as
Catholic.160 Still a traditionally conservative institution, the Catholic Church - both in
Rome and in Quebec - had taken up the struggle against the spread of democracy.161 As
historian Fern and Ouellet has written, "Dans la clerge, la representation est aussi d'une
exceptionnelle simplicite: les Etats-Unis sont assimiles a la France revolutionnaire, l'un
et 1'autre pays representant par ses institutions une menace a la fois sociale et religieuse.
La democratic y apparait done comme le vehicule infaillible de l'anarchie, du
•

materialisme, de l'incroyance et de l'atheisme."

1 ftJ

Because it apparently challenged

both Church dogma and organized religion itself, the Pope, through the French Canadian
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bishops, directed parish priests to speak out against the evils of democracy.

While

those French Canadians who relied on the United States for trade - such as French
Canadian merchants, for instance - would have also recognized the economic prosperity
that seemed to move hand-in-hand with American democracy, Quellet relates that such
views would generally not have trumped Catholic values (especially with the apparently
failed example of American democracy so close at hand).164 Only portions of Lower
Canada's liberal intellectual elite, as represented by the anti-Catholic Rouges, had
actively endorsed democracy and manhood suffrage in French Canada; and, as previously
mentioned, their leader, Antoine-Aime Dorion, had remained noticeably silent on the
subject at the time of Confederation. Although each group had different reasons for their
positions, both English Canada and French Canada on the whole believed that a
restrictive franchise best suited their collective beliefs. Without any particular group of
British North Americans actively demanding different franchise legislation than that
penned at Quebec, the Confederation delegates had nothing to stop them from instituting
the type of franchise they desired for the new Dominion of Canada.
With the declaration of Confederation in July of 1867, the franchise law decided
upon at the Quebec Conference just under three years earlier finally came into effect.
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Instead of a freshly drawn piece of legislation, however, the new nation would simply
employ the existing provincial franchises. Those Canadians who could legally vote in
provincial elections could therefore legally vote in future federal elections as well. When
attending the Quebec Conference, the delegates had very limited time to deliberate and
fashion those principles that would form the institutional foundation for the new
Dominion. For the sake of convenience, the Attorney General for Upper Canada, John A.
Macdonald, suggested that the provincial franchises would suffice. If the delegates
attempted to establish wholly new suffrage legislation that all could accept, the Quebec
Conference may have stretched far longer that its eighteen-day duration, or broken apart
altogether. Yet, those at Quebec would have never agreed to use the existing provincial
franchises if they did not sit well with them ideologically.
The four provinces that originally joined together to create the Canadian nation Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario - all possessed rather restrictive,
property-based franchises at the time of Confederation. For Liberal-Conservatives such
as John A. Macdonald, George-Etienne Cartier, and Thomas D'Arcy McGee, Reformers
such as George Brown, and other Liberals such as Nova Scotia's Joseph Howe, such
limited franchises fit their ideological outlooks quite nicely. Not only did these
franchises follow the precedent set by the mother country, Great Britain, they also
appealed to both dominant British North American political ideologies: liberals and, even
more so, conservatives. With restrictions placed on the provincial franchises, legislators
felt assured that the real dangers - universal democracy and manhood suffrage - would
not find their way into Canada any time soon. Living so close to the Civil War-torn
United States, Canadian politicians had a clear view of the supposed effects of unbridled
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democracy and manhood suffrage on that nation. The Americans had chosen to rid
themselves of British institutions and it had apparently torn their country in half: minority
voices were suppressed, sectarianism was inflamed, and bloodshed was the result.
Viewing the sad circumstances to the south, British North Americans, no matter their
ideology, refused to make the same mistake. Although in the minority, even Clear Grits
and members of the Parti Rouge such as William McDougall and Antoine-Aime Dorion
- individuals who had encouraged republicanism and manhood suffrage in the past voiced no concerted complaint with regard to the use of the restrictive provincial
franchises for the Dominion franchise. Both Conservatives and Liberals in all the
colonies therefore saw the Confederation franchise as a way to impose their parties'
ideologies upon the new nation.
Outside the members of Canada's political parties, most other Canadians seemed
to accept the restrictive, provincially-controlled franchise as well. Occupational,
gendered, and cultural groups such as farmers, labourers, women, English-Canadians,
and French-Canadians apparently did so because it either did not particularly affect them,
it fit well into their shared set of cultural beliefs, or it did affect them adversely but they
did not yet have the organizational capacity to lobby for and pursue any sort of change.
And even if any of these groups had expressly coalesced to speak against the new
Dominion franchise, the undemocratic nature of Confederation itself would have
effectively muted their cries. Canada's first federal franchise was, therefore, bestowed
from above by the nation's political elites. In choosing to employ the existing provincial
franchises for the Dominion franchise, these elites fashioned legislation that largely
served their own pragmatic and ideological interests. Despite Attorney General
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Macdonald's statement that Parliament would rewrite the nation's suffrage law as one of
its first duties, the Confederation franchise remained on the statute books for the next
eighteen years. It was left there to simmer for fear of upsetting the delicate balance of
Confederation. Only in 1885 did Macdonald, who had since served fifteen years as prime
minister, get around to delivering on his promise.

Chapter 3
"It is conservative in its very essence":
The Electoral Franchise Act of 1885
On September 9, 1885, an exhausted Prime Minister John A. Macdonald settled
down to catch up on his correspondence with Henry Molyneux Herbert, the fourth Earl of
Carnarvon. A staunch conservative himself, Carnarvon was an old acquaintance of
Macdonald - a kindred spirit, and a friend.1 In 1867, as Secretary for the Colonies,
Carnarvon both acted as one of the principal English advocates for colonial federation
and, through his position, a confederated Canada by means of the British North America
Act.2 Earlier in 1885, however, Carnarvon had received a new position: the British
government had appointed him Lord-lieutenant of Ireland. With the gruelling six-month
Parliamentary session now over, as well as the multi-day sittings that accompanied it,
Prime Minister Macdonald finally had the opportunity to offer Carnarvon his
congratulations and best wishes with regard to the new post. While Macdonald expressed
his disappointment that Carnarvon would no longer have the opportunity to assume the
Governor Generalship of Canada — something that Macdonald earnestly desired, for he
"looked upon [Carnarvon] as belonging especially to us" - Macdonald also articulated
that he understood the challenge before his old friend: "taming" a land previously
"untamed."3
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In the course of his letter to Carnarvon, Macdonald discussed the Dominion's
recently legislated Electoral Franchise Act. As one of the primary parties responsible for
Canada's constitution, Macdonald felt that Carnarvon would take an interest in any
changes to it.4 Over two pages, Macdonald confided in Carnarvon the details of the
struggle in which he had engaged to see his act passed. Most of Macdonald's criticism
centred on the Liberal opposition, "or Grits as they are called", and how they continually
and "violently" obstructed the passage of the act.5 In their apparently naked desire for
power, Macdonald lamented that the Liberals had delayed necessary legislation and, in
doing so, wasted both the Commons' and the nation's time.6 But, for Macdonald, the
result was worth all the effort. Because of the new franchise act, his political dream had
become a reality: the "Federal Constitution which [Carnarvon had] so great a hand in
constructing... [had] at last been perfected."
Prime Minister Macdonald wrote these words to Lord Carnarvon over eighteen
years after the ratification of the original British North America Act. During those years
Canada came to embrace three other provinces - Manitoba in 1870, British Columbia in
1871, and Prince Edward Island in 1873 - and the whole of the Northwest Territories.
With the partnership of these provinces and territories, the nation had spread itself from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Snaking its way across the country, the very recentlycompleted Canadian Pacific railway linked this vast tract of land together,
technologically uniting it as one. Despite these grand accomplishments, Prime Minister
Macdonald apparently did not feel he had completed his work with regard to the
4
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Canadian Confederation. Instead, it took the ratification of a franchise bill - a relatively
short piece of legislation announced within the House of Commons five times before - to
Q

provide the 'Old Chieftain' with such a sense of accomplishment. Indeed, it was so
important to him that he both drafted the legislation and tabled it himself. Macdonald's
candidness with Carnarvon, therefore, generates multiple questions. First, why did
Macdonald see the Conservative Franchise Act of 1885 as the "completion of the Federal
Constitution" enacted almost two decades earlier?9 What legislative changes did it make
to warrant such a response? What effects did it have, both on the federal franchise and on
other aspects of governance? To its legislators, were any of these effects more important
in comparison with the others? And, finally, was the act something that Canadians had
generally demanded, or did it represent a personal project of Macdonald and his
Conservatives? Through an analysis of the federal Franchise Act of 1885 and the debates
surrounding it, this chapter will attempt to answer these questions. To begin, however,
one must first understand what exactly this new legislation entailed.
When compared with Canada's previous franchise law, Prime Minister
Macdonald's act represented a radical legislative departure. As mentioned in the
preceding chapter, section 41 of the British North America Act stipulated that the
provincial legislatures would operate the mechanisms of the suffrage until the Dominion
Parliament dictated otherwise. It took eighteen years, but in 1885 Parliament finally
spoke through its new act: the House of Commons would take full control over the
federal franchise and its upkeep. The provincial governments would no longer have any
official say as to the form Dominion franchise law would take. Alongside this
8
9
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administrative change, the new franchise act also completely retooled the qualifications
for voting in federal elections. Since 1867, the overall shape of the Dominion franchise
had not remained constant. The provisions of section 41 ensured that Canada would have
a variegated franchise. Over the span of these years, several provinces had seen fit to
alter their provincial franchises. In doing so, they altered the federal franchise as well.
While not all provinces followed the same pattern, these adjustments to franchise law
generally resulted in much more inclusive franchise qualifications in comparison with
those that existed at Confederation.10 For example, at the time of Confederation, Ontario
imposed a $600 property qualification on the enfranchisement of city dwellers, a $400
qualification for town inhabitants, a $300 qualification for those who lived in
incorporated villages, and a $200 qualification for township residents. In 1877, however,
it had reduced these property qualifications to $200 for those who lived in cities and
towns and $100 for those who lived in incorporated villages and townships.11 Moreover,
on April 24, 1885, as the federal Parliament debated the Electoral Franchise Act, Nova
Scotia's legislature chose to pass "An Act to extend the Electoral Franchise". Through
this legislation, Nova Scotia opened its franchise to certain inhabitants who did not own
real property themselves: namely, the sons of property-owning men and widows.12 With
his new Dominion franchise act, Prime Minister Macdonald apparently reversed this
trend.
10
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In forsaking seven disparate provincial franchises for a single, universallyapplicable piece of legislation, the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 unified the Dominion
franchise. Despite its replacement of these motley provincial acts, however, Canada's
new suffrage law was arguably no easier to understand when it finally received its royal
assent. Indeed, the Electoral Franchise Act contained so many different qualifications
and exceptions that commentators have since attached to it a variety of unflattering
descriptions, ranging from "a nightmare of complexity" to "an astonishing hodgepodge"
11

to "a tangle of provisions verging on gibberish".

While the basic conditions for

enfranchisement had not changed - being a male British subject by birth or naturalization
who had reached the age of majority of twenty-one - the other qualifications certainly
had. To begin, Macdonald's act instituted a graduated property qualification depending
upon the riding in which one lived. While residents of rural ridings only required $150
worth of real property to vote, those who lived in towns required at least $200 worth of
real property. City-dwellers, on the other hand, had to possess $300 in real estate.14
Under the same guidelines, male Canadians whose fathers owned enough real property to
qualify them both also received the vote. Fishermen who did not meet the
aforementioned property qualifications could also receive the franchise as long as they
owned at least some real property and a minimum of $150 in fishing equipment.15 No
other occupations received the same courtesy.
If one did not own sufficient amounts of real property, all was not lost. Canadians
could also qualify for the suffrage under the franchise act's tenant and income
13
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stipulations. In all ridings, potential voters who paid at least two dollars per month or
twenty dollars per year in rent could also have their names placed on the voters' list.16
17

The same went for Canadians who earned at least $300 per year in annual income.
Since these tenant and income voters did not own property, however, they also fell
subject to another requirement: they had to prove that they had lived in Canada for a
minimum of one year before the date of the election. In addition to these qualifications,
the franchise act provided special exemptions for residents of British Columbia and
Prince Edward Island.18 Prime Minister Macdonald had conceded such special treatment
because these two provinces had previously instituted significantly more liberal franchise
laws than the others.19 As a result, residents of British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island who had their names on voters' lists before the new act passed would retain their
vote whether they met the new act's qualifications or not. Those who had not reached the
age of majority by 1885, however, were
not so lucky. They would have to meet the same
00
qualifications as the rest of country.
If this patchwork of overlapping qualifications did not confuse revising barristers
enough, the new franchise act also included stipulations based upon race. The act
disenfranchised all persons who belonged to "the Mongolian or Chinese race" no matter
how long they had resided in Canada.21 Such racist language followed closely an 1875
16
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amendment to British Columbia's franchise law that stipulated "No Chinaman.. .shall
have his name placed on the register of voters for any electoral district, or be entitled to
vote at any election of a member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of this Province."22
Aboriginal Canadians, on the other hand, received better treatment. Although British
Columbia had also disenfranchised provincially every "Indian" within its borders, the
new federal legislation made certain exceptions with regard to the new federal
franchise.23 While British Columbian "Indians" would remain disenfranchised, as well as
those who inhabited the Northwest Territories and Manitoba, the Electoral Franchise Act
of 1885 gave the federal vote to the so-called "educated Indian": the male member of the
First Nations who lived east of Manitoba and who owned a piece of real property that he
had improved to a minimum value of $150.24 This long series of qualifications
encapsulated the Dominion franchise as it stood on January 1, 1886, when the new
franchise act first took effect. To determine its overall effect upon the composition of the
federal electorate, however, one must look beyond the legislation.
Within the generally-limited historiography of the Canadian federal franchise,
scholars have disagreed as to the overall effect of the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 on
the size of the federal electorate. On the one hand, political scientists Norman Ward, Rod
Preece, and Garth Stevenson have argued that despite Prime Minister Macdonald's
supposed aversion to universal democracy, his legislation significantly increased the

22
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number of eligible federal voters.25 According to Ward - although he does not reveal the
source of his statistics - the federal electorate as a whole grew by 27.7 percent between
1882 and 1891.26 Preece attributes an even larger expansion of the electorate to
Macdonald's franchise act. Without revealing his sources as well, Preece concludes that
"the final result was a franchise which, while being based on complex property
qualifications, granted almost manhood suffrage."27 In a later monograph, Stevenson
adopts a similar view to that of Preece. Employing elections statistics compiled by
former Dalhousie political scientist J. Murray Beck, he cites an apparent forty percent
increase in votes cast between the federal elections of 1882 and 1887.

Of course, one

could argue that the slow rise of national prosperity gradually lifted increasing numbers
of eligible voters into the existing franchise. Because Canada's population and economic
prosperity reportedly did not grow enough to adequately reflect such an increase,
however, Stevenson concludes that "the measure was designed to exclude very few males
from voting" and that by 1891 "universal male suffrage had been achieved in New
Brunswick, Ontario, and Manitoba".

The contentions upheld by Ward, Preece, and

Stevenson lie in stark contrast to the latest work on the subject.
In comparison with the studies of Ward, Preece, and Stevenson, A History of the
Vote in Canada, an authoritative narrative review of the Canadian franchise
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commissioned by the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, takes a completely different
avenue of analysis to arrive at its judgement of the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885. As
its author relates, complete election statistics do not exist for Canada's nineteenth-century
Dominion elections. True, J. Murray Beck may have roughly determined the total
number of votes cast on election day.30 Because the federal government did not keep
precise electoral statistics, and because of the general unreliability of those they did keep,
no one can know really how many individual Canadians actually had the right to vote at
each election. It is therefore impossible to determine the extent to which exogenous
•

factors such as population increase affected Dominion election returns.

^1

Moreover, as

Ben Forster, Malcolm Davidson, and R. Craig Brown have argued, it is also impossible to
determine how the complexity of Macdonald's act affected the size of the federal
electorate. While these three authors admit that the number of federal votes cast may
have increased after 1885,32 they also hypothesize that the difficulty of interpreting the
new act resulted in the erroneous provision of ballots to otherwise disenfranchised
individuals.

Indeed, these errors supposedly occurred on such a grand scale that

Ontario recorded more votes cast in the 1891 Dominion election than adult men who
lived in the province.34 As a result of such statistical impediments, Elections Canada's
own interpretation of the vote in Canada instead turns to less problematic sources to
arrive at its final position.
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To undertake its analysis, A History of the Vote in Canada juxtaposes the
previously-used provincial franchises with the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885.
According to such comparisons, the new act amplified the property qualifications for
residents of Manitoba, Ontario, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia by thirty-three to two
hundred percent. Only in Quebec did this qualification decrease at all, and then only for
rural ridings.35 Moreover, British Columbia and Prince Edward Island had both
embraced near-manhood suffrage for their franchises well before 1885. As a result, the
author argues that any form of property qualification would have had to reduce the
number of voters in each of these two provinces as well.

By means of this information,

A History of the Vote in Canada concludes that "In just one province - Quebec, a
Conservative stronghold since 1867 - did the size of the electorate appear to have
increased".
Upon weighing these two conflicting arguments, the latter proves more
convincing. Without a doubt, J. Murray Beck's statistics, as employed by Stevenson in
particular, indicate that Canadians apparently cast just over 207,000 more votes in the
1887 general election than in the 1882 general election.38 Yet, when one probes these
statistics further, one finds some very strange inconsistencies with respect to Stevenson's
contentions. Take Prince Edward Island, for example. According to Beck's figures, the
number of votes cast in that province increased from 30,000 in 1882 to 36,000 in 1887.
At face value, it therefore appears that Prince Edward Island's electorate grew to such an
extent that local returning officers could declare a twenty percent rise in ballots cast. But,
35
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as previously highlighted, the new franchise act's institution of property and income
qualifications undoubtedly restricted the federal vote in Prince Edward Island. When
coupled with the fact that federal census returns indicate that the province's population
apparently decreased between 1881 and 1891, the reader cannot help but seriously
question the statistical foundation upon which Stevenson's (and Ward's and Preece's)
arguments rely.
The other half of Ward's, Preece's, and Stevenson's contention - that Prime
Minister Macdonald designed his franchise act to disenfranchise as few male Canadians
as possible - also loses much of its strength if one takes into consideration the Prime
Minister's own correspondence. Four years after the legislation passed, Macdonald
received a letter from one W. F. Roome, a Conservative stalwart and frequent
correspondent hailing from Middlesex, Ontario. According to Roome, a large number of
farm labourers in his constituency remained disenfranchised because they earned too
little to qualify for the federal franchise. Since these labourers generally did not own real
property, and that on average they received as pay "$159 & board or $250 without
board", Roome hoped that "the Franchise of wage earners be reduced from $300°° to
$250°°" the next time "the Franchise Bill comes up again".

Roome's suggestion,

however, would have not only affected farm labourers. As indicated by the figures
compiled within the Historical Statistics of Canada, most general labourers, lumbermen,
and a good number of mill hands and textile workers would have also stood to benefit.40
Considering these occupations tended to pay just as poorly as farm labour when the
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franchise act passed in 1885 - and not only in Ontario, but across the country
Macdonald's

legislation would have consequently disenfranchised the vast majority of

the men who undertook these largely unskilled occupations.41 While the ambiguity of
nineteenth-century Canadian census returns does not allow an accurate determination of
how many labouring men failed to meet the income thresholds of the federal franchise,
the number was undoubtedly substantial.42 This study will thus adopt the argument that
the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 instituted a more restrictive franchise for Dominion
elections when compared with the provincial legislation previously in place. As a result,
the Prime Minister, in keeping with his Tory proclivities, halted the march toward federal
manhood suffrage through his franchise act. Having established its position with regard
to the Dominion Franchise Act, this chapter will now proceed to offer an explanation as

41
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to why Canada received such legislation in 1885. To do so, John A. Macdonald's letter
to Lord Carnarvon in September of that year offers a most revealing starting point.
Considering that Lord Carnarvon had endorsed Canada's original franchise as
enshrined within Section 41 of the British North America Act, Prime Minister Macdonald
felt that he had to justify to Carnarvon the changes that Canada's government made. Yet
Macdonald made no mention of suffrage qualifications or electoral restrictions. He
instead discussed how the Dominion franchise had been governed up to that point in
Canadian history. As mentioned earlier, the provinces had overseen the federal franchise
since Confederation. Because the provincial franchises in 1867 "did not greatly differ,
[they] were allowed to continue".43 Macdonald revealed to Carnarvon that this balance
had since changed. According to Macdonald, "the Provinces had begun to tinker at their
electoral franchises" as part of their movement for provincial rights.44 Although these
alterations had generally expanded the Dominion franchise, Macdonald did not centre his
discussion on such details. On the contrary, his concerns lay with the fact that the
provincial governments "in some cases legislated with the direct object of affecting the
whims of the Federal Parliament, so that the dependence of that Parliament was
threatened to such a degree that it had to be dealt with."45 As such, Macdonald
apparently viewed complete federal control over the Dominion franchise as perhaps the
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most important goal of his party's legislation. Indeed, when the House of Commons had
debated the franchise act, the Conservatives repeatedly hammered at this point.46 As
Macdonald's Secretary of State Adolphe Chapleau rhetorically put it: "Is it worthy of our
Parliament, is it according to the dignity which this Parliament owes to itself, to allow the
smallest Legislature of the smallest Province, not only to dictate, but to change, at its
will, at its own caprice, the electoral franchise by which the members of the House of
Commons are elected?"47 Macdonald himself insinuated that both the legislatures of
Ontario and Nova Scotia had forwarded new franchise legislation that militated against
the Dominion's best interests.48 In his letter to Carnarvon, Macdonald therefore made it
appear that the Dominion government needed to take full control over the federal
franchise, and consequently alter existing franchise law, for the sake of asserting effective
federal sovereignty over the young Dominion. Without Parliamentary intervention, the
Dominion would apparently fall under the legislative thumb of the provincial premiers
and their own, more local ambitions. As a strong believer in centralized government
himself, Carnarvon would have most likely approved of such a measure.49 Carnarvon
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welcomed Macdonald's letter wholeheartedly at any rate.50 Yet, the primacy of the
central government did not represent the sole reason behind Macdonald's desire to
centralize Canada's federal franchise. Tellingly, the Prime Minister did not reveal to
Carnarvon his other, more cunning motivation.
While the Conservatives often altruistically touted their franchise legislation as
being in the best interests of the nation, they failed to mention the benefits it would
confer on those holding the reins of power: in this case, the Conservative party itself.
While Prime Minister Macdonald had pointed out that the provincial governments had
instituted new legislation that did not coincide with the Dominion's interests as a whole,
his Quebec lieutenant Hector Langevin had a slightly different take on provincial
tampering with the franchise.51 In the House of Commons, he openly complained that
"one of the smaller Provinces of this Dominion.. .for the purpose of depriving a certain
number of people of the right to vote, men who were known to be disposed to vote for the
Conservative party, it passed an Act to erase their names from the assessment book, and
therefore from the list of voters."

Unfortunately, Langevin never named the province in
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question.53 Still, if he was correct in his accusation, at least one provincial government
had passed legislation intending to affect the outcome of a Dominion election and, in this
case, remove the Conservative government from power.
Although Langevin made sure to highlight the fact that his party "desire [d] to pass
[the] law to protect the voters against any similar action on the part of the Local
Legislatures", it seems that the federal Conservatives had more to protect than the
sanctity of Canada's general elections from provincial plying.54 They also moved to
protect their own political fortunes. The Conservatives had telegraphed their partisan
manoeuvre to such an extent that the Opposition easily picked up on it. As William Vail,
Liberal member for Digby, Nova Scotia, announced: "I do not know what the object the
Government have in view in introducing this Bill. I can only imagine that it was to
strengthen themselves, and I am really disposed to think that it was because of the fight
that has been going on between the Local Government of Ontario and the Dominion
Government for the last half a dozen years."55 Ontario's premier, Oliver Mowat, had
positioned himself as Prime Minister Macdonald's greatest adversary in the struggle for
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During the Commons debate over the Liberal Franchise Act in 1898, then Conservative leader
Sir Charles Tupper mentioned "that in the province of Nova Scotia the legislature absolutely passed a
franchise Act after the general election to have an effect upon the Dominion elections, although they never
intended to use it and never did use it, for their own elections; and they repealed the Act before the local
election came on, showing they had absolutely the power to control the representation of this
Parliament..." While Tupper never provided the year Nova Scotia passed or repealed this legislation, it
may be the instance to which Langevin refers. See: Hansard, 3rd session, 8th Parliament, vol. XLVI
(Ottawa: S. E. Dawson, 1898), 22 March 1898, 2274.
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Hansard, vol. XVIII, 16 April 1885, 1138.
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Hansard, vol. XVIII, 21 April 1885, 1276. The Honourable William Berrian Vail was Minister
of Militia from 1874 to 1877 in Prime Minister Alexander Mackenzie's short-lived Liberal government.
According to Stephen J. Harris in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vail spoke rarely when in
opposition, and then only briefly. Harris's assessment proves accurate with regard to the franchise debates
in 1885 as well. See: Stephen J. Harris, "Vail, William Berrian," Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol.
XIII, ed. Ramsay Cook (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 1045-1046.
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provincial rights.56 By federalizing the Dominion franchise through his legislation,
Macdonald placed more power in his government's hands at the expense of provinces
such as Ontario, and men such as Mowat. By means of the partisan exercise of this
power, he could better protect his party from any provincial attempts to help diminish the
power of the Conservatives or remove them as the government party (at least in the short
term).57 This sort of pragmatic partisanship found its way into other aspects of
Macdonald's franchise reform as well.
As the party that took the lead in promoting provincial rights, the opposition
Liberals were not particularly happy with Prime Minister Macdonald's decision to
remove control over the federal franchise from the provincial realm. According to
Liberal leader and constitutional legalist Edward Blake, in perhaps the longest speech of
the session, such centralizing tactics went against the federal principle upon which the
co

Dominion was founded.

,

Because the provincial legislatures better represented "public

opinion" in Canada, Blake argued that "it is the people of the Province.. .who should tell
you in what shape your representation is to take place."59 While the Conservatives'
decision to ignore provincial opinions contradicted the core Liberal value of political
56

One of Macdonald's former schoolmates, and an apprentice at Macdonald's Kingston law firm,
Oliver Mowat became, according to Richard Gwyn, "Macdonald's most relentless and effective political
opponent as premier of Ontario." Throughout the 1880s, Mowat fought to protect the provincial rights
conferred by section 92 of the British North America Act from the centralizing tendencies of Macdonald's
federal government. Confident that the British North America Act conferred provincial sovereignty,
Mowat battled centralizing legislation in court, oftentimes travelling to defend provincial rights in person at
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. According to historical writer Paul Romney, Mowat's "finest
hour" and "greatest victory" took place in 1884 - the year before the Electoral Franchise Act became law when he successfully protected Ontario's borders from federal tampering. See: Gwyn, 48; Paul Romney,
"Mowat, Sir Oliver," Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. XIII, 734-736.
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Of course, the federal Conservative party would not have to worry about provincial spite as
much when the provinces returned Conservative legislatures of their own.
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Hansard, vol. XVIII, 17 April 1885, 1182. In Hansard, the speech spans sixteen pages.
Considering the day's nine and a half hour session (three o'clock in the afternoon to one thirty in the
morning, minus one hour at six o'clock in the evening for recess) spans thirty-eight pages, Blake's speech
stretched on for approximately four hours.
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pluralism, members of the Liberal party such as Blake did not see it as the worst outcome
of a federally-controlled Dominion franchise. Instead, Liberals denounced most heavily
the fact that federally-governed franchise legislation would directly result in the federal
government's control over who voted in Canada's general elections.
Since Confederation, several responsibilities came with jurisdiction over the
federal franchise. Of these responsibilities, the creation of the federal voters' lists
represented the most important. Through the names on these lists, returning officers
would determine who could vote and who could not vote in a given constituency. Until
January 1, 1886, this task fell to the various provinces. Since the provincial legislatures
had to produce voters' lists for their own general elections as well, this legislative
understanding effectively (and economically) killed two birds with one stone: since the
Dominion used provincial election law for federal elections, the provincial voters' lists
would double as federal lists. Of course, Prime Minister Macdonald's legislation
changed this arrangement. With the Dominion franchise differing from the provincial
franchises, it now became the Dominion government's responsibility to fashion new,
separate voters' lists for its own general elections. According to the government's
Liberal opposition, such a stipulation allowed Macdonald's Conservatives to pursue all
sorts of political chicanery.
Whether at the provincial or federal level, the task of drawing up voters' lists fell
to the revising barrister, also known as the revising officer. Normally (but not
necessarily) a judge who presided in the riding for which he would create the list, these
officers had final say as to whose name would appear on the final register. Without a
governing body such as Elections Canada to preside over general elections, the
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government of the day had the duty of appointing its revising barristers. Because the
Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 centralized control over the Dominion franchise, the
Prime Minister consequently became the person most directly responsible for making
such appointments, thereby placing himself in a position to reap a political harvest from
them. Conveniently, the Prime Minister in this case was the same person who drew up
the franchise act. Such an arrangement placed new privileges and powers at the Prime
Minister's fingertips. Because each electoral district required its own revising barrister,
the new franchise legislation created 215 prime patronage positions60 for the Prime
Minister to distribute amongst those who he wished to reward.61 It was this new role for
the government that irked the opposition Liberals so much.
For the Liberals, the revising barrister clause of the new franchise act represented
Prime Minister Macdonald's attempt at rigging federal elections in favour of his
Conservative party while at the same time flattering his ideals for centralized authority in
ff)

the new Dominion.

•

While Macdonald agreed after much protest that revising barristers

should primarily come from the ranks of Canada's sitting judiciary - although "a barrister
of at least five years' standing at the bar" would also suffice - the clause did not receive
any other sort of qualifications.63 The legislation therefore allowed Prime Minister
60

The number of revising barristers required would of course change as Parliament created new
electoral districts. For example, in the federal election of 1882, Canadians elected 211 Members of
Parliament. By the 1887 federal election, however, Parliament had seen fit to provide the Northwest
Territories with four seats of its own, thus raising the number of total seats (and electoral districts) to 215.
See: Beck, Pendulum of Power, 45; 56.
61
The fact that Prime Minister Macdonald filed over 650 pieces of correspondence concerning the
position of revising barrister and its appointment reveals its importance as a patronage position.
62
Thomas Hodgins, 112-113. See sections 13 and 14.
63
On May 28, Prime Minister Macdonald submitted that the revising barrister clause should read:
"Any revising officer to be appointed under this Act shall, in any Province except Quebec and British
Columbia be either a judge or junior judge of any County or District Court in the Province in which he is to
act, or a barrister of at least five years standing at the bar of such a Province. In the Province of Quebec he
shall be either a judge of the Superior Court of Lower Canada or an advocate or notary of the Province of at
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Macdonald to select judges loyal to the Conservative cause if he so chose. Indeed, the
aforementioned revising barrister for East York, Judge Edward Morgan, apparently
represented such a partisan appointment. As Alfred Boultbee, that loyal Conservative
lawyer from Toronto, revealed to Macdonald, Morgan "is one of not a few in this country
whose politics seem to begin & end in you [i.e. Macdonald]."64 The Liberals feared that,
with Conservatives revising the nation's voters' lists, the revising barristers might find
ground to allow normally-disenfranchised Conservative sympathizers the vote and to
keep the names of known Liberal supporters off the ledgers. As Liberal Member of
Parliament for Peel County, Ontario, James Fleming argued on the very first day of
debate over Macdonald's franchise act: "Now, we are to have the revising officers
appointed by the Government on the recommendation of hon. members supporting the
Government in this House. I will venture to say that they will recommend, and that the
Government will appoint on their recommendation, the revising officers for the purpose
of making the voters' list in the interest of those who nominated them."65 If Fleming's
hypothesis proved correct, the revising barrister clause in the new franchise act would
allow Prime Minister Macdonald to indirectly fashion the nation's voters' lists for his
own partisan purposes.

least five years' standing." Similar wording found its way into the final act as well. See: Hansard,
vol. XIX, 28 May 1885, 2172. See also: Thomas Hodgins, 113 (section 14).
64
Considering the language Boultbee employs in his letter, it seems that he and Morgan were
friends. Not only did Boultbee view Morgan as a "clever fellow", Morgan had specifically asked Boultbee
"to convey his gratitude to you for the appt. [to the position of revising barrister]..." The fact that Boultbee
represented the Conservative cause in Morgan's court of revision for East York speaks volumes to the
profundity of the partisanship permitted by the Electoral Franchise Act's revising barrister clause. See:
LAC, Sir John A. Macdonald fonds, MG 26-A, "Political papers. Subject files" series, volume 11, reel
C1491, page 3854, letter from Alfred Boultbee to Sir John A. Macdonald, 17 September 1885.
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Hansard, vol. XIX, 16 April 1885, 1148.
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Fleming was not alone in highlighting this particularly partisan aspect of
Macdonald's legislation. Every Liberal who spoke before the House of Commons during
the franchise debates in 1885 in some way scolded the Conservatives for such a blatant
attempt "to grasp the ballot box" for partisan purposes.66 The attacks ranged from Louis
Henry Davies's reference to revising officers as "voter makers" to James Frederick
Lister's statement that as "infamous as the Gerrymander Act was, this is infinitely more
so."67 So enraged with the blatant partisanship on the Prime Minister's part, certain
Liberal Members of Parliament went as far as advancing statements that would have
bordered on slander outside the House. For example, in one particularly vitriolic tirade
directed against the Prime Minister, Liberal member for Huron West, Malcolm Colin
Cameron, exclaimed: "I am satisfied that if the hon. gentleman had invoked the powers
below, if he had invoked his Satanic Majesty to prepare a Bill that would enable the hon.
gentleman to remain in place and power for years to come, he could not have succeeded
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Liberal Member of Parliament for Lambton East, Mr. J. H. Fairbank, employed these words.
See: Ibid., 21 April 1885, 1227.
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Ibid., 16 April 1885, 1150; 1156. In the 1882 Parliamentary session, Prime Minister
Macdonald's Conservatives introduced its Redistribution Bill before the House of Commons. It proposed
to redraw the size and shape of Canada's federal constituencies. As Dalhousie University historian Peter
Waite has explained, "Redistribution could have been done by committee with some semblance of honesty.
Instead it was an unblushing attempt to weaken the Liberals by engineering out of existence wherever
possible some of their electoral support." In a process known as gerrymandering (hence the nickname for
the legislation), the Redistribution Bill rearranged closely contested electoral districts that returned Liberal
Members of Parliament in such a way that the new districts would most likely elect Conservatives as well
(for example, a Liberal constituency could be divided into two so that the Conservatives could capture at
least one of the seats). Prime Minister Macdonald therefore designed the Gerrymander Act of 1882 to
ensure Conservative ascendency over the Liberals. The similarity between it and the revising barrister
clause in the Franchise Act of 1885 is admittedly uncanny. See: Waite, Canada 1874-1896, 114. The
term gerrymander itself derives from the name of the eighteenth and early nineteenth-century American
republican politician Elbridge Gerry. A signer of both the Declaration of Independence and the Articles of
Confederation, Gerry was inaugurated as governor of Massachusetts on June 13, 1810. As governor,
Gerry's administration passed legislation in February of 1812 that divided the state's senatorial districts
along highly partisan lines. Moreover, Gerry's home county of Essex had been redrawn in such a way that
Gerry's opposition remarked that it looked like a salamander. The combination of the words 'Gerry' and
'salamander' gave birth to the term 'gerrymander'. See: George Athan Billias, Elbridge Gerry: Founding
Father and Republican Statesman (Toronto and New York: McGraw Hill, 1976), 313; 316-317.
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more effectually than he has by this Bill."68 While the revising barrister clause of the
Conservatives' franchise bill would undoubtedly cast doubt upon the impartiality or
fairness of future federal elections, it also potentially jeopardized the seat of every sitting
Liberal within the House of Commons. To preserve their own positions within
Parliament, Liberals such as Cameron denounced this aspect of the Prime Minister's
franchise legislation.
While Liberal sympathizers within the Canadian press unsurprisingly joined
their Parliamentary comrades in denouncing the revising barrister clause - such as Grip
magazine's J. W. Bengough through his highly effective satirical cartoons - independent
newspapers also joined in on the attack.69 For the editor of the independent Montreal
Star, "The Revising Barrister clause is a dangerous one": through it "the country will find
itself saddled with the possibility that any Government can let loose upon it a horde of
political thugs - of agents having the power, while irresponsible themselves, to
disfranchise - kill politically - electors whom they know to be of the opposing party."70
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Hansard, vol. XIX, 16 April 1885, 1143.
During the franchise debates of 1885, the partisan nature of Prime Minister Macdonald's
franchise act (and more particularly the revising barrister clause) represented one of Bengough's favourite
targets. While he drew multiple cartoons on the subject, Bengough's cartoon of May 2, 1885 entitled "A
Bird's-Eye View" perhaps best reflects his view of the legislation. With tongue planted firmly in cheek,
Bengough expanded upon his cartoon with the following lines: "Grip has turned this matter over in his
mind, and has just one amendment to propose. It is, to let the Revising Barristers do the voting. This
would save time, trouble and expense, and would no doubt be satisfactory to the Government." As one can
clearly see, Bengough's words mirrored the barbs hurled across the House of Commons floor by Liberal
Members of Parliament. See: J. W. Bengough, "A Bird's-Eye View", Grip, 2 May 1885,2; 5. For the
cartoon itself, see Figure 1.
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"The Grits and the Franchise Bill", Montreal Daily Star, 16 May 1885, 2. Hamilton's
Palladium of Labor, an independent labour journal, employed even harsher words to describe the Electoral
Franchise Act's revising barrister clause. As its editor argued, Prime Minister Macdonald "broached his
revising barrister scheme as an engine of corruption and disfranchisement, and will not be guided even by
tho [sic] alarmed remonstrances of his own followers..." See: "Manhood Suffrage", Palladium of Labor, 6
June 1885,2. Not all independent Canadian newspapers followed the Star's and the Palladium's lead,
however. For example, the independent Toronto Telegram remarked that "So long as the revising barristers
who are appointed happen to be judges the Reformers will not be able to find much insult. Whatever may
be said of the bar, or individual members of it, nothing but good can be said of the bench, or of its
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The potential for electoral corruption was so obvious that the Governor General himself,
Lord Lansdowne, wrote Macdonald on the subject. Ever the diplomat, in the brokerage
sense of the term, he chose his words carefully when he inquired: "Would it be
irresponsible to allow the original draft of the list to be prepared by a municipal officer or
body?...If something of the kind could be done the argument that the revising officer
might subtract at the outset the names of political opponents would be effectively
demolished."71 Even those Canadians who reportedly did not maintain party affiliations
- from the humble newspaper editor all the way to the Queen's representative in Canada
- therefore worried about the highly partisan nature of the new franchise act's revising
barrister clause.72 Despite these accusations of transparent partisanship from both inside
and outside the Liberal party, Conservative Canadians were decidedly unapologetic.
Considering the fact that the provincial governments had appointed their own
revising barristers for provincial elections since the pre-Confederation period,
contemporary Conservative commentators viewed opposition arguments against the
revising barrister clause as hypocritical. True, the clause would not eliminate the chance
of electoral corruption. Still, under the new Electoral Franchise Act, that chance would
arguably be no greater than in any provincial election held across the country. By means

individual members." See: Toronto Evening Telegram [editorial], 9 October 1885,4. For the political
affiliation of the Star and the Telegram, or lack thereof, see: Rutherford, 237; 239.
71
LAC, Sir John A. Macdonald fonds, MG 26-A, "Political papers. Subject files" series, volume
85, reel C1516, pages 33083-33084, letter from Lord Lansdowne to Sir John A. Macdonald, 29 May 1885.
72
Aside from these political attacks, some Canadians took such umbrage with the revising
barrister clause that they went so far as to threaten Prime Minister Macdonald with physical violence. For
example, an anonymous writer addressed the following ominous lines to Macdonald: "...and now the Bill
you have before Parliament takes the franchise from the Provinces and put them in the hands of hired
Barristers and Bailiffs will caus[e] [sic] the Balls to fly thicker at Ottawa than they have in the North west
you deserve a ball hole in your head and you shall have it." While he or she makes no mention of it, one
can assume that the disgruntled writer had Liberal tendencies. See: LAC, Sir John A. Macdonald fonds,
MG 26-A, "Political papers. Subject files" series, volume 415, reel CI771, page 200957, letter from
Anonymous to Sir John A. Macdonald, May 1885.
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of sarcastic language, The Brandon Mail - a Conservative farmers' newspaper published
out of Brandon, Manitoba - offered perhaps one of the best synopses of this supposed
Liberal hypocrisy when its editor wrote:
It is outrageous to place such powers in the hands of a judge under a
Tory administration, but it was all right for a lot of Grit rascals, in the
late Algoma election, to disfranchise many of the electors by refusing
to open booths in localities where it was known there was a strong
Tory vote; and more honourable still for the GritGovernment [s/c] to
pass a whitewashing bill to exonerate these rascals from the penalties
that would otherwise have been imposed on them for their nefarious
acts... 73
As the editor of the Mail contended, Liberal provincial governments, for years, had used
their power to appoint revising barristers for partisan gain at election time. In response,
the Conservatives could apparently do nothing. Only now that new franchise act gave the
Conservatives the same sort of power did the Liberals apparently feel the need to decry
such partisan tactics.74 Consequently, Prime Minister Macdonald's Conservative
government saw no reason to alter its stance on the revising barrister clause. Not only
did it give them control over a slew of new patronage positions, but they had precedent
on their side. The Conservatives, therefore, got the increased centralized power that they
wanted. Yet, one must remember that the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 did more than
just shift control over the Canadian franchise to the federal government. Just as
importantly, it also established new, more restrictive franchise qualifications for future
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"The Franchise Bill", The Brandon Mail, 28 May 1885,4.
Once the federally-appointed revising officers began to undertake their duties in 1886, Liberal
attacks against their supposedly partisan character picked up even greater momentum. For example, when
the Liberal Toronto Globe published its reports of the courts of revision for East York, it decried the
Conservative tendencies of the aforementioned Judge Edward Morgan. Feeling that he struck too many
worthy Liberals from the county's voters' list, the Globe referred to the court's apparently partisan process
as "Morganization". See: "Morganization", Toronto Globe, 22 June 1886, 1; "Further Morganization",
Toronto Globe, 23 June 1886, 1.
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federal elections and thereby bucked the trend evident at the provincial level since
Confederation.
Ever since the Confederation delegates drafted Canada's inaugural franchise
legislation, Canadians' thoughts concerning the shape of the franchise had begun to
change. Seeing the example set by British Parliament in 1867 when the Second Reform
Act engineered a sizable expansion of its own franchise, many of the Canadian provinces
had followed suit (generally while under the direction of Liberal governments, as
previously mentioned).75 With more Canadians receiving the franchise, the demand for
even more inclusive franchise legislation increased. By the early 1880s, radically
independent newspapers such as The Toronto World and the Toronto Evening News
began to call for radical franchise expansion, to the point of manhood suffrage.76 These
newspapers did not simply serve a handful of republican ideologues either: the World had
an average circulation of 8,000 copies in 1880 while the News on average circulated
17,489 copies.77 Groups of disenfranchised Canadians themselves also increasingly
stood up for their alleged right to the franchise. In post-Confederation Canada, most
disenfranchised Canadians were either women or working-class men. Although the
women's suffrage movement had yet to gain any real momentum, Canadian labourers
had organized themselves as a national political force by the early 1880s.78
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The British example to which this sentence refers is the Reform Act of 1867. Further on, this
chapter discusses the Reform Act in greater detail.
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For examples of the World's and the News' s views of the franchise, see: "The Political
Franchise", The Toronto World, 31 October 1883, 2; "A Popular Question", Toronto Evening News, 26
November 1883,2.
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See: Rutherford, 239.
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As Carol Lee Bacchi explains, the women's suffrage movement in Canada began to hit its stride
only after the turn of the twentieth century. During the nineteenth century, any demands for women's
suffrage tended to emanate from women's groups that linked themselves to other social causes, such as the
temperance movement. Indeed, according to Bacchi, before 1900, only a handful of societies explicitly
dedicated to the promotion of women's suffrage existed in Canada. Of these societies - the Canadian
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Certainly, trade unions still represented workers' interests at the local level. With
the formation of the Canadian Labor Congress in 1883, however, these unions could
finally unite around a strong central organizational force. In its first meeting, the
Congress unanimously carried the motion that it would petition for the institution of
manhood suffrage.79 After changing its name to the Trades and Labor Congress of
Canada, the Congress reiterated the same "demand [for] manhood suffrage at the hands
of our legislators" in its second meeting in the summer of 1886.80 As the mouthpieces for
labour's organizational bodies, Canada's labour newspapers also spoke in favour of a
more inclusive franchise. For example, Phillips Thompson (under the pseudonym
Enjolras), the leading contributor to Canada's leading labour newspaper, Hamilton's
Palladium of Labor, recognized the restricted franchise as an abuse against Canada's
workers.81 While Thompson believed every Canadian man should have the vote - and
every Canadian woman for that matter - he also believed that labourers were not doing

Woman Suffrage Association (of Toronto) [CWSA], the Dominion Women's Enfranchisement Association
(also of Toronto) [DWEA], the Saint John Suffrage Association, and the Manitoba Equal Suffrage Club only two existed before the passage of the Dominion Franchise Act of 1885: the CWSA and the DWEA.
The others formed in 1894. Despite the existence of these societies, Bacchi concludes that "In 1895 the
suffrage movement stood in no-man's land. The few feminist founders were old and tired. The vast
majority of women were unconcerned or unconverted." See: Bacchi, 27-30. That said, Prime Minister
Macdonald did receive approximately eight letters - five by private individuals and three by suffrage
organizations - that requested the establishment of women's suffrage federally in Canada. While those
letters by private individuals tended to originate within Canada (with the exception of Lady Clara E. L.
Rayleigh of England), two of the organizational letters actually came from other countries (from the
Victorian Women's Suffrage Association of England, and the New York State Woman Suffrage
Association) where the women's suffrage movement had more support behind it. The sole Canadian
organizational letter was penned by Jessie McEwen, president of the recently formed Canadian Woman
Suffrage Association. See: LAC, Sir John A. Macdonald fonds, MG 26-A, "Political papers. Subject files"
series, volume 393 part 1, reel CI761, pages 187472 to 187476, letter from Jessie McEwen to Sir John A.
Macdonald, 17 April 1883.
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24-25.
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Trades and Labor Congress of Canada, Proceedings of the Trades and Labor Congress of
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(Toronto: Labor Record Print, 1886), 13.
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enough to assure their own enfranchisement.82 Admonishing the "political apathy and
partizan spirit" that slowed labour's political progress, the Palladium trumpeted its
rallying cry: "It is only by remaining aloof from these [political] organizations, and acting
independently of party issues that our object can be attained."

As historian Bernard

Ostry reveals, established loyalties to Canada's existing political parties above all else
helped muffle labour's demands for an expanded franchise.84 Instead of forming a united
front in support of the labour cause, labour leaders' interests tended to splinter along
party lines and, consequently, promote either Conservative or Liberal policy positions.
Even so, by the time John A. Macdonald tabled his franchise bill in 1885, many
disenfranchised labouring Canadians (and those who supported their efforts) asserted
more pressure on their political representatives for an expanded franchise than ever
before.85 As the so-called 'workingman's friend' - a nickname he acquired in the 1870s
for his labour reforms, his legislation to legalize trade unions, and his apparent ability to
maintain prosperous economic conditions - Macdonald seemed well positioned to
solidify his reputation and provide Canadian labour organizations what they demanded.86
Macdonald's legislation did the exact opposite.
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Of course, just how much pressure labour groups actually placed on the federal government
when it came to franchise reform is open for debate. Considering Macdonald apparently restricted
Canada's federal franchise despite the vocalizations of these labour groups, it seems that the amount of
pressure applied was not great enough for the government to take seriously.
8
Ostry in Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, 153. By 1885, however, the
workers' Palladium of Labor did not view Prime Minister Macdonald in the same positive light.
According to its editor, "[f)ew years ago [when he portrayed himself as the workingman's friend] Sir John
Macdonald would have seen his opportunity and got out of the fix by declaring for manhood suffrage."
Now, however, "Sir John has grown so obstinate and pig-headed in the days of his dotage that he will listen
to neither friend nor foe." In summation, the Palladium believed "the old man is not what he used to be" 83
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As previously stated, the Electoral Franchise Act made Canada's federal franchise
no more accessible than before. Because most provincial governments had expanded
their franchises since the time of Confederation, the new legislation and its stress upon
personal assets arguably ensured that greater numbers of Canada's working poor would
legally remain without a vote for years to come. While such a restriction of the franchise
may have been exceedingly unpopular amongst disenfranchised or otherwise liberalminded Canadians, it seemingly followed one ideological tradition almost to the letter:
that of Burkean conservatism. Not only did it place further limitations upon the number
of federal voters, just as Edmund Burke advocated, it also based these limitations upon
one's personal assets. Under the new franchise act, property and income would remain
the sure foundation of political citizenship. This conservative predilection was not lost
upon Members of Parliament. During the House of Commons debates concerning the
franchise bill, the Conservative member for Beauce, Quebec, Thomas Liniere
Taschereau, wholeheartedly endorsed the franchise bill for this very reason. Affirming
the legislation's fundamentally conservative orientation, he announced that
I shall give my vote in favor of the second reading of this Bill, for the
chief reason that it contains a conservative idea, a conservative
principle, and that it is conservative in its very essence. It is
conservative as a whole, and will be conservative in its
consequences... [Y]ou will find in it the suffrage given to the elector
who is owner of property, or lessee, or who has a certain income. This
is the essence of the conservative principle, as regards the right of
suffrage.87
Of course, such obvious conservatism irked the opposition Liberals to no end. They
predictably viewed it as "retrograde legislation, striking at the rights and privileges of the
and especially when it came to the working population of Canada. See: "Manhood Suffrage", Palladium of
Labor, 6 June 1885, 2.
87
Hansard, vol. XVIII, 21 April 1885, 1236.
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people and depriving them of a privilege they have possessed for years".

88

As

Taschereau observed, however, the legislation was not designed to satisfy liberal minds:
it was instead "conservative in its essence, and for this reason it was right it should be
introduced by the leader of the Conservative party".89 Considering the Prime Minister's
earlier inclinations toward Burkean conservatism, the fact that Macdonald consciously
drafted a piece of franchise legislation steeped in conservative political philosophy
should not have been unexpected.
According to Macdonald's private secretary, Joseph Pope, the Prime Minister had
two main aims in mind when he first drew up the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885. While
Macdonald had touted the first of these reasons - "uniformity of the suffrage" - in both
the House of Commons and his letter to Lord Carnarvon, he never made the second as
explicit, "the recognition of a property qualification as determining the right to vote."90
As he did with Canada's inaugural franchise, Macdonald apparently created franchise
legislation that satisfied one of the basic tenets of conservative political philosophy: that,
above all else, property ownership and personal wealth should remain the principal
criteria for political citizenship. Moreover, through his legislation, the Prime Minister
apparently wanted to keep it that way. When Macdonald fashioned Canada's first federal
franchise law in 1865, rigid property qualifications represented the norm in Canada.
Consequently, very few Canadians had the vote. Now that many provinces had reduced
their property qualifications to only nominal levels - or had basically eliminated them in
the cases of British Columbia and Prince Edward Island - the conservative, property88
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based franchise in Canada seemed to edge ever closer to extinction. With 1885's
Electoral Franchise Act placing the federal franchise solely under the (Conservative)
Dominion government's control, the provinces had no power to continue their
liberalization of Canada's franchise law. The conservative ideology that underpinned the
act would consequently live within the federal statute books for the foreseeable future (or
until the Liberals took power and decided to alter the legislation). Yet, this promotion
and preservation of Burkean conservatism within Canada's franchise apparently
participated in a much grander purpose. As Liberal provincial governments extended the
franchise, greater numbers of Canadians outside Quebec began to demand more liberal
franchise legislation.91 With this spread of liberal political ideology came changes to the
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nation's political culture. Although Confederation had only taken place eighteen years
earlier, the ideology that served as the groundwork of the Canadian state had shifted
noticeably away from conservatism and toward liberalism. Through his decidedly
conservative piece of franchise legislation, Prime Minister attempted to prevent the
liberal tide from washing over Canada completely. He instead hoped to promote a reorientation and a re-formation of the Canadian state.
In his apparent effort at what modern scholars call state formation - the conscious
exercise of state power to transform a given culture so that the state may gain a cultural
acceptance of itself and its goals - through franchise reform, Prime Minister Macdonald
was attempting nothing new.92 Indeed, the one politician he perhaps admired above all
others, former Conservative British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli, had done much
the same thing nearly eighteen years earlier with the so-called Second Reform Act of
1867.93 Throughout the 1850s and 1860s, popular demand for an expanded suffrage had
increased in England.94 While the British government under Whig Prime Minister Lord
Grey had extended the franchise in 1832 with the so-called Great Reform Act, the £10
property qualification ensured that very few working class Britons would have had access
to the vote.95 As public pressure mounted, Lord Russell's Liberal ministry decided to act
and, in 1866, introduced a reform bill to the House of Commons that would have
significantly expanded the nation's franchise. After the bill's failure, the Russell ministry
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resigned and workers' demands for enfranchisement increased; the threat of rioting and
violence emerged, as typified by the so-called Hyde Park riots of July, 1866.96 Receiving
a minority mandate after Russell's resignation, Lord Derby's Conservatives took control
over the reigns of government. With public pressure still mounting, and the
Parliamentary contest between Conservatives and Liberals intensifying because of the
minority situation, both sides of the House of Commons reportedly "view[ed] that the
reform question had to be settled."97 In February of 1867, as Conservative leader of the
House of Commons, Disraeli introduced the bill that would eventually become the
Second Reform Act. Although with it he in part sought to pacify the many Britons who
demanded reform, it seems that he also had much more ambitious motivations in mind
when it came to the state.
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With regard to the most current body of work on the Second Reform Act, scholars
agree that political opportunism, not public pressure, represented the principal catalyst for
franchise reform. As British historian Gertrude Himmelfarb explains in her noteworthy
essay on democracy and the Second Reform Act, Disraeli himself was "it would seem,
QO

more concerned with the future than the people whose future was being decided."
While most Conservatives remained content with previous (restrictive) franchise
legislation, Conservative leaders apparently felt that they could turn the volatile situation
to their profit." When the Conservatives first introduced their Reform Bill on March 18,
1867, it was, as University of London historian Paul Smith describes it, "a very limited
and conservative measure."100 While the bill contained no property qualifications for
urban ridings other than the stipulation that a voter must occupy a household, its various
"checks and counterpoises" ensured that it would have little effect on the size of the
electorate.101 Such an outcome would have undoubtedly pleased Burkean conservatives.
When, however, the unpopularity of such conservatism both inside and outside the House
of Commons reached Disraeli and threatened to topple his minority government, he
struck his checks and balances from the legislation. This action ultimately resulted in a
98
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radically expanded franchise when compared with the Reform Act of 1832: while it did
not institute manhood suffrage, estimates indicate that the number of enfranchised
Englishmen increased by eighty to one hundred percent.102 Such a massive expansion of
the franchise certainly did not coincide with Burkean conservative ideology and its
emphasis on restrictive franchises to increase the value of each individual vote. Indeed,
many opponents of the billed likened it to 'shooting Niagara'. That said, Disraeli did not
give up his legislation's various internal counterpoises without receiving something
valuable in return.
Although Disraeli's Conservatives may have had to endure a franchise
enlargement perhaps too radical for their tastes, the redistribution of House of Commons
seats they received apparently made up for it. According to Cambridge University
historian Maurice Cowling, in his exhaustive history of the passage of the Second Reform
Bill, the conservative Disraeli "had to avoid the imputation of restrictiveness" in the
franchise to obtain the sort of redistribution he desired.103 By amalgamating smaller
urban constituencies, the Conservatives managed to free up fifty-two seats to supposedly
serve the massive influx of new (primarily working class) voters. While the vast majority
of these newly enfranchised voters tended to live in the country's urban centres
(otherwise known as boroughs), Disraeli doled out twenty-five of the fifty-two reclaimed
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urban seats to the much less populated rural counties.104 Indeed, contemporary electoral
statistics indicate that the redistribution resulted in twenty-eight additional seats for
England's counties and thirty-seven fewer seats for its boroughs.105 Rural votes
consequently became much more valuable and the rural electorate had a much greater
representation in the House of Commons. As both Cowling and former Kingston
University historian Paul Adelman argue, this is just what Disraeli and the Conservatives
wanted.106 Throughout much of its history, the English Conservative party had relied
upon the traditionally conservative, landholding inhabitants of England's counties for
their electoral success (where the property qualification still remained in place, now
• a ^

pegged at £12).

i n o

Urban voters at this time, on the other hand, tended to vote Liberal.

Although Disraeli's franchise reform would have created swathes of new Liberal voters,
their votes would have wastefiilly piled up behind the same few urban Liberal candidates.
Not only did such a redistribution of seats effectively staunch the apparently democratic
elements of Disraeli's franchise reform, it consequently sought to ensure that political
power would rest with the nation's rural landholding conservative (and Conservative)
voters.109 The 1867 act was, therefore, not a surrender to Liberal imperatives, but instead
a shrewd tactical response to them.
Undoubtedly, Disraeli sought to improve his party's, and his own, political
fortunes through his Reform Act. As the leader of a minority government engaged in a
104
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political battle for supremacy with the stronger Liberals (including one of the foremost
politicians of the nineteenth century, Liberal House leader and future Prime Minister
William Gladstone), the Conservatives needed every advantage they could muster.110
But, partisan gains do not completely explain Disraeli's legislation. As Paul Adelman
convincingly argues, the bill possessed decidedly conservative ideological implications as
well.111 With traditionally conservative rural voters now given significantly more
political weight than before (despite the rise in popular support for liberal philosophies),
the opportunity opened for the introduction of expanded conservative policy. If the
Reform Act also resulted in a larger Conservative return in the House of Commons, the
possibility for an increased application of conservative ideology would have held
especially true. Disraeli's Reform Act, while perhaps outwardly democratic, therefore
constituted an attempt at conservative state formation. Possibly, as Maurice Cowling
suggests, the Conservatives may have preferred to implement a restrictive franchise "[i]f
119

a restrictive Act could have been passed".

Because of the unstable political situation

in England at the time, however, Disraeli had to pursue a conservative reorientation of the
1 IT

English state in a less conventional, and perhaps more devious, way.

Considering the

precedent set by Benjamin Disraeli in 1867, it does not seem particularly far-fetched that
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John A. Macdonald would have made his own attempts at state formation through
franchise reform in 1885.
Even before Macdonald passed his suffrage legislation, contemporary
commentators, such as Joseph Tasse of Montreal's La Minerve newspaper, drew strong
parallels between Macdonald and Disraeli, and their approaches to politics.114 Aside
from their strong mutual admiration, Tasse highlights in particular that the two were
masters of parliamentary strategy: not only did "they know how, better than any of their
compeers, by the selection of their words, to control a House, to mould it in favour of
their own ideas, their own sentiments", they "excelled in masking the points of their play,
in detecting the weak places in their opponents' cuirass, and in placing snares at their feet
which it was almost impossible for them to avoid."115 Both Disraeli and Macdonald
certainly employed these talents to their fullest when it came to the conservative aims that
lay behind their franchise reforms. Indeed, when it came to the two franchise reforms,
the principal difference hinged on the fact that Macdonald managed to pass his desired
legislation principally intact while Disraeli had to compromise significantly to get what
he ultimately wanted.
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During Canada's franchise debate in 1885, Prime Minister Macdonald did not
nearly have to face the same sort of political turmoil concerning the franchise as his
British counterpart. Although Canadian labour groups had become more vocal in their
desire for an expanded federal franchise, the demands they made were still somewhat
muted. The Dominion government certainly did not have to cope with mass
demonstrations and threats of violence as a result of discontentedness with the franchise.
In fact, during the spring of 1885, when Parliament wrestled with the franchise question,
suffrage reform did not even represent the most pressing news item. More Canadians
instead preferred to look westward to the actions of the Canadian militia, the Metis, the
First Nations, and Louis Riel during the so-called Northwest Rebellion.116 Some Liberal
Members of Parliament, including St. John, New Brunswick's Charles Weldon, Lambton,
Ontario's J. H. Fairbank, and former Minister of Finance Sir Richard Cartwright, went so
far as to admonish the Prime Minister for using the Northwest troubles as a distraction
from the Conservatives' decision to meddle with Canadians' political citizenship.117
With a strong majority supporting him within the House of Commons, and an excellent
diversion without, Macdonald therefore had much better opportunity to pass the wholly
116
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conservative franchise legislation that Disraeli would have preferred. As a result, the
Electoral Franchise Act could participate in conservative state formation to a much fuller
extent.
While Prime Minister Macdonald may have desired to preserve the ascendency of
property as the principal determinant of political citizenship, such a desire represented
only the tip of the proverbial conservative iceberg.118 By framing the franchise through
his restrictive qualifications based upon real property and personal wealth, Macdonald
not only protected propertied interests for years to come: he also ensured that property
owners would represent, to an even greater degree, the majority of voters once the new
act came into effect. Indeed, even seemingly unrelated aspects of the act played into this
ultimate goal. Take the legislation's various racially-based qualifications levelled against
Chinese and Aboriginal Canadians, for example.119 When he addressed the House of
Commons on the topic, Prime Minster Macdonald contended that Chinese individuals
170

living in Canada had no "British instincts or British feeling or aspirations".

Instead of

finding a permanent home and raising a family as so many other immigrants have, he
reasoned that "they [the Chinese] have no intention, as a people, of making a domicile of
any portion of Canada; they come and work or trade, and when they are tired of it they go
away, taking with them their profits".121 Undoubtedly, prevalent racial prejudices against
Chinese people, as upheld by many Canadians, including many Members of Parliament,
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helped inform the Prime Minister's stance.122 Nevertheless, the justification that
Macdonald gives for the disenfranchisement of Chinese Canadians - that they refused to
make "a domicile of any portion of Canada" - speaks just as much to the conservative
emphasis on property that underpinned the act. Since the Chinese inhabitants of Canada
apparently, if not stereotypically, refused to purchase and settle land, the Conservatives
felt that they did not deserve the suffrage.
Interestingly, the same conservative rationale ensured that certain members of
Canada's First Nations would receive the federal vote for the very first time. Because
Aboriginal Canadians were so-called "sons of the soil" - in other words, indigenous to
Canada - Prime Minister Macdonald considered them more likely to eventually possess
real property of their own.123 He consequently felt it safer, from a conservative point of
view, to bestow the vote upon Aboriginal Canadians than Chinese Canadians. To be
certain, however, Macdonald chose to insert a clause within the Electoral Franchise Act
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that forced Aboriginal Canadians to leave the reservation and to inhabit $150 worth of
private real estate if they wished to receive the federal vote. In other words, a Canadian
of First Nations origin would have to adopt the life of a white property owner to cast a
ballot federally. As a result, the Conservatives guaranteed that only property-owning
members of the First Nations would gain the franchise. Yet, in his attempt to create a
federal electorate composed predominantly of property-owners, Prime Minister
Macdonald did not stop solely with discriminatory and exclusionist stipulations based
upon racial stereotypes. In his crusade to elevate the status of the propertied classes in
Canada, he forwarded a motion in his original franchise bill that many viewed as both
radical and scandalous: the enfranchisement of women.
When Prime Minister Macdonald first submitted his Electoral Franchise Act to
the House of Commons, its preamble made a bold and unprecedented declaration: that a
"'Person' means a male person married or unmarried.. .or a female person unmarried or a
widow."124 With these few words, Macdonald attempted to bestow upon select Canadian
women full political citizenship within the Canadian nation. Not only was such a
decision unprecedented within Dominion's short history, Canada would have become the
first country in the Western world to give its female inhabitants the vote.125 Yet,
Macdonald evidently did not introduce women's enfranchisement out of some sense of
gender equality. Although he admitted to the Commons that he "had hoped that we in
Canada would have had the great honor of leading in the cause of securing the complete
emancipation of women", his draft bill would have enfranchised only a small minority of
124
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Canada's female population.126 Since marriage represented the preferred status of
women in Canada's highly patriarchal nineteenth-century society, Macdonald's
opposition (and even members of his own party) repeatedly criticized Macdonald for
drafting a piece of legislation that actually punished women for getting married.127 But,
as the Prime Minister explained it, he had a very good reason for only enfranchising
qualified "unmarried women and widows".128 He did so, once again, "for the protection
of property."129
If few nineteenth-century Canadian women earned wages high enough to qualify
1™

for the federal franchise on the basis on income, many at least owned property.

While

married women, according to Prime Minister Macdonald, had their husbands to speak for
both them and their property at the polls (a status dictated by the long-standing notion of
coverture), unmarried women and widows had no similar enfranchised guardian at the
voting booth.131 By extending the vote solely to this group of women, the conservative
Macdonald would have, proportionally, given even greater political power to the
country's property-owning classes: not only would he have reduced the number of male
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voters who did not own property, he would have enfranchised only those women whom
he could guarantee owned property. Unfortunately for Macdonald's plans, the portion of
his bill that sought to enfranchise widows and unmarried women never made it past the
House of Commons committee stage. During the debate, Prince Edward Island's selfdeclared radical Liberal, the aforementioned Louis Henry Davies, represented one of the
very few members on either side of the House (aside from the prime minister himself)
1

who spoke in favour of granting the vote to women.

Arguments against women's

enfranchisement ranged from the idea that the new act punished married women, to the
argument that most women did not desire the suffrage, to the notion that a woman's sex
did not suit her to political life.133 Because Parliament rejected the enfranchisement of
property-owning widows and unmarried women, the Dominion's electorate would not
consist of quite as many property-owners when the Electoral Franchise Act finally came
into effect. Even so, the alterations the Conservatives made to the Dominion franchise
ensured that property-owners and the wealthy would become even more dominant
politically at the federal level.
In England, as mentioned earlier, propertied interests traditionally translated into
conservative and Conservative interests. Through conservatism, property-owners could
better secure their property and their wealth from others (such as the government itself)
who wanted to reach into their pockets or encroach upon their liberties. As historian
Sydney Wise relates, such ideological dispositions had travelled across the Atlantic
Ocean to nineteenth-century Canada as well. According to him, "most landowners who
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thought of themselves as gentry, not farmers, were conservatives in politics."134 More
recently, scholars have revised Wise's thesis to fold a substantial portion of farmers into
this conservatism as well.135 Furthermore, the most current sociological work has argued
that such contentions are true within the Canadian context all the way through to the
present day. Based upon her statistical approach to the subject, St. Francis Xavier
University sociologist Norine Verberg has concluded that "homeownership does have an
impact on political attitudes. Homeowners are more conservative than tenants on various
moral, economic, and labour issues."136 This does not mean that all Canadian propertyowners were necessarily conservative in their political outlook. Still, if these traditions
meant anything, the majority would have upheld these conservative inclinations if only to
better protect their rights as property owners.137 Prime Minister Macdonald could have
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expected a greater percentage of conservative voters to result from his new franchise
act.138 With proportionally more conservative voters casting their votes across the
country, two separate consequences could result. First, if all these conservative voters
chose to vote for the political party that best represented their ideological predilections,
the Conservatives would have had a much greater chance of maintaining power. Much
like Benjamin Disraeli's reform eighteen years earlier, it very much appears as if Prime
Minister Macdonald altered Canada's franchise to assure his party's, and his own, reelection. Because the Conservatives won the next two federal elections and actually took
more votes in the 1896 election than the victorious Liberals, one could argue that the
Electoral Franchise Act played a part in the Conservative success.139 Second, and just as
important, the sudden shift to a primarily conservative electorate would probably result in
a corresponding shift within Canada's political culture at the federal level. With more
conservatives composing the nation's body politic, conservative changes to the country's
statute books would presumably be more easily accepted. If all went according to plan,
the state would undergo an ideological reorientation: if it did not become more
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conservative, it, at the very least, would become no more liberal. In this way, the
Conservatives' Electoral Franchise Act - a document comprised of a mere sixty-five
sections - had the potential to precipitate a reformation of the Canadian state. Whether it
did so successfully, however, is a story for another day.140
Upon the passage of Prime Minister John A. Macdonald's Electoral Franchise Act
in July of 1885 an unprecedented and seismic change took place in Canada's electoral
history. Ever since the advent of representative government in Nova Scotia in 1758, the
provinces had always governed Canadian legislative elections. Even after colonial union
and the creation of the Dominion Parliament in 1867, provincial control of the franchise
remained in force. With Prime Minister Macdonald's franchise legislation finally on the
statute books, that tradition had finally ended. The Dominion now possessed a unified
federal franchise of its own and the provincial legislatures no longer had the ability to
affect federal elections by toying with their own provincial franchises. The last piece of
Confederation's puzzle was finally in place, and only eighteen years late. While John A.
Macdonald's Conservative Dominion government nobly wished to prevent such
tampering for the sake of good governance, its desire for federal control of the Dominion
franchise was not entirely virtuous in nature. With Liberal parties leading provincial
legislatures across the country, it was in the federal Conservatives' best interests to bring
governance over the Dominion franchise completely into the federal sphere. If they did
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not, these Liberal governments could have used their control over franchise law to pass
legislation that could potentially hurt the federal Conservatives' chances for re-election.
The Conservatives' choice to federalize the Dominion franchise had other partisan
motivations behind it as well. Because they took control of federal franchise while
possessing a Parliamentary majority, it fell upon the Conservative government, and upon
Prime Minister Macdonald more specifically, to create the nation's voters' lists. In other
words, the Prime Minister gained the power to appoint officers of his choosing to revise
these voters' lists. Not only did that place several hundred prime patronage positions into
the Conservatives' hands, it also allowed them to employ known Conservative
sympathizers, such as Judge Edward Morgan, to select just who could or could not vote
during a given federal election. While these revising barristers did not necessarily allow
their partisan sentiments to trump their impartiality, the fact they had the federal
government to thank for their appointments undoubtedly increased the potential for
electoral corruption in the (Conservative) government's favour. Political expediency and
partisanship therefore played as large a role as that of good governance when it came to
the administrative sections of the Conservatives' Electoral Franchise Act. With regard to
the variety of franchise the legislation actually instituted, however, political ideology
played the leading role.
In the years following Confederation, every province of the Dominion except for
Quebec had seen fit to expand the size of its electorate. With the Electoral Franchise Act
of 1885, the Conservatives ended such liberal-minded extensions of the Dominion
franchise. By placing property and income qualifications on the federal franchise that
handily eclipsed those of every province except Quebec, Prime Minister Macdonald
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effectively restricted the federal franchise. In reducing the size of Canada's federal
electorate, and in using real property and personal wealth in particular to do so, the
Conservatives followed Edmund Burke's conservative political philosophy to the letter.
Moreover, the Conservatives' franchise act went beyond a mere ideological
correspondence with traditional conservative principles. Following the precedent set by
Benjamin Disraeli's Second Reform Act of 1867, the legislation also sought to better
engrain those principles into the very fabric of the Canadian state itself. By restricting
the federal franchise to an even wealthier group of Canadians than before, it seems that
Prime Minister Macdonald hoped to form a federal electorate composed of proportionally
more Conservative voters than Liberal voters. While such a project would have
undoubtedly improved the Conservatives' chances for re-election, it also represented an
attempted reorientation of the state's political culture. As the new franchise act bestowed
citizenship upon a generally more conservative group of Canadians, it increased the
potential that the body politic would also embrace further conservative legislation
instituted by the Conservative party. Through this process - made possible by a master
stroke of legislation that dextrously combined partisan advantage and philosophical
projection - the possibility arose that the Canadian state would slowly undergo a
reorientation toward a more conservative path. For eleven years, that potential existed at
the federal level. Then, in 1896, under the proposition that the Conservatives' Electoral
Franchise Act "should be repealed", Wilfrid Laurier's Liberal party took the federal
election of that year.141 Canada would have a new Dominion franchise two years later.
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Chapter 4
"In no two cases...do you find the same franchise apply":
The Franchise Act of 1898
When Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier rose to address the House of Commons on
the evening of April 21, 1898, he hoped to rise above the petty bickering that had hitherto
plagued his party's franchise bill. The legislation, known as Bill No. 16, or, the
Franchise Act of 1898, had by that date stagnated in the House of Commons' committee
stage for three full weeks. In that time, the committee of the whole had managed to pass
a mere four sections of the twenty-six encompassed within the bill.1 Indeed, the
Commons had already spent the better part of the day discussing section five alone.2 As
the Conservatives did their best to stall the legislation - as the Liberals had done when
the Conservatives tabled their franchise bill in 1885 - Members of Parliament from both
sides of the House grew increasingly restless. Decorum began to suffer as a result.
Before the Speaker recognized the prime minster, Member of Parliament for York, New
Brunswick and former Conservative finance minister, George Eulas Foster, had the floor.
Renowned for his strong oratory and general lack of tact, Foster levelled yet another
bombastic assault against both the Liberals' bill and the Liberals themselves. Amid
grand indictments that the legislation would "disenfranchise thousands of.. .citizens of
this country, just as intelligent as [those] who sit in [the] House", Foster seemingly
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attempted to discredit the bill with every pejorative term he could muster.4 In the course
of doing so, he called the legislation everything from "unjust", "retrograde", and
"immoral" to "a cheat" and "a fraud".5 Reflecting the general tenor of the session itself,
Foster's onslaught continued for over an hour.6 When the Prime Minister finally had the
opportunity to speak, the tone of the House, however, changed considerably.
In contrast to Foster's extemporaneous oral attack, Prime Minister Laurier had
chosen to prepare an eloquent, well-researched address for his colleagues "to lift this
discussion to the level which it ought to occupy by reason of its importance."7 Switching
from lessons in British, American, and French history to a treatise on DominionProvincial relations, to a discourse on the tenets of classical liberalism itself, he attempted
to rationalize his repeal of John A. Macdonald's Electoral Franchise Act to both the
naysayers who resided in the opposing benches and, perhaps to a certain extent, the
members of his own party who sat behind him. Without mincing his words, Laurier laid
bare his own opinions about the franchise before the House. This held especially true
with respect to the notion of universal manhood suffrage. Even when the Conservatives
reformed the federal franchise in 1885, certain Liberal Members of Parliament had
advocated the institution of manhood suffrage. In comparison with the Conservatives'
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franchise act, they viewed manhood suffrage as nothing short of a godsend. Notably, a
younger Wilfrid Laurier was not amongst those Liberals. At the time, he made it
abundantly clear that he did not favour manhood suffrage and that it would be a
"tyranny" to impose it upon Canada.9 Now thirteen years later, the Prime Minister's
views had not changed. In his address to the House that Thursday evening, Laurier
announced that "Liberal of the Liberals that I am, I do not believe that the French nation
acted wisely in 1848 when they gave the right of suffrage to every man, whether he was
qualified or not."10 Nor did he single out the French republic as irresponsible. For
Laurier, all nations that had extended the suffrage universally had "prostituted their
franchise."11 Because he "believe[d] that manhood suffrage is not the correct thing", he
declared that he refused to impose it upon Canada.12 Disenfranchised Canadians would
apparently have to keep waiting before they too could exercise the federal vote.
Prime Minister Laurier's Liberals had originally promised electoral reform in the
election campaign of 1896.13 After a false start in 1897, and five months of gruelling
debate in 1898, the Liberals' franchise legislation took effect.14 When it did, any
Canadians who expected a restrictive Dominion franchise would have been mistaken.
Although Prime Minister Laurier, through his rhetoric, might have endorsed restrictions
upon the Dominion vote, the Liberal franchise act in the end established near-manhood
suffrage throughout most of Canada. Disenfranchised Canadians would apparently not
8
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have to wait very long to receive the federal vote after all. Why then did the Liberal
party enact what basically amounted to manhood suffrage when its leader so fervently
spoke in opposition to it? This chapter will attempt to answer this question through a
closer examination of the federal Franchise Act of 1898 and the debates that surrounded
it. Once again, however, an analysis of the legislation itself must first ensue.
When compared with the Conservatives' Electoral Franchise Act of 1885, the
Liberals' franchise act appears as simplicity itself. Instead of a long series of confusing
qualifications and exclusions, one easy to understand goal lay at its core: to repeal the
franchise act introduced in 1885. In nullifying John A. Macdonald's franchise reform,
the provincial legislatures would once again govern the federal franchise as they did in
the years following Confederation.15 Yet, such a shift did not by any means signify a
reversion to the franchises imposed upon Canadians during the first general election in
1867. While the Dominion government may have once again employed the provincial
franchises for federal elections, the new franchise act did not give free reign to the
provinces to enact whatever franchises they desired. For example, section six of the law
provided that it would not disqualify any person on the basis of his "profession, calling,
employment, or occupation" or whether he belonged "to any other class of persons,
although possessed of the qualifications generally required by the provincial law, are by
such law declared to be disqualified by reason of their belonging to that class."16 While
the legislation never specifically indicates to whom a "class of persons" refers, it is clear
that the Laurier government only wished to narrowly embrace the various property and
15
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income qualifications established by the provinces to create the Dominion franchise.
This meant that many Canadians who had been barred from the vote because of their race
- such as Canadians of Chinese or Japanese descent in British Columbia - would receive
the federal vote for the first time.17 Yet, somewhat strangely, the new legislation did not
eliminate all forms of racial discrimination from the federal franchise.
Although section six of the act seems to encompass Aboriginal Canadians in the
same way as Chinese Canadians, Canadians of First Nations descent could no longer vote
federally after 1898.18 The legislation provides no clear-cut explanation for such mass
disenfranchisement. While the act stipulates that no person "in whole or in
part...receiving charitable support" should exercise the franchise, which perhaps also
refers to First Nations people living on reserves, not all members of the First Nations
lived on reserve.19 As such, only one possible explanation presents itself: that the Laurier
government did not choose to view Aboriginal Canadians as a distinct "class of
persons".20 No matter the reasoning behind it, the Liberals in the end reversed one of the
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very few socially-progressive elements incorporated into the suffrage legislation the
Conservatives passed thirteen years earlier. This decision is quite odd considering the
various provincial franchises they had chosen to adopt.
Just as the new Dominion franchise would not precisely mirror the franchise of
1867, the provincial franchises had themselves changed considerably since Confederation
as well. Even before John A. Macdonald altered the Dominion franchise for the first
time, certain provinces had already undertaken a process of expanding their franchises.
The process had not stopped there either. As the end of the century drew nearer,
manhood suffrage slowly became the norm for the majority of Canada's provinces.
Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, as mentioned earlier, had enacted nearmanhood suffrage upon their entry into the Confederation. Their legislators had done
nothing to change that fact between 1885 and 1898. In the meantime, Ontario and
Manitoba had seen fit to abolish their property and income qualifications and replace
them with near-manhood suffrage as well.21 As a result, four of the seven provinces including Canada's most populous province, Ontario - had by 1898 instituted remarkably
inclusive franchises at the provincial level. Only Quebec, New Brunswick, and Nova
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Scotia had not lowered their qualifications for enfranchisement since
1885.

That said,

both New Brunswick and Nova Scotia maintained less restrictive franchises than the
Electoral Franchise Act of 1885.23 Quebec now represented the only province where the
repeal of the Conservatives' franchise legislation actually reduced the electorate in any
way: now rural Quebecers would have to own at least $200 worth of real property instead
of $150 to cast a federal ballot.24 Even taking this modest restriction into account, there
is no mistaking the overall effect the Liberals' franchise act had on the federal electorate.
Because it introduced significantly less restrictive legislation in six of the seven
provinces, and that it, for the most part, forbade disenfranchisement on the basis of traits
such as occupation and race, the size of the federal electorate undoubtedly grew.
22
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With respect to the extent of such growth in democratic participation, however,
once again no entirely accurate means of determination exists. As mentioned earlier, the
general unreliability of nineteenth-century election statistics and census returns do not
sustain any sort of precise measurement of democratic activity. According to Norman
Ward, the size of the electorate increased by 16.8 percent between the Dominion
elections of 1891 and 1900.25 He, along with most other scholars on the subject,
attributes this growth to the passage of the Franchise Act of 1898.26 Yet, as suggested by
the preceding chapter, one should probably take Ward's statistics with a grain of salt.
This is especially true considering electoral statistics within A History of the Vote in
Canada show a 190,926 decrease in the number of names on Dominion voters' lists
between the federal election in 1896 and the federal election in 1900.

Once again, a

discussion as to who precisely received the federal vote offers the best method of
determining the inclusivity of the new Dominion franchise.
As mentioned in chapter three, the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 excluded two
groups of Canadians from the franchise in particular: women, and low-income labouring
Canadians. Although the women's suffrage movement had begun to gain momentum by
1898, no Canadian province had yet sought to enfranchise its female inhabitants.28 The
Franchise Act of 1898 had much more positive results for labouring Canadians, however.
After weathering the punishing economic depression of the early-to-mid 1890s, Canadian
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workers had started to reorganize themselves by 1898.

The new trade unions that

emerged once again placed an expansion of the franchise upon their list of demands.
The Franchise Act of 1898 seems to have met this labour request. Because of the general
rejection of property and income franchise qualifications within most provinces, the
majority of labourers who remained disenfranchised in 1885 would have received the
suffrage in 1898. Of course, one cannot offer exact numbers with respect to the scope of
this enfranchisement. Nevertheless, labourers, and, more specifically, unskilled
labourers, had represented the largest group of male Canadians before 1898 that still did
not possess the federal franchise.31 As such, the Liberals' Franchise Act would have
bestowed the federal vote upon most male Canadians. Despite Prime Minister Laurier's
apparently conservative remarks to the House of Commons, he and his party argued that
such an expansive, provincially-controlled franchise represented the best legislation for
the Canadian nation.
As the Conservatives did in 1885, the Liberals employed the argument of good
governance to preface their franchise reform. According to their campaign literature of
1896, the Electoral Franchise Act had simply cost the country too much money. The
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federal franchise offended their liberal frugality. Estimates varied regarding the amount
it drew from the federal coffers. On the one hand, Solicitor General Charles Fitzpatrick the Liberal Member of Parliament who tabled the franchise bill in the House of
Commons - claimed that the four revisions of Dominion's voters' lists that took place
between 1885 and 1895 had cost the federal government at minimum $1,154,000. If one
also included "cost to individuals, to the members, to those who take part in the
administration of public affairs", Fitzpatrick approximated the final tally to be closer to
$1,500,000.32 On the other hand, Fitzpatrick's Liberal colleague, Peter Macdonald,
member for Huron East, Ontario, provided a somewhat more conservative assessment.
Breaking down the cost of each revision, he asserted that the Electoral Franchise Act of
1885 had instead cost the Dominion an additional $1,124,729.33 Considering that the
Dominion's entire defence budget for the previous year totalled $1,800,000, either of
these figures was rather sizeable for the time.34 With the provinces already spending
thousands of dollars to revise their own voters' lists, the Liberals argued that spending
thousands more dollars to fashion similar lists in Ottawa represented an exercise in
wastefulness "out of all proportion to the benefits realized".35 By repealing the Electoral
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Franchise Act, the federal government claimed that it would free a substantial sum of
money for more important projects, an objective rooted in the party's long dedication to
low-cost government.
Unsurprisingly, Liberals outside the House of Commons joined their
Parliamentary brethren in denouncing the cost of the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885. As
W. F. Luxton, editor of the Liberal Manitoba Free Press, disparagingly wrote, the cost of
administering the Conservatives' legislation was undoubtedly its most objectionable
feature. Echoing the language hurled across the floor of the House of Commons, Luxton
bemoaned the fact that "Each revision [of the voters' lists] has cost the country its
hundreds of thousands, and hundreds of thousands more came out of the pocket of
members and candidates."36 If only Liberals condemned the wastefulness of the 1885
franchise in this way, their opponents might have dismissed Liberal arguments as mere
partisan gamesmanship. Yet, even Conservatives admitted that the Electoral Franchise
Act represented too large a drain on the federal coffers. For example, Thomas S.
Sproule, member for Grey County East, Ontario, conceded that "the old franchise is an
expensive one..."37 The Conservative member for Lunenberg, Nova Scotia, Charles
Edwin Kaulbach, went further than his Ontarian ally: he called the franchise act of 1885
both "expensive" and "cumbersome".38 Even newspapers that staunchly defended the
Conservatives' franchise legislation in 1885, such as The Brandon Mail, published
editorials stating that "No one can truthfully say the present Franchise Act is a model of
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perfection - in fact it is very cumbersome and defective."39 These sorts of admissions
allowed Liberal Canadians to posit that "the Conservative party itself never felt very
much enamored of the franchise law which it created."40
With Conservatives disparaging their own party's legislation, the Liberals'
argument that they had decided to repeal the existing federal franchise legislation on the
basis of good governance gained even more credence. Not only would the new franchise
reportedly save the Dominion "hundreds of thousands", it would also more or less satisfy
general public opinion concerning the Dominion franchise. This is especially true of
working-class Canadians in 1898. In the Canadian Trades and Labor Congress of that
year, members once again endorsed franchise extension as part of the new labour
platform for the twentieth century.41 The fact that the Canadian organized labour at this
time had a strong "affinity with the Laurier Liberals" may have also made this platform
more evident to the presiding government.42 Canadians from all walks of political life
had therefore ostensibly demanded a more frugal (and, perhaps, a more inclusive) federal
franchise law. As a good democratic government should, the Liberals seemed to have
listened to their constituents and used their franchise repeal act to fix the apparent
problem. Aside from these financial and attitudinal considerations, the Liberals
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maintained that their franchise reform participated in good governance for one other
reason as well. This motivation hearkens back to the infamous revising barrister clause
of the Conservatives' franchise legislation.
Although the Liberals had many reasons to dislike the Electoral Franchise Act of
1885, the fact that it allowed the Conservative government to directly appoint revising
officers had angered them perhaps more than anything else. Liberals both inside and
outside the House of Commons contended that such a conflict of interest would
invariably lead to electoral mismanagement in favour of the Conservative party. Now
after thirteen years of observing the 1885 act in operation, the Liberals had seen enough
to claim that they were correct in their predictions. As Prime Minister Laurier himself
pointedly described it in 1898, the Conservatives' franchise "was an abuse of power,
whereby the revision of the lists was placed in the hands of henchmen of the
Administration."43 Of course, the Liberals could have easily exploited the franchise act
themselves by appointing their own Liberal-minded revising barristers. Instead, the
Prime Minister had apparently decided that his party should adopt and promote a nobler
approach to electoral politics. To that end, he declared to Parliament that "What we [as
Liberals] want is a system that has in it least of the partisan spirit, and I submit that there
is no system we can devise that will possess less of a partisan spirit as regards the
preparation of the lists than the system which prevails in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, where the lists are prepared by the municipal authorities."44 Thus, a
repeal of the Electoral Franchise Act and an adoption of the provincial voters' lists would
43
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apparently ensure that the Dominion would carry out its elections in a more neutral and
objective manner. The liberal ideal of egalitarianism would therefore be upheld. Liberal
Members of Parliament such as Colchester, Nova Scotia's Firman McClure commended
themselves and their party's legislation for that reason at any rate.45 Nonetheless, the
Franchise Act of 1898 was perhaps not as impartial as the Liberals let on.
Much like the motivation behind the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885, good
governance coincided with political partisanship quite readily with respect to the
Liberals' franchise legislation. True, the Dominion government may not have had the
power to directly govern the federal franchise any longer. Even so, such a loss of control
did not necessarily represent a disadvantage when it came to the Liberals' chances for reelection.46 During the 1898 session of Parliament, all provinces with the exception of
British Columbia had returned the Liberals to form their provincial governments.47 Of
course, the fact that the Liberals held power in the provinces did not necessarily translate
to better treatment or increased cooperation for Prime Minister Laurier and his Dominion
government. Ever since Confederation, however, the federal Liberals had billed
themselves as the party of provincial rights and autonomy; for decades, they had
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advocated for increased powers for the provincial governments.

O

9

Moreover, Laurier's

own cabinet reflected this ideal: it was filled with provincial rights champions (and
former provincial premiers) Oliver Mowat, Andrew Blair, and William Fielding.49 It
would have consequently been in the provinces' best interests to have the federal Liberals
retain the reins of Parliament.
Conveniently, through the Franchise Act of 1898, the federal Liberals provided
the provinces with the perfect way of protecting these interests: they could simply alter
their own franchises to favour the federal Liberals come election day. In 1885, the
Conservatives feared such alterations. They had in part reformed Canada's federal
franchise legislation to prevent such underhanded schemes from taking place at the
provincial level. Laurier's Liberals had now purposefully reopened the door to such
"vic[i]ous" electoral designs, much to the chagrin of Conservative leader Sir Charles
Tupper.50 And if the Liberal provincial governments did not go so far as to alter their
franchise laws in favour of the federal party, Prime Minister Laurier could, at the very
48
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least, expect provincial franchise reforms to avoid damaging his chances for re-election.
For this reason, vociferous Conservative Member of Parliament, George Foster,
condemned the Liberals' franchise legislation. Because the post of revising barrister
represented such a plum patronage position, Foster believed that Liberal provincial
governments would appoint Liberals to revise their voters' lists.51 Although the Liberals
may have in part based their legislation "on the principle of being freed from the activity
of a partisan government in making up their lists", Foster in the end concluded that "if it
[the Liberals' bill] became law, we would be landed in exactly the same predicament [as
with the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885]."52 Although Prime Minister Laurier promoted
his party's franchise act as a non-partisan measure, it appears that the act participated in
the same partisan game as the legislation it repealed. Aside from good governance,
however, the Liberals had another set of arguments to counter Conservative accusations
of partisanship. These arguments revolved around political and party ideology.
Ever since their inception as the Reform Party of Canada, the Liberals had billed
themselves as the party of small government. This shared belief stemmed from classical
liberal values concerning individualism, derived largely from the seventeenth-century
writings of English political philosopher John Locke. Locke maintained that the
government should intrude into an individual's life only to the extent that it might protect
the individual and those things fundamental to the enjoyment of life.53 Otherwise, the
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government should not attempt to infringe upon or regulate the actions of individuals;
they should instead be free to do whatever they wish as long as their actions do not
undermine or attack another person's life, liberty, or property. Later liberal philosophers
reiterated the very same sentiments throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.54
For example, John Stuart Mill adamantly defended the necessity for small central
governments and limited government interference in people's lives in his famous 1859
essay entitled On Liberty. According to Mill, "The objection to government interference,
when it is not such as to involve infringement of liberty, may be of three kinds."55
Alongside his belief that it is a "great evil [to add] unnecessarily to [the government's]
power", he argued that individuals better understand their own business because they
have an interest in it and that localities can better account for their own peculiar
circumstances than a central government.56 Through his widely-read essay, Mill
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consequently reaffirmed for nineteenth-century western liberals the belief in small
government for the sake of individual liberty.57
Echoing the words of John Stuart Mill, Liberals both inside and outside the House
of Commons claimed that in the Canadian context the provincial legislatures found
themselves in a better position to fashion the nation's franchise than the Dominion
government. As Prime Minister Laurier himself declared to his Parliamentary colleagues
in his first speech on the subject in 1898, "the experience of all countries, governed by
parliamentary institutions such as our own, shows us that the extension or the restriction
of all franchises is a question which depends largely upon the conditions of the different
communities where the franchises apply. It is a question of education, of customs, of
co

circumstances; and in no two cases hardly do you find the same franchise apply."
Because of Canada's regional diversity, Laurier believed that one universal piece of
franchise legislation - like the one imposed upon the country by the Conservatives in
1885 - could not fully satisfy Canadians.
As the Prime Minister later explained, the re-adoption of the provincial franchise
reportedly solved this problem by allowing each local legislature to determine the
franchise that best suited its local population. For example, as Laurier related, "If the
province of Ontario desires to have manhood suffrage, well and good; let them elect their
legislature upon manhood suffrage. We in the province of Quebec will suffer nothing by
it. But we in the province in Quebec believe that manhood suffrage is not the correct
57
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thing. If, then, we believe it is not best, why in the name of everything that is just should
it be imposed upon us by this Parliament?"59 By following liberal ideology in allowing a
locally-controlled federal suffrage, the Liberals underscored their traditional belief that
the provinces could better account for the nation's regional diversity. Instead of forcing
Canadians to accept a procrustean universal piece of franchise legislation, they believed as they had for decades now - that each province could more effectively satisfy the
desires of their populations with regard to franchise law.60 As Prime Minister Laurier
implied, anything else would represent an imposition of an overgrown centralized
government upon the citizens of the country. That being said, the liberal ideology that
underpinned the Franchise Act of 1898 did not solely dwell within the legislation's
diffusion of authority over the Dominion franchise. One can find it permeating the act's
radical expansion of the electorate as well.
The advocates of classical liberal philosophy, since the mid-eighteenth century,
had campaigned for a broad electorate. Rejecting the notion that only real property
should grant the individual full political citizenship, classical liberals, from Montesquieu
to John Stuart Mill, argued that self-sufficient male persons (and even self-sufficient
female persons, in the case of Mill) should have the right to participate in state
governance by means of the franchise.61 Closer to home, one William Trant of Regina,
Northwest Territory expressed the same sentiments in his letter of April 10, 1897 to
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Prime Minister Laurier when he wrote that "Indeed I hold that according to true
Liberalism every man who is not morally or physically incapable has a clear right to the
franchise."62 By reforming the federal franchise to include most of those Canadians
disenfranchised by the Franchise Act of 1885, Prime Minister Laurier's Liberals appear
to have followed this classical liberal view of the suffrage. Even so, one must also
remember that the Liberals' franchise legislation did not introduce manhood suffrage
across the whole of Canada.
Although classical liberals such as Montesquieu and Mill desired that all male
inhabitants should have access to the franchise, they also believed that the state should
withhold the franchise from individuals who had demonstrated that they could not
exercise it properly. Whether because of a supposed lack of intelligence or an inability to
provide for oneself and one's family, these liberal philosophers felt that certain people
simply should not have the vote. As Prime Minister Laurier explained to the House of
Commons, even Great Britain's foremost Liberal politicians of the nineteenth century,
"John Bright, Mr. [Richard] Cobden or Mr. [William] Gladstone himself, never at any
time of their career proposed the adoption of manhood suffrage" for the very same
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reason.63 British politicians such as Prime Minister Gladstone had avoided the institution
of manhood suffrage to protect the state against the supposedly uninformed decisions of
the state's most imprudent, unthinking, or economically irresponsible members. In
following this long line of liberal thought, Laurier broke no new ground when he himself
evocatively explained that he also did not believe in manhood suffrage and, as a result,
refused to introduce it federally within Canada.64
Despite their increasing inclusiveness, the provincial franchises seemed to suit
these liberal beliefs. Undoubtedly, Quebec maintained the most restrictive franchise in
Canada when the Liberals passed their franchise reform in 1898. Traditional Catholic
anti-republican and anti-democratic views concerning the suffrage still held sway, despite
Pope Leo XIII's continued attempts to reconcile the Church with modern liberal thought.
Indeed, in 1891, the Pope issued what commentators have since called "his greatest
encyclical" and "the Magna Charta of Social Catholicism", the Rerum Novarum.65 While
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it denounced anything that smacked of socialism, the encyclical also refused to pass
judgment on "the particular form of government prevailing in this or that nation" as long
as it serves to "realize public well-being and private prosperity".66 Although the Pope
never forthrightly supported the spread of liberalism in his encyclical of 1891, he never
explicitly denounced it either. It therefore seems that through the Rerum Novarum, the
Church had allowed Quebecers to choose their own provincial political philosophy, as
long as that choice did not lead to socialism. Despite this freedom, the vast majority of
Quebecers - yet, in comparison with 1885, a diminishing majority - had apparently
chosen to maintain their generally conservative views of the franchise.67 Yet, Quebec
was not alone in maintaining restrictive elements within its franchise legislation. Even
those provinces that had supposedly instituted manhood suffrage - British Columbia,
Manitoba, Ontario, and Prince Edward Island - still imposed disqualifications upon some
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of their inhabitants. For example, British Columbia still disenfranchised all inhabitants of
Asian and Aboriginal descent.
Moreover, such disqualifications from the franchise were not solely levelled
against racial minorities. In a letter to Ontario Premier James Whitney, a (presumably
white) resident and property-owner named C. H. Wood complained that when he went to
cast his ballot in Cornwall, Ontario, he "found [himself] disfranchised on a temporary
absence".68 In other words, the revising barrister had struck his name from the voters'
list because he had been absent from the constituency for too long (thus following
Ontario's franchise law).69 Because of such supposedly unfair franchise legislation where "property owners have not as much interest as some of the parties who even
qualified to vote at last election" - Mr. Wood declared that he felt "like quiting [s7'c]
Ontario for good".70 Although it is impossible to tell how many other Canadians found
themselves in the same situation as Ontario's C. H. Wood, his disenfranchisement
reflected the fact that even certain property-owners in those provinces that had reportedly
instituted manhood suffrage found themselves without a federal ballot because of the
Liberal Franchise Act of 1898. In ensuring that universal manhood suffrage would not
68
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gain a complete foothold in Canada at the federal level, the Liberals consequently
followed classical liberal ideology concerning the franchise once again, aligning
themselves with party forefathers such as George Brown, Alexander Mackenzie, and
even Edward Blake.71 Undoubtedly, the Franchise Act of 1898 expanded the federal
franchise considerably. That being said, it did not expand beyond the limitations set forth
by contemporary liberal scholars. As a result, the Liberals' franchise act mirrored
classical liberal ideology in every way. The republican notion that all male inhabitants of
the state had a right to vote would therefore have to wait in the Canadian context. But, as
Prime Minister Laurier made so abundantly clear, the Liberals did not wish to fashion a
republican state in the first place.
If the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885 represented John A. Macdonald's attempt
at conservative state formation, it appears that the Franchise Act of 1898 may have
similarly represented Wilfrid Laurier's attempt at liberal state formation. By replacing
the Conservatives' franchise reform with one of their own design, the Liberals apparently
hoped to offset the formative potential of their opponents' franchise law. In
endeavouring to counteract existing suffrage legislation, however, Prime Minister Laurier
had his own precedent. One of Laurier's own political idols, former Liberal British
71
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Prime Minister William Gladstone,72 had undertaken a similar project fourteen years
earlier with the Representation of the People Act of 1884, otherwise known as the Third
Reform Act.73 When Gladstone tabled the Third Reform Act, Britons' views regarding
the franchise were much different than those they expressed in 1867, when Conservative
Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli instituted the Second Reform Act. Recall that
throughout 1866 and 1867, public pressure for more inclusive franchise legislation
threatened to erupt into violence. Disraeli's government had to act. They did so by
implementing a surprisingly radical piece of suffrage legislation. Although a £10
property qualification still existed within England's rural county constituencies, the
Second Reform Act had virtually established manhood suffrage within the nation's urban
borough ridings. With England's urban labourers finally able to cast a vote, most Britons
saw no need to agitate for further franchise extensions. Consequently, public pressure for
a wider suffrage subsided. Nevertheless, in the penultimate year of his second ministry,
Gladstone went ahead with his own franchise reform and extended the same household
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suffrage legislation enjoyed by the boroughs to the nation's county ridings as well.74 In
doing so, he ended up adding between 1.6 million and 1.8 million names to the nation's
voters' lists.75 By adopting liberal political philosophy in this way, Gladstone thus raised
the proportion of eligible voters from twenty-eight percent to fifty-eight percent of
Britain's male population.
Within the historiography covering franchise reform in Great Britain, Gladstone's
franchise act of 1884 has received nowhere near the same attention as its two climatic
predecessors of 1832 and 1867. As University College (London) historian Mary E. J.
Chadwick has hypothesized, other parliamentary business, namely the Irish Home Rule
question, may have helped to overshadow it.77 That being said, scholars on the subject
have forwarded certain explanations as to why Gladstone's Liberal government reformed
the British franchise despite the absence of public agitation for such a reform. In perhaps
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the most detailed study of the political minutia that led to franchise reform in 1884,
University of Reading historian Andrew Jones advances the argument that Gladstone's
Third Reform Act represented both the logical extension of party policy on the franchise
and the logical extension of Disraeli's Second Reform Act. From the early 1870s
onward, Liberal Member of Parliament George Otto Trevelyan almost annually tabled
legislation that would extend the household franchise to the rural counties.78 Viewing it
as a fair way to standardize access to the suffrage, thereby affirming the classical liberal
tenet of equality of opportunity, more and more Liberals joined Trevelyan's cause as the
decade progressed. By the time that the electoral campaign of 1880 had ended, Jones
cites that a total of "153 of the returned Liberals, including the candidate for Midlothian
[William Gladstone himself], had made favourable and specific mention of the measure
in their election addresses.. ."79 It was therefore no surprise when Gladstone finally
tabled his franchise bill within the House of Commons in October of 1883 - especially
when one considers the fact that the National Liberal Federation, during its meeting of
the same month, voted that new franchise legislation should take "precedence over any
Local or Metropolitan Government bills".80 Although it took over a year to become law
(because of an obstinate House of Lords), the British franchise finally attained parity
amongst urban and rural ridings on December 1, 1884.81
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Of course, as mentioned earlier, parity within the franchise resulted in the
enfranchisement of 1.6 to 1.8 million Britons. Bearing in mind that the Representation of
the People Act expanded the franchise in Britain's rural regions, the majority of these
newly enfranchised voters - nearly two-thirds of them - were agricultural labourers who
did not own farms of their own.82 As such, these new voters tended to be poorer
financially, much like their labouring brethren in the cities. If poorer, unpropertied urban
labourers tended to support the Liberal cause, Gladstone's Liberals may have presumed
that poorer, unpropertied rural labourers would do the same.

Indeed, as Mary

Chadwick has contended, "[ljeading Conservatives" similarly feared that franchise
reform would result in the "return [of] a Radical Government from the constituencies
swamped by the newly enfranchised voters."84
According to the statistics provided by University of Houston political scientist
Hugh W. Stephens, the Conservatives were right to fear the transformative potential of
Gladstone's franchise reform. Before 1884, the Liberals tended to win seats in
constituencies with below-national average numbers of registered voters. After the
passage of Gladstone's Reform Act, however, the Liberals began to take more
constituencies boasting above-national average numbers of registered voters.85 With
more Britons on average voting Liberal after Gladstone introduced his Representation of
the People Act, Stephens concludes that "the Liberals did benefit from lowering the voter
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qualifications in the counties".86 As the number of prospective Liberal voters rose
because of their franchise reform, the Liberals could have consequently expected a better
chance of returning to power and a greater opportunity to inscribe further liberal
measures within the nation's statute books. Prime Minister Disraeli's attempt at state
formation through franchise reform was therefore turned on its head by Prime Minister
Gladstone: by enfranchising even more Britons, the British Liberals had seemingly turned
87

political disadvantage into political advantage.
When Prime Minister Laurier entered into his first ministry in 1896, he had faced
the same sort of politically unfavourable situation as Gladstone had faced before he had
entered office in 1880. Prime Minister Macdonald, apparently following the precedent
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set by Prime Minister Disraeli, had set Canada's franchise legislation to clearly favour
himself, his party, and conservatism in general. Indeed, Macdonald's machinations with
respect to the suffrage seemed to have worked so well that, despite remarkably weak
party organization in 1896, the Conservatives still took more votes than the victorious
Liberals.88 To extricate himself and his party from this political sinkhole, Laurier did
what Gladstone had done fourteen years earlier: replace the state's existing franchise
legislation with something that lent itself much more easily to both liberal political
philosophy and Liberal political success. Where Gladstone added to and expanded Great
Britain's existing franchise law to accomplish this goal, Laurier simply repealed the
offending legislation altogether. In doing so, Laurier achieved a similarly substantial
expansion of the nation's franchise.
By expanding Canada's franchise in this way, the Dominion government
permitted a substantial number of poorer Canadians to cast a ballot federally. With
immigration to Canada mounting quickly - thanks to the efforts of Prime Minister
Laurier's Minister of the Interior, Clifford Sifton - these numbers would come to include
a substantial number of recent immigrants as well.89 If poorer Canadians tended to vote
Liberal, individuals who immigrated to Canada during the Laurier years had an even
88
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greater propensity to support the Liberal cause. Constant emphasis on the Liberals' role
in opening Canada to immigration helped ingrain a sense of gratitude and loyalty into
many of these new Canadians.90 Without the Liberals' decision to open the franchise, the
vast majority of poorer Canadian men, many of them immigrants, would have never had
the opportunity to cast a ballot once they finally found a place to settle.91 In creating so
many new Liberal voters, the Liberals would have had a much greater opportunity of
winning future federal elections. Considering that Prime Minister Laurier ended up
leading the Liberals to consecutive electoral victories in 1900,1904, and 1908, his
alteration of the nation's franchise law may have in part helped him achieve his party's
resounding electoral success.

As in 1885, however, such a recomposition of the

electorate had the potential to spark further changes as well. With political citizenship
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extended to more Canadian liberals (and Liberals) than ever before, one could reasonably
expect a corresponding shift within the nation's political culture. Because of the
Liberals' Franchise Act, liberal-minded (and Liberal-minded) Canadians had the potential
for a much stronger voice within the federal sphere. Alongside this political clout came
the enhanced ability to demand further liberal changes to the country's statutes. The
Conciliation Act of 1900 perhaps represents a good instance of this.93 With liberalization
of the Canadian state more readily received by the body politic, the state would have had
a newfound capacity to undergo another ideological reorientation: if the Electoral
Franchise Act of 1885 promoted conservative state formation, the Franchise Act of 1898
hoped to reverse any gains made by those previous efforts. The new century, therefore,
looked particularly bright for Canadian liberals. Not only did Prime Minister Laurier's
franchise reform appear to participate in a project that would usher out conservatism at
the federal level; it also left the door wide open for the state to fill that void with further
liberal policy.
With the implementation of the Liberal party's Franchise Act on June 13, 1898,
the Dominion franchise had apparently come full circle. The provincial legislatures had
controlled federal franchise legislation in the period following Confederation. Now,
thirty-one years later, after a hiatus of Conservative-engineered central control, the
provinces had gained control over the same legislation once again. In repealing the
Electoral Franchise Act of 1885, the old had become new once more. Still, a return to a
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provincially-governed Dominion franchise did not mean a reversion to the same set of
highly restrictive franchises enforced at the time of Confederation. Between 1867 and
1898, every Canadian province - with the notable exception of Quebec - had seen fit to
frame rather inclusive pieces of franchise legislation, many verging upon universal
manhood suffrage. Although the Franchise Act of 1898 certainly did not confer the
federal vote upon all male inhabitants of Canada, or any of its female inhabitants for that
matter, it extended the suffrage well beyond the limits imposed by John A. Macdonald's
Conservative government in 1885. Even though the provinces had regained control over
the Dominion franchise, such control ensured Canadians a degree of access to the federal
vote never before witnessed in the nation's history.
Much like Prime Minister Macdonald before him, Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier
and his Liberal party had several overlapping reasons for undertaking franchise reform.
On the surface, the Liberals billed their repeal of the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885
simply as good governance. That legislation had reportedly cost Canadians too much
money to enforce, and Canadians from all walks of life supposedly viewed it as wasteful.
Repeal, on the other hand, represented a cost effective alternative. In repealing the
Conservatives' act, however, the federal Liberals could have also expected additional,
more partisan benefits. With Liberal governments leading six of the seven provinces,
provincial governance of the Dominion franchise had the potential to work very much in
Prime Minister Laurier's favour. Considering that the federal Liberals touted themselves
as the party of provincial rights, Laurier could have hoped that Liberal provincial
governments would help their federal cousins come election time with advantageous
legislation, favourable voters' lists, or the use of provincial election machinery. And
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even if the provincial Liberals did not go so far, the prime minister could have at least
expected his provincial counterparts not to work against him. Aside from good
governance and political partisanship, however, one other reason for the passage of the
Franchise Act of 1898 emerges: that of party ideology.
Perhaps the most important factor behind the Liberals' franchise legislation, party
ideology contributed not only to who would govern the resultant franchise, but also its
remarkably expansive scope. If the federal Liberal party portrayed itself as the party of
provincial rights, it also billed itself as the party of small central government. Taking
their cue from classical liberal philosophy, as derived largely from the seventeenthcentury writings of John Locke, Canada's Liberals had maintained since their inception
that a small central government (and stronger local governments) could better satisfy the
desires of the political community. By replacing Canada's uniform federal franchise with
those of the provinces, the Liberals argued that they better accounted for the wide range
of opinions concerning the franchise found across Canada. These provincial franchises
were, however, much more inclusive than the legislation they replaced. Conveniently for
the Liberals, such an expansive franchise also fell in line with classical liberal thought.
From Montesquieu to John Stuart Mill, classical liberals had advocated a franchise that
all citizens could potentially access. Although they believed that the state should place
certain restrictions upon the franchise - especially with regard to the uneducated and the
destitute - these liberals preached that most everyone should receive a vote. In
broadening the federal franchise, but not to the point of universal manhood suffrage, the
federal Liberals seem to have, once again, followed the ideas of classical liberalism to the
letter.
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By respecting classical liberal ideology in this way, however, another possibility
opened for Prime Minister Laurier's Liberal party regarding the overall effect of new
franchise legislation. In 1884, Liberal British Prime Minister William Gladstone
instituted a little-demanded franchise reform in part to further engrain liberal values
within the very fabric of the British state. With this precedent in place, it appears that
Canada's Liberals may have done much the same thing with their Franchise Act of 1898.
Through their repeal of the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885, the Liberals enfranchised a
large majority of the less wealthy yet liberal-minded Canadians disenfranchised by the
repealed legislation. As a consequence, many more Liberal voters - including those
individuals newly immigrated to Canada - came to comprise the nation's body politic. In
doing so, the Liberals apparently hoped to turn political disadvantage into political
advantage by giving themselves a greater opportunity for re-election. That being said, it
appears that the Liberals franchise reform also represented the Liberals' own attempt at
the larger project of state formation. By enfranchising so many probable Liberal voters,
Canada's political culture would expectedly shift even further toward liberalism. With a
strong liberal political culture in position, the potential for the nation's body politic to
accept further liberal legislation would undoubtedly increase. If this potential could
manifest itself, the Liberals' franchise reform could consequently erase any conservative
gains made by the preceding franchise legislation and propel the Canadian state down the
liberal path. With the Liberals' convincing electoral win in 1900 under the auspices of
their franchise act, it seems that, at the end of the nineteenth-century, this project of
liberal state formation was well underway.

Conclusion
On May 16, 1885, the fiercely independent Montreal Daily Star published yet
another editorial on the changing state of the Dominion's electoral franchise. Entitled
"The Grits and the Franchise Bill", it marked the one month anniversary of Parliamentary
debate concerning the Conservative party's Electoral Franchise Act. Like most other
nineteenth-century Canadian newspapers, the Star - a pioneer of mass-circulation
newspapers - had already devoted considerable space within its pages to discuss the
nature of the suffrage in Canada. During the preceding month, Star editor Hugh Graham
had already penned four other opinionated articles on the same general subject.1
Moreover, his editorial of May 16 would by no means be his last. As the federal
franchise underwent further, seemingly incongruous alterations toward the end of the
century, the Star, alongside newspapers from across the country, was quick to offer both
praise and criticism. Of this collection, however, the "The Grits and the Franchise Bill"
stands out in particular. While the body of the editorial principally discusses the
offensive nature of the revising barrister clause embedded within the Electoral Franchise
Act, Graham's opening sentence, perhaps better than anyone since, distils the rationale
behind nineteenth-century Canadian federal franchise reform. As he so perceptively
wrote 124 years ago: "The Franchise Bill is a statesmanlike measure with a partisan
tail."2

1

After cutting his teeth at the Montreal Daily Telegraph, Graham became a partner at the
Montreal Daily Star in 1869. A British loyalist and a technological innovator in the newspaper business,
he helped transform the Star into "Canada's largest and most profitable daily" by 1891. For his work in
support of the First World War effort, Graham was elevated to the peerage in 1917. He died in 1938. See:
Douglas Fetherling, "Graham, Hugh, Baron Atholstan", Canadian Encyclopedia, vol. II, 920. For
circulation statistics regarding Canada's leading nineteenth-century newspapers, see: Rutherford, 49.
2
"The Grits and the Franchise Bill", Montreal Daily Star, 16 May 1885, 2.
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Although Hugh Graham had penned this pithy sentence to specifically describe
the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885, his words quite readily apply to all federal franchise
legislation that found its way into nineteenth-century Dominion statute books. Graham's
analogy contains one particularly salient variable with respect to the three franchise
reforms discussed within this paper: the size of the "partisan tail". When the
Confederation delegates agreed upon Canada's inaugural franchise law, as drafted by
John A. Macdonald and ensconced within section 41 of the British North America Act,
the partisan tail attached to it was quite small. More interested in fashioning a franchise
that all could easily agree upon - thereby diminishing the "[ijnsuperable difficulties" that,
in Macdonald's opinion, would have derailed the talks concerning federal union - the
delegates simply chose to employ the existing provincial franchises as the new federal
franchise. In other words, those Canadians who could legally vote in provincial elections
would receive a ballot in future federal elections as well. Fortunately for the
Confederation delegates, this pragmatism nicely complemented their overall ideological
outlooks.
In adopting provincial franchise legislation for the new Dominion franchise, the
delegates to the Confederation negotiations ensured that strict property and income
qualifications would regulate just who would receive a federal ballot. Although
nineteenth-century election statistics remain largely inchoate, no more than twelve
percent of all Canadians would have found their names on federal voters' lists when the
Dominion's first general election commenced in August of 1867. Such restrictive
franchise legislation endeared itself to the adherents of nineteenth-century Canada's two
dominant political ideologies: conservatism and classical liberalism. For conservatives,
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inspired by the writings of Edmund Burke, the government should make the franchise as
precious as possible by conferring the franchise solely upon those citizens who had
demonstrated their independence through a substantial ownership of property. In doing
so, the nation would continue to follow the same tradition that had supposedly served
Great Britain so well in the past. Classical liberals, on the other hand, did not see the
franchise as something that the government should necessarily deny the masses. Inspired
by the ideas of thinkers such as Montesquieu and John Stuart Mill, liberals viewed the
franchise as a measured privilege that all could potentially attain. In other words, they
believed it should be an instrument of gradual but broad political empowerment. Even
so, these liberals felt that one must still maintain certain restrictions - based upon
property, income, education, or otherwise - upon the franchise to prevent undesirable
inhabitants from negatively affecting the stability of the state. Consequently, the strong
limitations placed upon the new nation's franchise suited the ideological predilections of
leading Canadian conservatives such as John A. Macdonald, George-Etienne Cartier,
Thomas D' Arcy McGee, and Charles Tupper, and leading Canadian liberals such as
George Brown and Joseph Howe.
With section 41 of the British North America Act symbiotically satisfying
conservatives and liberals alike, the Confederation delegates really only disregarded the
philosophies of those Canadians whose political beliefs lay at the fringes of the political
spectrum. Republicans for the most part, these Radical Canadians, such as Parti Rouge
leader Antoine-Aime Dorion, had for years endorsed the establishment of universal
manhood suffrage within Canada. The excesses of "unbridled democracy" to the south,
however, culminating in the American republic's hugely divisive Civil War, had served
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to ossify the stance of most Canadians against manhood suffrage, including those present
at the Quebec Conference. Indeed, in the Province of Canada, George Brown's
Reformers and John A. Macdonald's Conservatives had allied their parties in 1864 in part
to guard against this republican threat, thus moderating or marginalizing more radical
members of the legislature. By sweeping aside republican arguments concerning the
franchise, the Reformers and Conservatives not only helped secure their sway over the
Canadian legislature: they also set the groundwork for upcoming franchise legislation.
Because of the ideological malleability of the Confederation franchise, future Canadian
statesmen could draw Dominion franchise law in either a more conservative or a more
liberal direction.
As Canada grew larger and stronger in the years following Confederation, the
partisan tail on its franchise reforms grew longer as well. In 1885, now Prime Minster
John A. Macdonald set forth to "complet[e] the Federal Constitution" (as he related to
Lord Carnarvon) and finally give the federal Parliament a franchise of its very own.
Arguing that it was not "worthy of our Parliament" to maintain legislation that allowed
provinces, on a whim, to "tinker" with the federal vote, he touted his Electoral Franchise
Act as a measure based upon the principle of good governance. Upon reading the
proposed legislation, however, the opposition Liberals came to find much more partisan
motivations behind Macdonald's bill. These partisan designs revealed themselves within
section 14 of the act. Otherwise known as the revising barrister clause, the section
allowed the prime minister himself to appoint those judges he desired to revise the
nation's voters' lists. Besides providing another basket of plum patronage positions to
dole out, it allowed the Conservatives to ensure that loyal party members would come to
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determine just who would receive a federal ballot. Sardonically asking "[w]hy not have
the revising barrister do the voting directly, and not indirectly?", the Liberals decried the
revising barrister clause as a clear Conservative attempt "to grasp the ballot box".
Despite its blatantly partisan nature, however, the revising barrister clause only
represented one facet of a much larger legislative project.
While section 14 of the Electoral Franchise Act concerned itself with who would
create the Dominion's voters' lists, the rest of the legislation outlined the rules the
revising barristers had to follow when they fashioned those lists. Here lay the ideological
current in which Prime Minister Macdonald wished to swim. Since Confederation, most
provinces had reduced their franchise qualifications. Upon their entrance into the union,
British Columbia and Prince Edward Island had even seen fit to introduce near-manhood
suffrage. At the federal level, Macdonald's Electoral Franchise Act reversed this trend.
When compared with those franchises maintained by the provinces (with the exception of
Quebec), the property and income qualifications within the new Dominion franchise were
thirty-three to two hundred percent more restrictive. In limiting access to the federal
franchise in this way, the Prime Minister adhered to the same conservative ideology that
framed his approach to the franchise at Confederation. As Edmund Burke himself
suggested, alterations to the franchise should only take the form of restrictions. By
introducing such a conservative franchise, however, the Conservative party apparently
attempted to do more than simply reduce the number of Canadians who could vote
federally. He sought to employ the franchise to shape the nation to fit his life-long
ideological outlook.
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Taking his cue from British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli and his Second
Reform Act, Prime Minister Macdonald, as one can plausibly conclude, endeavoured to
insert his franchise reform into the larger project of state formation. Because property
owners, on the whole, tended to uphold more conservative values, legislation that
enfranchised property owners principally offered the opportunity of greater Conservative
party success at the polls. Yet, a primarily conservative electorate had the potential to do
more than simply return the Conservatives to office. As more conservatives came to
compose the overall body politic, one would expect a corresponding conservative shift in
Canada's political culture as well. Demands for further conservative legislation would
rise. If all went as suggested, a slow shift right on the political spectrum would follow,
heralding the formation of a more conservative Canadian state. The Electoral Franchise
Act of 1885 therefore represented a highly-principled alteration of Canada's federal
franchise law that stemmed from the paternalistic world of conservative political
philosophy. Only its tail - the revising barrister clause - kept it tethered to the seedy
sphere of nineteenth-century partisan politics.
Despite their repeated attacks on the Electoral Franchise Act, the Liberals applied
a similar recipe of high-minded political philosophy and partisan tactical advantage when
fashioning their Franchise Act of 1898. Citing the allegation that the Conservatives'
franchise had both drained the federal coffers and failed to live up to the expectations of
Liberals and Conservatives alike, the Liberals had similarly billed their repeal of the
Electoral Franchise Act (and consequent return of the federal franchise to provincial
jurisdiction) as a necessary reform for the good of the nation. Even so, the Conservatives
quickly realized that this seemingly altruistic measure came with its own partisan tail
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attached. With Liberals dominating six of the seven provincial legislatures, the Franchise
Act of 1898 left the door open to the sorts of electoral chicanery so loudly denounced by
the Liberal party in the preceding years: from provincial juggling of the franchise law to
favour the federal Liberals, to provincially-appointed Liberal revising barristers
fashioning voters' lists that contained the names of proportionally more Liberal voters, to
the use of provincial election machinery to the federal party's advantage. Because of the
possibility of such partisan behaviour, George Eulas Foster, a Conservative partisan
himself, concluded that "if it [the Liberals' bill] became law, we would be landed in
exactly the same predicament [as with the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885]." Although a
return to a provincially-governed federal franchise contained a partisan element to it, it
did something more for the Liberals: it played into the larger ideological project they
designed for their franchise reform.
In the years after Confederation, Canada's Liberal party had forcefully advocated
for increased provincial rights and powers. Following classical liberal thinkers such as
John Stuart Mill, the Liberals viewed local legislatures as better representatives of
citizens' desires than a single, lumbering, autocratic central government. Liberal
stalwarts such as Edward Blake and Oliver Mowat espoused pluralism as the surest
preserver of liberty in a federal union. The Liberals' decision to return governance of the
federal franchise to the provinces played directly to this philosophical outlook. So too
did the overall inclusiveness of the new franchise. Between 1885 and 1898, most
provinces had undertaken another series of franchise expansions. Four of the seven
provinces (with Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec as the exceptions) had even
seen fit to implement near-universal manhood suffrage. By 1898, the provincial
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franchises, as a whole, gave many more Canadians the vote than the Electoral Franchise
Act they replaced. In creating so many additional Dominion voters, the federal Liberals
undoubtedly conformed to the classical liberal belief that governments should open the
franchise wide enough so that all individuals have the opportunity of attaining it. Such
was the essence of mid-Victorian liberalism. That being said, the Liberals by no means
endorsed the headlong implementation of universal manhood suffrage across the whole
of Canada. Once again echoing the liberal sentiments of Mill, Prime Minister Wilfrid
Laurier argued that governments that choose to implement manhood suffrage would have
also "prostituted their franchise." Because he ideologically "believe[d] that manhood
suffrage is not the correct thing", he refused to impose that "tyranny" upon Canada.
Thus, as with the Conservative franchise reform of 1885, the ideological underpinnings
of the Liberals' legislation also appeared to lead toward grander goals.
If Benjamin Disraeli's Second Reform Act of 1867 demonstrated the possibility
of franchise reform's role in conservative state formation, William Gladstone's Third
Reform Act of 1884 demonstrated the same possibility for liberal state formation. When
Gladstone implemented his franchise legislation, he attempted to reverse the gains
previously made by his rival Conservatives in enfranchising over one million more
Britons. The Canadian Liberals' expansion of the franchise in 1898 did much the same
thing. By enfranchising many of those Liberal voters excluded from the federal vote by
the Conservatives in 1885 - including large numbers of newly-immigrated Canadians the Liberals successfully provided themselves with a much better opportunity for reelection. In doing so, they attempted to reverse whatever conservative gains the
Conservatives made through their Electoral Franchise Act. With the Liberals' franchise
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reform apparently attempting to foster a stronger liberal political culture within Canada,
the chances that the body politic would accept further liberal legislation also increased.
The Liberal Franchise Act of 1898, therefore, promoted another ideological reorientation
of the Canadian state: one that pushed aside conservative philosophy to make way for
liberal policy.
Within the historiography on nineteenth-century Dominion franchise reform, the
thrust of the analysis has centred on the dirty side of politics and the unsavoury partisan
behaviour that reared its head perhaps too frequently during that era. From the chapter
penned on "The Franchise" by political scientist Norman Ward in 1950 to historian
Gordon Stewart's 1982 article on the Electoral Franchise Act as "John A. Macdonald's
Greatest Triumph", scholars have tended to argue that nineteenth-century alterations to
the federal franchise represented yet another set of power plays undertaken by Canada's
political parties to both reward the party faithful and keep the reigns of power in the
party's hands. Macdonald, "the old fox", is usually presented as the past master of this
partisan sport. Undoubtedly, partisan desires played a role in franchise reform during this
period. Aspects of the legislation, such as the revising barrister clause within the
Electoral Franchise Act of 1885, provide historians with inviting examples of such
political deviousness.
Yet, as this thesis has attempted to illustrate, partisanship only acted as one of
several motivations for the franchise legislation enacted during the nineteenth century. In
other words, it was a tail attached to the hind side of a larger whole. Notions of political
progress and stability as well as various models of political paternalism also played
prominent roles when politicians' minds turned to franchise reform. In 1867, 1885, and
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1898, however, one catalyst for Dominion franchise reform tended to hover above the
others: that of political ideology. W. L. Morton introduced this idea in 1943 in perhaps
the first scholarly analysis of nineteenth-century Dominion franchise development.
Perceptively, he tied franchise reform to the implementation of political principles. More
specifically, he viewed Conservative politicians and Liberal politicians employing the
franchise as leverage in their larger contest over the nature of Confederation: whether
Canada would have a strong central government, or whether political power would be
diffused locally. Considering the date he wrote his article, however, Morton did not have
the theoretical framework or tools to fully flesh out the implications of his argument. It is
at this point that the concept of state formation - a theory suggesting that the state may
transform a given culture through the conscious exercise of its amassed power in order to
gain a cultural acceptance of itself and its goals - provides additional insight.
Undoubtedly, Conservatives and Liberals desired to introduce franchise legislation that
flattered their own political ideals. Yet, in doing so, they did more than pass governance
of the Dominion franchise back and forth between the provincial and federal spheres;
they changed the size and composition of the nation's electorate itself. They opened and
closed the shutter that composed their respective framing of the national politic. In
selectively determining who may have the privilege to vote based upon perceived
political proclivities, these politicians had the power to broadly shape an electorate best
suited to achieve their own ends. While these ends ostensibly included the re-election of
themselves and their fellow party members, they also included grander ideological
designs for the country. Depending upon who a given piece of legislation enfranchised,
Canadian statesmen, through the potential afforded by franchise reform to foster a given
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political culture within the body politic, could attempt to fashion a more conservative or
more liberal Canadian state.
Herein lies the genius of the Dominion franchise reforms passed during the
nineteenth century. Just as they reflected the act of pragmatic decision-making and
played the dirty game of partisan politics, they also managed to evoke the language of
good governance and to participate in the heady philosophical debates of Victorian
politics. Above all else, however, these reforms gave Canadian statesmen, from John A.
Macdonald and George-Etienne Cartier to George Brown and Wilfrid Laurier, a way to
realize their own ideological visions of the Canadian nation. Contrary to contemporary
opinion that Canada's politicians were 'wirepullers', franchise reform in the late
nineteenth century elevated our politicians and invested them with altruism. They wished
to help fashion the best nation possible, and they viewed the franchise as a means to
achieving their higher ambitions. Although the success of these statesmen in attaining
this lofty goal has yet to be fully measured - an investigation surely deserving of a paper
of its own - their reforms certainly created the potential for such success. Today, the
language of rights has overtaken the language of privilege regarding the franchise. With
Canadians' right to vote enshrined within the nation's constitution, statesmen, like those
of nineteenth-century Canada, no longer have the power to toy with franchise law in an
attempt to fulfil their own national visions. That role has instead fallen directly to the
Canadian voter. Men like Macdonald and Laurier, through their development of the
Dominion franchise during the nineteenth century, sought to realize their own concepts of
Confederation. Taking our inspiration from them, it is our task, as citizens of Canada, to
now do the same.
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